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WE RODE ALONE, OF COURSE
A Collection of Short Stories

RYAN T. MERRIMAN

ABSTRACT

As a high school English teacher, I often ask my students to define abstract concepts.
What is happiness? What is sadness? What is justice? What is injustice? My students

often groan at such questions, as they do not know where to begin with such broad ideas.
That is the point, however, as my hope is that they at least attempt to explore each broad
idea and consider various facets.

The funny thing is, some of the activities I often subject my students to are activities I

would never have wished to do as a student. I personally have no idea where to begin
with some of the aforementioned concepts listed above. Stranger however, is the fact that
I have no idea where to begin, if someone asked me to define loneliness. Perhaps that is

not entirely true. I mean, I, as well as anyone, can start off by saying that loneliness is the

state of being alone, where there is no one else around a particular individual. Where,

however, do I go from there? Do I suggest that loneliness is the feeling people feel when
they realize that they have not had a substantial conversation with anyone during the day,

after coming home from work to an empty apartment? Is loneliness the feeling they feel
when they go on a trip by themselves, and after the third or twelfth cocktail, they wish

there was someone sitting next to them? Is loneliness the feeling they feel when they find

no way out of their loneliness, and the thought of even a longer stretch of loneliness is
flat-out demoralizing?

iv

I am not sure how to answer those questions as Ryan Merriman, but, through this

collection of short stories, I at least attempted to explore those questions through the eyes

of a principal, unemployed son, coaster enthusiast, substitute teacher, bar regular, isolated
officer worker, beer connoisseur, and priest. I hope they explored this topic to the best of

their abilities, as they are experts on this topic. Somehow, someway, they are alone in this
world.
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Left-Handed Appreciation Day
Like any time he needed to think before answering a difficult question from a

faculty member, Principal Mulberry stared at the giant paper calendar spread across his

desk and tapped his pen against the desk’s mahogany wood. He glared at the square for
Tuesday, April 9, where he wrote, "LEFT-HANDED APPRECIATION DAY!!!!
EXCLAMATION POINTS!!!!"
Veronica Swigely, a veteran teacher at Betsy Ross Elementary, and Jennifer

Rosenbloom, a newer teacher and union representative, sat across from Principal
Mulberry.
"Well," he started, "as I said before, the district requires us to hold a 'cultural

awareness’ assembly once a year, and I thought that this was a great opportunity to make
our students aware of left-handed people."

"I understand that," Veronica said. "You've said that already. But do you see
where we're coming from?" She lowered her glasses and raised an eyebrow. Principal
Mulberry thought she looked intimidating, especially with her gray hair tied up in a bun.

She looked like an old-fashioned librarian glaring at a younger kid. Or a grandmother
scowling at her grandson. Or an older teacher just staring at a younger administrator.
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“I know where you’re coming from,” Mulberry said. “But just repeat everything

you said two minutes ago, so I'm completely sure."
Veronica sighed. Jennifer touched Veronica's shoulder and said, "I can

talk." Jennifer first questioned whether a left-handed appreciation day promoted cultural

awareness and whether there were enough left-handed students to warrant the event. She
addressed the timing of the assembly, especially with the Ohio Achievement Assessment

scheduled a week later. As she talked about the standardized test, she scratched her right
wrist. "This is just a really stressful time for teachers,” she said, now scratching a little

faster, "and with all due respect, I think the last thing we need to do is celebrate left
handed people." Now, the only sound in the room was Jennifer’s long nails scratching her
skin. She stopped.

Mulberry cleared his throat, grabbed a tissue from his pocket, and wiped some
sweat off his bald head. "But I think we have enough left-handed students," he said.

"Remember how I asked all of you to send me the names of your left-handed students?"

He pulled a folder out of his file cabinet. "Here we go. Let’s see here. Yes. 1stgrade has three students: Jenna, Randall, and Evan. And, wow. Fourth-grade has six
students. Including Dylan Thompson. Really bright kid."

"He's ambidextrous," Veronica said.
"I'm sorry?"
"Ambidextrous," she repeated. "I noticed that last year. He wrote with his right

hand in the mornings, and then his left hand in the afternoons. He shouldn’t count."
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Mulberry nodded. He opened the mini fridge below his desk and pulled out a

carton of chocolate milk, as well as his chilled martini glass. "Ladies?" he asked, pointing

at the milk carton.
Both ladies shook their heads. He poured the milk into the martini glass, swirled
the brown liquid with the end of his black pen, and hummed the melody to "Edelweiss."

When he pulled the pen out of the glass, drops of chocolate milk splattered from the pen

across the paper calendar, right in the middle of the April 11 and April 12 squares. He
took a sip. He swallowed the chocolatey, cold goodness. He smacked his lips. “There is

never a good time of the year for anything,” he started. “I get that we are busy. But every
time I propose some activity that cuts into instruction time, there always seems to be
some sort of resistance. And, heck, even when I wanted to plan a holiday party down the

street at Stancato’s, there was resistance, with it being the end of the semester and such. I

appreciate everyone’s hard work; always have. But I ask that you appreciate my hard
work as well. Yes, this idea may seem a little quirky, but I’m quirky. And no kid will

ever forget the time they celebrated left-handed people. Right? It’s a fun and memorable
idea. So thank you for understanding.”
Veronica lowered her glasses again and stared. Jennifer looked up at the ceiling,
down at the floor, and then back up to the ceiling. She scratched her wrist again.

Mulberry took another sip, where he allowed the liquid to casually flow into his mouth

and touch his tongue.
Veronica stood and smiled. "You’re welcome," she said. “Looking forward to

it.”

Jennifer reached out towards Veronica.
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"But we can't—” Jennifer started.

"It's okay," Veronica said. "We'll make it work."

As they were leaving, Mulberry tried to tell them that he was going to have his
own father perform spectacular magic tricks, but they continued walking.
***

The next morning, Principal Mulberry arrived at school around six in the morning

and had two hours to prepare, before the kids arrived. After drinking some chocolate milk
from his martini glass, he went back towards the entrance around 6:09, where there were

eight copies of The Plain Dealer stacked by the door. He picked up the eight copies and
walked down the hallway, past the coatrooms with the tiny coat racks, and the little
painted handprints on one wall. He had to remind himself that he would dip his hand in

paint and leaves his handprint on the wall, too. And maybe he would paint a little smiley

face next to his handprint. He came across the drawings of what looked like cats, or in
most cases, long ovals with whiskers and pointed ears. He wondered if he should bring in
his beagle Sunbeam for the kids. He found Sunbeam to be so laid back, that she’d

probably wouldn’t mind the kids petting her head or back.
He dropped off copies of the newspaper in the first, second, third, and fourth
grade wings. The kindergarteners were still more interested in the Letter People, than

comics, or sports, or for the very gifted upperclassmen, editorials. As he walked past the
media center, he admired the purple banner stretched above the little tables, which, in
yellow cursive, read, “I am still learning. -Michelangelo.”
Principal Mulberry spotted a display that stood on a middle table, which was
likely crafted by Audrey the librarian. The top of the display read, “Do It Yourself!”
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From a very short distance, Principal Mulberry spotted a book with power tools on the
cover, a girl braiding her hair on another book cover, and cookies on a tray with another

book cover. But another book had a cartoonish monkey on the cover, and the monkey
appeared to be sitting at a table, with some food in front of him.
“No way.”

When he moved closer to the display, the book was indeed Curious George
Makes Pancakes. He saw himself going to bed, at a much younger age, as his father read

him the book over and over again.
One night, he looked at his father and asked, “Can we read something else

tonight?”
His father shook his head and answered, “No, no, no. When this book gets a

Nobel Peace Prize, for bringing peace to a hate-filled world by a monkey making fivestar pancakes, you’ll be able to look at everyone and say, ‘My dad read me that book

every night.’ And then you’ll eat pancakes forever. And you’ll wash it all down with
chocolate milk.”

Mulberry ran back to his office, remembering donations from nearby businesses.

He returned to the display, drew a smiley face on a pink sticky note, and posted the sticky
note on the Curious George cover. He pulled out some scotch tape and taped a twenty

dollar Pizza Hut gift card on the very last page.
Soon it was 7:45, fifteen minutes before the students arrived. Mulberry poured

more chocolate milk from his martini glass into a foam cup and positioned himself at the
school entrance, cup in hand, as the convoy of yellow buses and cars arrived at the drop

off loop. The little bodies in fluorescent-colored sneakers, spring coats, and backpacks
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funneled out of the busses and cars, with more tiny bodies walking up the sidewalks, with
larger figures holding their hands. When the students walked up to the entrance,
Mulberry greeted each student with a high five and greeting. “Hey there, Jack...What

book you got there, Sue?...Ronald, I swore I saw your older brother at Giant Eagle the
other day... Was that him?...Ready to learn, Malka? It’s Malka, right?..”
Mulberry smelled bacon—a scent he identified with only one student. Bacon

Bobby waddled up, as he did every day. His blue jacket was unzipped, so Mulberry could

see his gut practically bulging out of his t-shirt, which had a drawing of Spiderman in the
middle of a spider web. “Hi, Principal Mulberry,” Bobby shouted.
“Stand over here, Bobby. I want to listen to what you have to say, but I need to

say hi to everyone. Okay?”

“Uh-huh.” Bobby breathed heavily.
As Mulberry high-fived more students, he tried to listen to Bobby tell his story.
“So my older cousin showed me videos of the first Power Rangers. I watch Power

Rangers now, but I didn’t know they were so much cooler back then. So they have to
fight this monster named Eye Guy, who’s literally a monster made up of nothing but
eyes, And I wondered how Eye Guy could be alive, with nothing but eyes, but he is, and

it’s scary, And then Zordon tries to help the Power Ranger, and Zordon is just this giant
head in a giant tube. Pretty freaky. And after fighting these monsters called Puddies, the

Rangers call out their Mega Zords, and the one has this sweet sword, and he goes, cha!,
cha! with it. And then Eye Guy shoots eyes at the Mega Zords^”
Mulberry caught another whiff of bacon, away from Bobby. Bobby’s mother, Ms.
Beefwich, waddled towards him, in her usual Indians baseball cap and jacket. “Hi,
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sweetie,” she said to Bobby. “Thought I’d just swing on over, while you were outside,
Principal Mulberry.”

“Always a pleasure to see you,” Mulberry said.
“The same goes for me.” She inhaled and closed her eyes, and deeply exhaled.
“It’s like Christmas every day you are here for these kids, especially for my

Bobby.”
Mulberry looked down at Bobby, who smiled back at him and picked at his belly

button.

“Bobby is so excited about Left-Handed Appreciation Day.” Ms. Beefwich
rubbed Bobby’s head.

“He is?”
Bobby still smiled and played with his belly button.

“Yes. I think it’s great what you’re doing, you know? God, you’re so great.
Anyway, I was just curious about the specifics? What were you planning? Anything you

need the parents to bring?”
Mulberry discussed his father and the magic show. His father would do the usual

card tricks, bring a bubble machine, and even make a thing or two disappear. Mulberry
also discussed having all of the left-handed students sit on the stage, at a very long

cafeteria table. A friend of each left-handed student would be selected to go up to a mic

and talk about his or her respective left-handed friend. The student could also read off a

notecard, if he or she hated speaking in public. The student could even make a goodnatured joke or two about their friend.

“Wait,” Ms. Beefwich said, “like a comedy roast?”
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“I’m sorry?” Mulberry asked.

“A comedy roast. Where comedians make fun of the guest of honor.”
Mulberry took another sip of his chocolate milk and smiled. “Sure,” he answered.

“Why not?”
Ms. Beefwich nodded and began to rub Bobby’s back. Bobby looked at his mom,

as she kissed him on the forehead, while still looking at Principal Mulberry. “Have a

great day, sweetie,” she said. “And to you as well, Principal Mulberry.” She smiled at

Mulberry, showing all of her shiny white teeth. For some reason he couldn’t quite
pinpoint, her smile felt insincere.
***

As Principal Mulberry sat on his recliner, Sunbeam sprawled across the carpet,
gnawing on a bone. Mulberry would occasionally stroke Sunbeam’s head with his toe, to

which Sunbeam immediately growled and wrapped her paws around the bone.
On the phone, he finalized details for the magic show with his father, who
committed to bringing every trick for the magic show—the bunny, the box one could cut

in half, the coins, handcuffs, the bubble machine, etc.
“They’re going to love the bubble machine,” Mulberry said.
“Of course they will,” his father said, coughing. “Did you take my pancake batter,

the last time you were here?”
“No, Dad. I never take your pancake batter.”

“Well then who in the hell took my goddamn pancake batter?”
“No one, Dad.” Mulberry sighed. “You need me to come over?” He was hoping

the answer would be “no.” He had quite a few teacher evaluations to complete.
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“Nah, nah. You’re fine.”
Mulberry sighed again. His father had just started asking about pancake batter a
few months before, but since he still seemed self-sufficient, Mulberry didn’t think too

much of it. Recently, his father had even performed his magic tricks at a fish fry, and then

at that same fish fry a week or so later, he brought his accordion and played a few polkas
for the patrons. Still, as much as he wanted to start on evaluations, Mulberry could not

stop thinking about the pancake batter. “Dad,” he started, “are you sure you’re okay?”

He heard heavy breathing from the other line. Then his father said, “Yeah. Yeah.
I’m fine. Just been thinking about your mother recently, you know?”

Mulberry’s mother died shortly after he was born from a brain tumor. He was
now forty-two and wondered why his father was thinking about her so often. Mulberry
himself did not think about her often—not because he didn’t care for her, but because he

never had the opportunity to feel close to her. But he thought about the one story his
father often told him. Since his mother worked late nights as a nurse, she would come
home to his father giving her a hug and three kisses. As he held her hand to bed, they

would sing “Edelweiss” together. When his father stopped singing the song immediately
after her passing, but continued to tell this story, Mulberry looked up the lyrics in high
school. Mulberry eventually forgot all of the lyrics, except for “Edelweiss, edelweiss.

Every morning you greet me.”

“Hope you’re okay,” Mulberry said over the phone. “Want me to come get you on
Tuesday?”
“Nah, nah. I’m fine. It’ll be fun. Bubble machine and such. Alright, kiddo. Have

to go look for something. Love you.”
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“Love you, too.” As Mulberry hung up the phone, he tried to pet Sunbeam. She
showed her teeth and barked yet again. He lunged back on his recliner, thankful she

didn’t get his finger. Her gums were also bleeding.
***

When Mulberry’s father showed up at the office for Left-Handed Appreciation
Day, he wore lederhosen with black suspenders, knee-high beige socks, to cover up his

popsicle-stick legs, and a black alpine hat, capped off with a red feather. He also had an
accordion strapped across his body.
"Where's all your magic stuff?" Mulberry asked.

"It's Tuesday," his father answered. "No magic on Tuesdays. Instead, we polka."
Mulberry opened his mouth, ready to protest. Instead, he muttered, "That's right.

It is Tuesday."
Mulberry took his father to the gymnasium, where PTA parents were plopping

gallons of ice cream onto long cafeteria tables, as well as condiments—whipped cream,

sprinkles, and even bananas for banana splits. But there was no banner hanging from the

ceiling, a banner that should have read, "We Admire Your Strength, Tenacity,

Determination, and Willpower, Left-Handed Students of Betsy Ross Elementary
School!"

"I guess the designer shop didn't get the banner done on time," Mulberry said. He
also noticed that there were no tables on the wooden stage, where the left-handed

students could sit.
“I’m feeling awesome,” his father said. “Let’s have some fun.”
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Mulberry helped his father up to the stage, and then something smelled like

bacon.
Ms. Beefwich waddled up to him, while taking off her Indians cap and scratching
her wildly long blonde hair. "Hi, Principal Mulberry," she said, void of her usual bubbly

tone. “We have a lot of bananas—and I mean a lot of bananas. But we’re worried we may
not have enough ice cream.”

Before Mulberry could say anything, the single-file lines of students came

funneling into the gymnasium. Some students broke from their respective lines to run to
the ice cream station, at which point teachers screamed and grabbed such escapees by the

arm, while yelling in the students’ ears about respect, staying in line, waiting one’s turn,
etc. Veronica was one such teacher, at Jerry Labedau. Jerry looked away from her, as

she shoved him back into her line.

“Happy Left-Handed Appreciation Day, Ms. Swigely,” Mulberry shouted.
Veronica walked past Mulberry and directed her students to their spot on the

gymnasium floor. The rest of the classes found their spots and sat Indian style.

It was relatively quiet. There was order.
Mulberry headed towards the stage, where his father adjusted the mic. Mulberry

was ready to jump up on the stage to get the students pumped up. Forget the banner, he
thought. Forget the tables. He would ask all of the left-handed students to stand up, and
thank them for being different. Everyone would applaud and get their ice cream in an

orderly fashion.
But before he could climb the steps to the stage, his father grabbed the mic and

shouted, “Are you dumb crazy Polacks ready to dance?”
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Mulberry froze. He heard a parent or teacher gasp. Before he could move again

and grab the mic, his father shouted, “Get up and polka.” He started to play a very fast
and lively song.
Students scattered throughout stood up and began to bob up and down. More

students did the same, and within moments, the entire student body began to run in large
circles and bob up and down, to the rhythm of his father’s polka music.
“That’s it,” his father shouted. “Footwork, kids. Footwork. One-two-three, and

one-two-three, and one-two-three. Now I’m going to sing. Roll out the barrel. We’ll have

a barrel of fun. Yeah! Roll out the barrel. ‘Cause we got the blues on the run. Okay!”
Jimmy Blue jumped on Eric Bensen’s back, and Eric galloped around like a horse

around Mulberry. Marjorie Violet hopped up and down on one leg and pretended to
strum an air guitar, but not without waving to Mulberry. Some little kindergartener boys
ran around flailing their arms, screaming at the top of their lungs.
“That’s perfect, kids. Really good stuff. But remember your footwork, okay?
One-two-three. One-two-three.”

Mulberry watched some teachers and parents chasing the screaming boys, who

now serpentined around the other dancing kids. Parents ran from one end of the
gymnasium, trying to catch up to the little kids, but the other students were in their way,

and the adults could not move, no matter how many screamed in protest. But a large

group of students began to run around in a giant circle, around the other teachers and
students. They, too, screamed and ran as fast as they could. The circle made its way past

Mulberry, who watched some students push other students.
“Hey, kids,” Mulberry shouted. “Let’s, uh, take it down a notch, okay?”
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He thought he heard someone scream, “Do something. You’re the principal,
damnit.” Instead, Mulberry turned his attention to his father, who repeatedly bounced up

and down.
He looked at Mulberry and tipped his alpine hat. “One-two-three, kids,” he kept
shouting. “Can’t you hear me? One-two-three. One-two-three.”

To Mulberry’s amazement, the running circle slowed down, but the giant sea of

students parted, with the one half moving towards the tables of ice cream. Parents pulled
out the tubs of ice cream and flung scoops of ice cream into paper bowls. The sounds of
whipped cream whizzing on top of the ice cream added to the cacophony of polka music

and students creaming. Other parents were slicing bananas in half. Teachers and aides

screamed at the children to get in single file lines, but they just mobbed the tables. Bowls

of ice cream actually crowd-surfed to the masses of students standing away from the
tables, with students grabbing such bowls as they passed over their heads.
Ms. Beefwich ran up to Mulberry. “What do we do?” she shouted. “We’re
running out of ice cream.”

Now Mulberry’s father lied on his back on the stage, still playing his accordion

and kicking his legs in the air. Laughter filled the entire gymnasium.

“Bananas,” Mulberry answered. “Just add sprinkles and whipped cream to the
bananas.”
Students ran around with half or full bananas, doused with whipped cream and

sprinkles on top. Some students began to sword fight with the bananas. Others wore them

across their faces like moustaches. Mulberry spotted a little kindergartener girl, Cindy
Stephenson, in the middle of the action. She clenched her banana, the banana mush
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dripping down her hand. Her face was red and contorted, and tears rolled down her
cheeks, as her mouth was wide open. Mulberry thought he could almost hear her wailing
on top of the music. A parent scooped her up and ran away from the crowd.
Mulberry caught another whiff of bacon, as Bacon Bobby waddled up to him,

with a banana in hand. “Principal Mulberry,” he started. “You won’t believe what Ms.

Swigely taught us about left-handed people.”

“Just stand over here, Bobby,” Mulberry said. “Shout, so I can hear you.”
Bananas flew up in the air, with some arching back down to earth like missiles.
More and more bananas began to fly around, as the screaming intensified. Mulberry’s

father somehow managed to get back on his feet. “Oh, come on,” he shouted. “Discipline,
kids. Footwork, kids. I don’t want her, you can have her. She’s too fat for me. Hey!

She’s too fat for me. Huh? She’s too fat for me. Now, kids, you shouldn’t disrespect
women, but sometimes they can shed a few pounds.”
“Okay,” Bobby shouted into Mulberry’s ear. “So did you know that the Muppets

were created by a left-handed guy named Jim? And Jim had this really, really big beard,
like Santa Claus. How cool is that? It’s like Santa Claus made the Muppets.”

“Now, repeat after me. E-yi-e-yi-e-yi-yo. Like Old MacDonald. E-yi-e-yi-e-yi-

yo. Delicious.”
“.And, Principal Mulberry, did you know that Barack Obama is left-handed?
Barack Obama was the President of the United States. I saw him a few years ago on the

television, talking about people attacking other people with bombs. He should get help

from the Power Rangers..”
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“.In heaven, there is no beer. That’s why we drink it here. And when we are
gone from here, our friends will be drinking all our beer.. .”

“.And did you know that Abraham Lincoln was left-handed? He freed the

slaves and everything. But I didn’t know he got shot and killed in a movie theater.”
“.Okay, kids, I’d like to bring it down a bit. Just take a breath, and enjoy

‘Edelweiss,’ from The Sound of Music. I forget the words, so I’ll just hum along, and you

sway to the music.”
“.And then there was a lady named Joan of Arc. Ms. Swigely said was very

courageous.”

Some students stopped running and screaming and swayed back and forth to the
slower melody. Fewer bananas were thrown. Boys began to slow dance with each other,
holding each other’s hips and giggling. Girls began to do the same. And Marjorie Violet,
who originally hopped on one leg and strummed and air guitar, now twirled around like a
ballerina.
“And did you know that one of The Beatles was left-handed?” Bacon Bobby
continued. “I think his name was Pete. No, Paul. That’s right. And then Ms. Swigely
played us a cool song, and we clapped our hands. We sang ‘na, na, na’ or something and

shouted ‘Hey Jude.’”
Students sat on the gymnasium floor. Mulberry watched all of the parents and

teachers walking around, with banana mush on their shoulders or hair. On the floors were
piles of banana mush and whipped cream, with some younger students plopping
themselves right in the middle of such piles. A group of older students swayed back in

forth in a smaller circle, until they eventually tumbled down. More students began to sit
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down or stay in place, until the gymnasium got much quieter. Some students were even

lying on the floor and maybe fast asleep. In time, all of the students had sat down, with
the exception of a boy and girl slow dancing in the middle of the gym floor. The boy,

much shorter than the girl, rested his head on her shoulder.

Mulberry’s father stopped playing, for the first time since he started. He breathed

heavily into the mic and looked around at all of the exhausted kids on the floor. He
smiled at Mulberry, moved both hands like jazz hands, and said, “Ta-da.”

Many kids applauded. Bobby did the same.
“That was great, kids,” his father said into the mic, “‘E’ for effort. ‘F’ on

technique. Son, maybe for your next cultural event, you can teach the kids how to polka.”

He smiled and gave Mulberry two thumbs up.
Mulberry patted Bobby and the shoulder and said, “Thank you for sharing all of
that information.”

Bobby grinned and gave two thumbs up, too. Teachers and parents alike stood

around, until Veronica screamed, “Line up, everyone. Move it.” The students, covered in
sweets galore, lined up with their respective teachers.
Mulberry escorted Bobby to Veronica’s line. Whipped cream and sprinkles were

splattered across the right lens of Veronica’s glasses. “Bobby told me about all the left

handed people you talked about,” Mulberry said to her. “That’s absolutely wonderful.”
“To hell with that,” she replied. “Let’s go, kids.” The students walked slowly,

with their heads down, until she screamed at them to walk faster. As her line rushed out

of the gym, Jennifer Rosenbloom, scratching her wrist, approached Veronica. After she
said something to Veronica, Veronica shot Mulberry a quick, sharp look, nodded back at
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Jennifer, and stormed out of the gymnasium. Other teachers did not look at Mulberry.

Students kept their heads down and did not look at him, either.
***

Principal Mulberry helped his father back to his Buick, hugged him, kissed him

on the cheek, and watched him drive off at approximately ten miles per hour. He trudged
back into the school, locked himself in his office, and plopped his head against the
mahogany desk. At around four-thirty, when everyone had left, except for the custodians,

Mulberry grabbed his carton of chocolate milk and martini glass and walked down the

hallway, past the handprints on the wall, past the cat drawings.

He sat at a little table in the media center and filled his martini glass to the brim.
He looked up at the Michelangelo banner and began to think of all of the ice cream on the
gymnasium floor, and the students running around, and the slow dancing. After the

eighth or ninth glass of chocolate milk, Mulberry was a little hungry and thought about
pizza. But he remembered the Pizza Hut gift card he taped to the back of Curious George
Makes Pancake. He didn’t want the gift card. He just thought about it. And, surely, a

student had to have checked out the book, especially with the sticky note of a smiley face
on the cover. A student had to have read the book, and then when he or she found the gift
card, screamed in excitement. Surely, the lucky student had to have had a nice dinner,

with pepperoni or extra cheese pizza, and then a can of Pepsi or two. And the student had
to have wondered who put the smiley face on a sticky note and bestowed such an edible
blessing upon his or her family. And that student had to have told Audrey the librarian

about the smiley face and gift card, and then Audrey had to have figured out that the
gift was from Mulberry. Who else drew smiley faces on memos and emails to
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faculty? Or when Audrey checked the book out for the student, she must have noticed
the sticky note on the cover. Maybe right then and there, she and the student found the

gift card.
So, why hadn't Audrey say anything to Mulberry? He looked around for the "Do

It Yourself!" display case, which was now gone. Did the student return the book? The

student had to have returned the book. Curious George Makes Pancakes is a quick,
enjoyable read.

Mulberry didn't know where to begin looking for the book. He went to one shelf

and pulled out a book about sea horses. He went to another bookshelf and pulled a book
out about the Cleveland Indians. He went to the next bookshelf and pulled out a book

about Clifford The Big Red Dog. Curious George must have been close.
Mulberry pulled books off the shelf and dropped the books on the floor. Dr.Seuss.

Green Eggs and Ham. Yurtle the Turtle. Eric Carle. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. Brown
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? But no Curious George.
Mulberry began ripping books off the shelf, hoping to find the book. Hoping to

find that the gift card was gone. Hoping to have made that one student's day.

I am indebted to the following sources:

Rodgers, Richard. “Edelweiss.” The Sound of Music, RCA Records, 1965, track 14.

Yankovic, Frank. “Beer Barrel Polka.” Frank Yankovic & His Yanks’ Greatest Hits,

Columbia, 1987, track 4.
---. “In Heaven There Is No Beer.” America’s Favorites, Polygram, 1986, track 9.
---. “Too Fat Polka.” Frank Yankovic & His Yanks’ Greatest Hits, Columba, 1987, track
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9.

Lotto Lang Syne
I started seeing Kyle at the Inn Cahoots bar shortly after the Cavs fired Mike

Brown. God, the first time I saw him, he was just a scrawny, twenty-something-year-old
kid. By the time the Browns had fired Eric Mangini, he came to the bar at least once or

twice a week, and we had small talk. By the time the Indians fired Manny Acta, he came
to the bar almost every day, as he got laid off as a teacher and had more free time. So we
spent that extra free time bitching about Cleveland sports.

Actually, I just bitched and complained. Kyle didn't know too much about
Cleveland sports, but he knew enough about Progressive Field. "Let me tell you

something," he would say. "I have been to Progressive Field, and the Hot Dog Races are

intense. Onion always appears to have a shot, but then Ketchup just pulls away, which is
crap."

He was at least interested in what I had to say about sports, that by the time the
Cavs rehired Mike Brown, we had gone to watch the Indians play the Red Sox and White
Sox. Kyle didn't say much about the game, other than when something big happened, but

he said enough about the Hot Dog Races, hot dogs, and beer.
Even though we went to the games and always met up at the bar, it was still
surprising to see him that one Saturday at Parmatown Mall. As I walked towards J.C.
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Penney, I saw him scratching something against the Pepsi vending machine, with his
black, spikey hair and coin. He leaned his face closer to whatever it was, where I thought

his glasses might have fallen off his face. Then he shouted "Yes" loud enough, that some
people stopped and looked at him. "I just won the lottery," he said, showing what looked

like a scratch-off ticket to everyone. Some people continued walking.
Kyle and I made eye contact. "Stan," he yelled, waving.

"Hey,” I said. "What are you doing here? How much did you win?"
"Two dollars."

"That's it?"
"What do you mean that's it? I put in a dollar. I won twice that amount."

"Okay."
"A win's a win."
"Just seems like something not to get too excited about. What's that smell on your
breath?"
"What are you doing here?"
I groaned. "Mother’s Day is tomorrow, and I need to find Mom a gift."
Kyle erupted in laughter. "Really? Your 90-year old mom? I mean, wait, I'm

sorry. That came out wrong. No, actually I meant that. No disrespect. It's just that you

waited so long, and what more could she possibly need?"
I could have punched Kyle in the face. I should have punched him in the face.

Instead, I looked down and shrugged.
"Hey, you," Kyle continued. "Chin up. Don't look down at Ohio State.”
“Ohio State?”
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“Jesus. Your hoodie. They'll win it all eventually. Actually, I came here to find a
gift for my mom, too. Last minute. Let's shop together."
"That’s okay."

"Why not? Is it too weird to see a young guy shopping with a 60-something-year
old for their mothers? Let me tell you something. You need a sip—make sure it's a sip—

of water." He pulled out a water bottle out from his jean pocket and handed it to me,
grinning. It was a larger bottle of Dasani water and at least three quarters full.
"I’m good.” I tried to give him back the bottle, but he held his hand up.

"Just take a sip." He winked at me.
I took a sip. I felt a slight burn run down my throat, but it was a smooth

burn. My cheeks started to feel warm.
"Wow," I said. "That's definitely not Smirnoff."
"You think I go for that cheap stuff?" Kyle answered. "You know me better than

that, Stan. Where should we go first?"
***

We walked away from J.C. Penney and towards the record store. Something
played over the speakers that sounded like heavy metal. The singer screamed words I

couldn't understand.
Kyle said, "Metallica." He then draped the hood of his Kent State hoodie over his

head and jumped up and down, flailing his arms. He started bumping into me and

chanting, "Blood. Death. Blood. Death." He used a deep, groggly voice, like a heavy
metal singer.
I pushed him away and asked, "Do you know this song?"
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"No. It just sounds like Metallica, but I don’t really listen to them. Blood. Death.

Blood. Anne Murray. Older people like Anne Murray, right?”
We found a few Anne Murray albums, which were near John Denver and Barry
Manilow.

"I came here more often in high school," Kyle started, "when this mall was more
lively. I heard Anne Murray do a cover of 'Daydream Believer' over the PA system. The

Monkees must have been flattered."
"Why?"
"When someone does a cover of your song, I think that means you made it big."
"Even if it's Anne Murray?"

"Hey." Kyle pointed his finger at me. "My mom listens to Anne Murray. Nice
lady, with a nice voice."

Mom listened to Anne Murray all the time. About ten years ago, when we still

lived at the house, and Mom had just celebrated her 80th birthday, I was watching the
Browns play the Eagles, but I had to keep the television on mute, as Mom was cooking in
the kitchen, and Anne Murray's singing helped her focus. I could hear the chicken frying

in the fire pan, as Mom sang "The Tennesee Waltz" with Anne.

Meanwhile, Terrell Owens was ripping the Browns defense to shreds, and I
wanted to throw my Miller Lite at the television. Mom walked into the room, bad knees
and all. She wore her pink kitchen apron and large reading glasses.

“What’s the score?” she asked.
“Not good,” I answered.
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“You’re upset, aren’t you?” She sighed. “Too bad you don’t just listen to music.”
I didn’t look at her, but I could feel her looking at me.

“Don’t you like Anne Murray?” she asked.
“Yeah,” I answered. “Nice lady. Sorry, but I’m watching the game.”
Anne Murray was now singing “Always On My Mind” in the kitchen. Mom then

grabbed the remote from the coffee table and turned off the television.

“Hey,” I started.
She lifted a finger to silence me. “I’m only going to say this once,” she hissed.

“You have no room to call someone a nice lady. Okay? The naked ladies in those
magazines I found years ago under your bed were not nice ladies.”

“What? That was only one—”
“Stop it,” she said. She smacked her lips. “Those women are not nice. The naked

ladies you look at on the computer? They are not nice. You don’t even know what a nice
lady is.” She tossed the remote control on the table. I looked out the window, out

towards the street and sidewalk. A woman was walking a golden retriever.

As Mom walked away, she said to me, “Tell God you’re sorry. For everything.” I
listened to the chicken sizzling on the frying pan and said sorry to God.
Kyle looked at some CD and said, "I'm not feeling it. Are you feeling it?"
"Feeling what?"

"Anne Murray. Or any of these old singers. There's got to be a better gift."

***
I stood in the women’s section at J.C. Penny. Kyle just stared at my stomach, his

chin nestled between his right thumb and index finger, and his index finger riding
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alongside his cheek. He also stood like a fashion critic, with his legs crossed. "Don't take

this the wrong way, but you have a big stomach," he said. He suggested that I had his

mom’s figure and told me to wait a second, while he walked away. I stood in place. I
guess I got in some women's way, as some walked around me. One younger lady with a

stroller said, "Excuse me," so I stepped out of her way. As she passed, I saw the newborn

in the stroller, fast asleep.
Kyle came back with some purple sweatshirt on a hanger. He flipped it around to

reveal two cartoon butterflies flying around. "75% off," he said. "Now just stand in

place." He leaned the sweatshirt up against my body. "Arms to your side.”
I put my arms to my side. He looked at the sweatshirt for a moment, looked at my

face, shook his head, and then walked away. Another woman with a stroller said, "Excuse
me," and I got out of her way. Her baby was crying.
Kyle came back smiling, holding a hanger with a grey sweatshirt. He turned it

around to reveal a sketch of two kittens wrestling over a red ball of yarn. "Kitty cats," he
said. He leaned the sweatshirt against my body.
"Can I ask you something?" I started.

"What?"
"Did you did this kind of stuff to your students?"

"Hey now." Kyle pulled the sweatshirt away and pointed at me. "Let me tell you

something. I was a damn good history teacher. Got that?"
I nodded.
Kyle started to walk away, but then stopped. "Do you hear that?" he asked.
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I listened carefully, and over the PA system, I heard an upbeat song, with some

younger voice.
Kyle added, "That's 'Call Me Al.' Paul Simon. Ah, that's another way you know

your song had made it."
"What way?"
"An orchestra cover. The freaking London Symphony Orchestra did a cover of

this song. Random, I know. Found it on YouTube. Fun stuff." As Kyle walked away, he

started to sing, "If you'll be my bodyguard..."
I remembered last Fourth of July, when Mom and I sat in her room at the nursing

home. I brought two double cheeseburgers from McDonalds, and the wrapper from mine

was still sprawled out on her table. Hers was still on top of her wrapper, and it only
looked like she took three bites.
We were watching some special on PBS, where some orchestra played at night in
an open amphitheater. They were playing that 1812 song, with the cannon blast at the

end. My mom was in her wheelchair, and her oxygen machine kept clicking. Tubes ran

up her nose, as she breathed heavily out of her mouth. Somehow, she found the strength
to ask, "Indians. How did they play today?"

"Awful," I answered. "Jimenez blew it."
She didn't say anything. I just heard her breathing, and the machine continuing to

click. The conductor was this old guy who was getting really into the song—flailing his
arms and stuff with the baton.
Then, out of nowhere, I told Mom that I wanted to try a dating site. Mom just

looked at me, confused. "What?" she asked.
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"A dating site."
"A...what?"
"Site. Dating site. Where you meet girls. Why not? I now have my own place.”

Mom just stared at me, as her breathing sounded more and more difficult. I don't
think she blinked. Then she shook her head and mumbled, "Whatever."

"What?"

"I said whatever." She sounded weaker. "I have done everything I can for you. I
raised you. I...quit drinking for you. I cooked for you. I was.. .born again for you.” She

pointed her finger at me, "You...are unemployed. Good luck with that."
I turned to look at the television. They reached the finale, where fireworks

exploded in the sky and loud applause followed.
I could still feel her looking at me. "I'll just sit here alone," she added quietly.

"Best of luck to you...and your new wife."

She slowly shook her head. I gave her a kiss on the forehead and wished her a
happy Fourth. She said that she loved me and grabbed my hand.
Kyle walked up to me with a long black dress.

"No," I immediately said.

"50% off," he whined. "I'm not asking you to wear it. Next five rounds at the bar
will be on me."

He pressed the black dress against my body for measurements.
***

"Why did you come here?" Kyle asked. We had a case of the munchies, so we
sat on a bench with Auntie Anne's pretzels.
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"Why did you come here?"
"I don't know. But there's nothing at this mall anymore." He took a bite out of his

pretzel, and then a swig out of the water bottle.
Even though Parmatown recently felt like a ghost town, today was still slightly
busy. I watched families with strollers holding shopping bags, with the little kids pulling

each other's hair and screaming. I saw teenagers with baggy jeans walking aimlessly,

texting on their phones. I even saw an older couple with electrical wheelchairs drive past

us.
Kyle asked, "You see your mom every day?"

I nodded.
Kyle passed me the bottle, and I took a sip. He said, "Good for you."

"No it isn't."
"Sure it is. How many guys do you meet who are still loyal to their mothers?

You’re a good guy, Stan.”
I shrugged and thanked him for the compliment. We chewed our pretzels a little

longer, until I asked, "How's work at the magical industrial supply factory?"

"Awful," Kyle snapped. “My managers walk around like they have these
enormous dicks. Complete dicks themselves."
"Sorry to hear that."

"Any luck on the job front?"
"No." I sighed. "Might have an interview in a few weeks for some courier truck.

But, hey, I have some money stacked away. I think." I ate the rest of my pretzel and

asked, "Still like living at home?"
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"For now. The mother is driving me crazy, but she loves me. And it's home-

cooked meals wazoo, you know? She's a good lady."
"You thinking of moving out?"

"Eventually. Not yet, though." But then he turned and gave me a worried look.
"Should I move out?"

All I could do was shrug. We stayed silent, as I watched more people walking

around. I eventually asked, “Going to the bar tomorrow?”

"Well," Kyle said, belching. "Why wouldn’t I? It’s Sunday anyway, so they

always make dinner. My money’s on roast beef.”

“Bull,” I said. “They did roast beef last week.”
“That’s right. I forgot. Ended up being a foggy Sunday for me. So let’s kill this

bottle.”
***

We stood in front of all the kiddie rides. This blonde-haired girl was on the
carousel. As she sat on the yellow duck and passed us, she kept saying, "Look at me,
nonny. I'm on a duck, nonny. A duck." An older woman, who I assumed to be her nonny,

kept waving at her.
I looked up at the ceiling, like I usually did after the fifth or sixth drink at the bar.
I think I actually smiled at the ceiling. Kyle snapped his fingers and said, "Got it."
"Got what?"

"Let's just get our moms season passes to Cedar Point."
"Kyle, my mom is 90 years old and sits in a—"

"They have a train."
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"Oh.” I took my mom on the Cuyahoga County Scenic Railway for a Mother’s
Day brunch each year. “Maybe I’ll think about it.”

***
At this point we were hungry for a real meal, so Kyle treated me to lunch at China

Max. We sat in the Food Court, me devouring my sweet and sour chicken, and Kyle

picking at his orange chicken. He pounded the table.
“This food reminds me of something,” he said. “You know which song probably

has more covers than any song in the universe, which makes it the greatest song in the
universe?”
“’Danny Boy,’” I said.
“’Auld Lang Syne.’”

“Bull. That’s a traditional song.”
“And ‘Danny Boy’ isn’t? Doesn’t matter. ‘Auld Lang Syne’ is a global
phenomenon.”
Kyle pulled out his smartphone and was typing something.

“What are you looking for?” I asked.
“I was surfing through random stuff on YouTube the other day. Just watch this.

An Asian choir does ‘Auld Lang Syne.’ It’s like ‘Asia Lang Syne.’ See what I did there?”
“No.”

He laughed and slammed his phone in front of me, and this video started playing.
All of these Asians were dressed in long dresses and tuxedos, and there was even an

orchestra. They started singing in harmony, and when the second verse came about, this
guy walked up to the mic with a pedophile-like hairstyle. Greasy hair that was puffy and
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just creepy. But he had his solo and sounded very good. Sure, he sounded funny at parts.
At one point he sang, ‘And here’s a hand, my twusted fwend.’ And he pronounced Auld

Lang Syne ‘Auld Wang Syne.’ But he got what he was singing. At the end, he sang with
the choir, but he sang the last line by himself and got all teary-eyed. The audience

cheered as he took a bow.

“You found this on YouTube?” I asked.
“Yeah. Couldn’t help but think of A Christmas Story, though.”
I knew the scene he was thinking about. The one where the family went to the

Chinese restaurant, and the waiters butchered “Deck the Halls.” I remembered Mom, in
front of the television on Christmas Eve, her second or third glass of wine in hand,

watching that exact scene from A Christmas Story. She laughed uncontrollably and

rewound the VCR tape back to that scene and laughed again. I was 31 at the time. After I
poured her the fourth or fifth glass, she stopped laughing and glared at me.

“Promise me, Stan,” she started, “that when I die, you won’t spend a holiday at a
restaurant by yourself. Would just break my heart.”
The next morning, after we opened our presents and ate breakfast, I asked Mom if

she remembered what she said the night before.

“Jesus, of course I don’t,” she answered. “We watched A Christmas Story, right?”
Kyle then praised the song further, suggesting that there are millions of covers on

the Internet, and then at least a billion covers performed on New Year’s Eve. As I took a

sip of my Pepsi, I spotted some black teen walking around in baggy jeans. He wore a
Cleveland Indians baseball cap, with the "C" logo, as well as a black leather jacket. He

had his hands in his pockets.
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"Crap," I whispered to Kyle. “Check your wallet. Make sure it’s secure.”
Kyle turned around to look at the teen. Then he turned back at me, his mouth wide

open.
"Crap," he muttered. "That's one of my former students. Do I smell like booze?"

The teen made it to our table, smiled at Kyle, and said, "Hey, Mr. Milford."
Kyle smiled back and said, "Tyrone. What brings you all the way from Euclid to

Parma?"
"I'm staying with my auntie for the weekend," Tyrone answered. "She dropped
me off here for awhile."
"Oh," Kyle nodded. "I'm sorry if I smell or anything, or if my breath smells.

There was something strange in the chicken today."

"It's all good," Tyrone answered. "Where you teaching now?"
"Oh," Kyle started, while sighing. "I'm taking a little break from teaching, I

guess."
"Okay," Tyrone said. "I remember them letting go of a few teachers."

"Yup. So you're, what, a junior now?"
Tyrone nodded and proudly answered, "Yeah."

"Wow. Stan, I had this guy as a freshman in US History. What social studies class
are you taking now?

Tyrone grinned again and nodded. "AP US History."
Kyle slammed his hand against the tabletop. "Advanced Placement? History on

steroids? Really?” He raised his hand, and the two high fived. "Outstanding.” Kyle
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continued, “You were always bright. I gave you a recommendation for World History

Honors in tenth grade, right?"
"Yeah."
Kyle asked him about the class, and Tyrone said that there was a lot of writing,

but he liked the teacher, Mr. Sampson.

"Sampson?" Kyle asked. "He wasn't there when I taught."
"No. He's new." Tyrone laughed. “Black teacher.”
“I’m sorry?”

“Black.” Kyle was silent. Tyrone pointed at his skin.
“Oh,” Kyle burst out laughing. Tyrone followed in laughter.

“Not that it really matters,” Tyrone continued. “That school always just felt so
white to me with the teachers, so he is something different.”
"Oh." Kyle looked at me with a death stare and muttered, "Nice of them to call me

back."
"Yeah," Tyrone continued. "He's a fun teacher. A few weeks ago, we were

pretending to do a sit-in at a restaurant—"

"Wait," Kyle lifted his hand to interrupt Tyrone. He tilted his head and scrunched

his eyebrows. "Say that again?"
Tyrone looked confused. "We were doing a sit-in," he repeated. "Mr. Sampson

had a script and everything, and some of us sat at a counter and didn't leave. We was
role-playing what would have happened, and Mr. Sampson even played a cop. It was

pretty cool."
Kyle shrugged and looked at me in disbelief.
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"Tyrone," Kyle started. "The teacher always roleplays the cop. I know, because I
wrote that script. I threw that lesson together and shared it with the department."

"You did?"

"Yeah. Don't you remember doing that in my class?"

"We did?"

"Come on. Don't you remember me bringing in the chips, ice cream for
milkshakes, and an apron for the cook to wear?"
Tyrone looked up and scratched his forehead. He said, "Yeah. That's right. We did
do that, didn't we? Sorry I forgot. It's just that I had you at the end of the day, and your

class was crazy. Come to think of it, I don't remember that sit-in, because we didn't even

finish it. You had to keep yelling at everyone to quiet down and stuff."

"Hey now," Kyle said. "My class wasn't that crazy. Sure, people were loud, and I

had to yell, but we got stuff done. You learned in my class, right?"
Tyrone started laughing. "That's true. But I’m not gonna lie, Mr. Milford: You
were a weird guy. No offense." I laughed out of surprise.
Kyle looked at me and slowly shook his head, but he started to laugh softly.

"Yeah," he said quietly. "Guess I was a weird guy."

Tyrone closed his fist and pressed it towards Kyle , and the two fist bumped. "Just

kidding," Tyrone added. "But I gotta go. Nice to see you, Mr. Milford."
Kyle nodded and wished him well. As Tyrone walked away, I said, "He seemed

really nice."
Kyle started to pick at his chicken. "I gave that lesson plan to the department

head," he said. "He really liked the lesson and said I would go places teaching. A week
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later, I found out about the cuts. I forgot that he still had my lesson, and, well, I guess he

found good use for it. " Kyle stared down at the table. I'm not sure if he even blinked. It

reminded me of Mom having the same look as we ate ice cream at Euclid Beach, when I
was just a kid, and my parents just finalized the divorce. We sat at a picnic table, and she
kept eating her vanilla ice cream and starting down at the grass. What was she seeing?
Some bug? Something I didn't see? I asked what she was looking at, and she just kissed
my forehead and said, "Nothing."

What was Kyle looking at? You could only look at the tabletop for so long. I
thought of something random. I pulled two one-dollar bills out of my wallet and threw
them at him.

He slowly turned his head to stare at the dollar bills, and then he looked at me.
"What are these for?" he asked.

"Remember how you won the lottery earlier today?"
"Yeah."
"Two dollars off a one-dollar ticket. I just doubled your winnings.” I clapped my

hands together and laughed at my own humor. Kye took the bills and slowly raised his
arms in some sort of victory, with a very serious look. I laughed even harder. He grinned

and put the money in his pockets. We went our separate ways a few minutes later.
***

My mom liked the Mother’s Day box of chocolates I found at Malley’s, shortly
after Kyle and I left the mall. Kyle stopped showing up at the bar. Sometime in the

summer, when he stopped showing up, I told my mom about Kyle and how I grew
worried.
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“Have you heard anything on the news?” she asked.
“No.”

“Have you tried to find him in the phone book?”
“No.” I forgot that was an option.

“Did you ask anyone else at the bar if they saw him?”
“Yes. They aren’t sure. He doesn’t have a Facebook profile or anything.”
“What the hell is Facebook?”
“Never mind. They just haven’t heard anything from him.”

“Well,” my mom said, inhaling and exhaling, deeper and deeper, “just say a
prayer for him. And hope for the best.”
“Okay.”

“And, you know what?” she continued. “You should have taken me to see Celine
Dion, when she was in town.”
“Okay.”

In October, my mom passed quietly in her sleep. I had a part-time job working for

a courier truck. Often, as I delivered items, I kept thinking of her eating that ice cream
and starting at the ground. I’m not sure if I was as big of a religious fanatic as she
became, but I certainly hoped that she found her way to a happy afterlife. I could only

hope for the best, as I dealt with the quiet my life had become.

On New Year’s Eve, I was at the Inn Cahoots. It was dark as always, even with
the Dick Clark special on television. Kyle walked through the door. He looked just as he

had looked previously. Nothing had changed, other than a pair of glasses he now wore.
He saw me right away, sat next to me, and said, “Hey.”
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If I hadn’t seen my mom in months, and I one day walked into her nursing home
and said, “Hey,” I guess she would have asked me a ton of questions. I could have done

so. The last time I saw him, he was staring down at a table over Chinese food. Instead, I
said, “Hey” in return.
He ordered a bottle of Miller Lite. He looked up at the television. Jennifer Lopez

was in some tight body suit and singing in Times Square. I sipped away at my beer as
well. When I ordered another, I received seven singles in change. Then I asked, “What
did you eventually get your mom for Mother’s Day?”
After a few moments, and without looking at me, he answered, “The black dress.”
I looked at my seven singles and wondered how she must have looked in that

dress. Did she look stunning? Or did she have cellulite?

I pulled four singles aside. I went to the Ohio Lottery machine and grabbed some
$1 scratch-off tickets. They were the “Holiday Cash” tickets, where all you had to do was

scratch off three identical money amounts and win that particular amount. I figured that

would be the easiest and less stressful game. I placed two tickets in front of Kyle and

gave him a quarter. I placed the other two tickets in front of me.

“What?” he asked.
“Let’s win big,” I said.
He laughed. And then we went at it. As he scratched away, he mumbled, “Yes.
Yes. Shit. Yes. Yes. Shit. Yes. Yes. Shit.” He mumbled the same with his second ticket. I

had losing tickets as well. I went back to the machine and put in $20 for twenty tickets.
We kept scratching. Kyle won $2 at one point, and I won $1. We switched to

water, as I ordered twenty more tickets. We continued to scratch as midnight struck.
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Everyone at the bar and Times Square were hugging and kissing. We just wished the
barmaids a Happy New Year and kept scratching. He probably scratched for his students,
while I scratched for Mom. As I heard “Auld Lang Syne” play on the television special,

it was Kyle’s turn to hit the lottery machine. He came with different tickets, as they ran
out of the one we kept playing. We kept scratching until the bar closed.
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The Single Riders
At this moment, I tried to figure out the type of hat Talon Tommy was wearing. It

was one of those Australian outbacky sort of hats—those hats that look like cowboy hats,
but more like a hat someone would wear in the Australian outback, while herding sheep,

kangaroos, or something. And there was a lace that you could tie underneath your
chin, so the hat wouldn't fall off. And the hat was camouflaged. I remember seeing a
kangaroo for the first time at the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, on June 12, 1993. But I

couldn't figure out the name of Tommy’s hat. I could have asked Tommy, but that would
have been pointless.

And I was in a foul mood, too, so I wasn't in the mood to ask about some
Australian outback hat. I felt angry as we stood in front of Gatekeeper, where a sign read,

"This Ride Is Temporarily Closed." We watched some scrawny kid employee stand in
front of the ride and turn people away.

"No,” I whispered. “This can’t be.” Tommy shook his head.
We were members of the Great Lakes Coaster Club. We were around just as long
as clubs like the American Coaster Enthusiasts (ACE), but we were more under the radar.

Tommy and I met through this group, where we eventually became friends. Talon
Tommy got his name from Raptor. He was there for the ride’s opening on May 7, 1994,
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and fell in love with its inverted track and his feet dangling in the air (I enjoyed the ride
for the first time on May 26, 1994, as a little first-grader). Tommy would just ride, and
ride, and ride that coaster. I would ask him about his obsession with the ride, but it was

pointless—Tommy never talked. He hadn’t spoken since I met him a few years ago. So

because Raptor was named off a bird of prey (not those dinosaurs from Jurassic Park), I

gave him the nickname Talon Tommy.
My mom took me to Cedar Point for the first time on May 13, 1992. She allowed
me to take the day off of school, which became a tradition for a few years. After

graduating from John Carroll University on May 17, 2009, I was lucky to find an office
job selling office supplies. My boss was fair to me and understood my limits. With my
free time, I visited Cedar Point more often. And I fell into a deeper love with everything

about a roller coaster—the anticipation going up the first hill, the wind blowing in your
face, the g-forces, and over-the-shoulder-restraints (OTSRs), and the screams. Before, I

just rode rides for fun. Now I appreciated the roller coaster as an art form. So while I rode
Millenium Force with my mom since its opening on May 13, 2000, now I made it my
mission to ride that ride continuously. I would come every day to ride that bad boy over

and over, even with long waits. In line, I would sneak in ham sandwiches, indulge in
funnel cakes and cherry Icees, talk to people, and repeat the steps the next day. Granted,
when our coaster club had outings, I would ride other coasters with Talon Tommy.

But people began to recognize me. One day, as I was waiting in line in a nylon

yellow conditioning shirt, some guy said, “I see you here all the time. You are, like, the
ultimate single rider.” Indeed, “single rider” was the perfect term. We rode alone, of
course. But single riding had its perks—our wait times could be drastically reduced.
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Empty seats needed to be filled, and if we were available, then why not? So when that
guy said I was the ultimate singler rider, I went home that night, grabbed a bold

permanent marker, and wrote “Single Rider” across that nylon shirt. I would ride
Millennium Force 1,998 more times after I wrote those legendary words across my shirt.

Still standing in front of Gatekeeper, I said, “It’s sunny out. It’s nice out. Why is
the ride closed? Why?” I began to rock back and forth. Tommy, without looking at me,

grabbed my shoulder and pressed down hard. It was a little painful, to be honest, but I
stopped. Tommy tightened the athletic strap around his glasses and shrugged.
I started thinking about Dick. Dick was the reason for our trip today. Or should I

say Desperado Dick. Dick was also a member of our coaster club. Before he moved to
Ohio, Dick lived near Las Vegas and conquered Desperado at Buffalo Bill’s Resort. He
rode that 200-foot hypercoaster countless times, but when he joined our coaster club,
that’s all he talked about, with that ridiculous thick moustache, black athletic strap around

his glasses, and skinny jeans. But people loved him. They loved him as he shared his

Desperado stories while sipping coffee, and then wiping the coffee from his moustache.
They loved him as he would give them insider tips for visiting Vegas. They started to
admire him. He made it his mission to ride every new coaster, every year, as many times
as possible, before our coaster club met at the annual Coastermania. We always had to

hear Dick share his riding feats at the other amusement parks. His admirers would listen,
nod, smile, and laugh at his stories, all while he wiped coffee off his moustache. He
wasn’t Desperado Dick. He was Douchebag Dick. As we stood in front of Gatekeeper,

we were on a mission. Gatekeeper was Cedar Point’s brand new coaster, and it literally
flew over Cedar Point’s front gate. Tommy and I wanted to more rides on Gatekeeper
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than Dick, so we could earn bragging rights at Coastermania. Based on his posts on our

website, Dick was at around 374 rides, and Tommy tallied 362 rides for us. This was our
last chance to ride before Coastermania, which was the next day, and the ride was closed.
I let out a deep sigh. I wanted to rock back and forth. Gatekeeper was so close to

Lake Erie. The sun was out today. I always got excited with the sun shining on the fresh
sky blue painted track. It was blue and pretty, like the sky. “At least the track is nice,” I
said.

Talon Tommy took his little notebook out of his cargo pants—the same notebook
he used to tally our rides at this point. He began to write something and chuckle. Tommy

gave me his notebook. He wrote, “Let’s just make up some numbers.”

“Absolutely not,” I answered. “No!” Talon Tommy smiled and shook his head. I
wasn’t sure what was so funny. If there was one thing coaster enthusiasts were always

proud of, it was our honor system. I was particularly proud. It was hard to do what we do.
So riding a certain ride multiple times was well-deserved and something to be proud of.
The idea of a coaster enthusiast lying about their coaster count was disgraceful. Could

someone have lied here and there? Absolutely, as in the case of Beastly Bert from
Cincinnati, Ohio. He flat-out lied about his ride count on The Beast and was shunned
from the coaster community forever. And as much of a dick as Douchebag Dick was, I

know he would never lie about his coaster count. The guy was at least honest.
I started to rock again. Tommy grabbed my shoulders. With his other hand, he

managed to write, in chicken scratch, “just jk.”

We stood a little longer. I eventually asked, “Do you want to ride something
else?”
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***
I had gotten angry at closed rides before. One time, when I skipped school and my

mom took me to Cedar Point on May 9, 1999, Magnum closed in the afternoon, due to
high winds. My mom talked to guy at the front of the line, and they seemed to share a

laugh together. I was sulking with my cherry Icee at the nearby bench. My mom returned
to the bench.

“Are they going to reopen?” I asked.
“Probably not.”
I clenched my first and got all red, like the Icee. My mom grabbed my shoulder

and said, “Stop. Deep breaths, Clark.” I took a few deep breaths. We sat in silence for a
bit.
“Can we try Iron Dragon again?” I asked.
“Clark, do you remember First Step?”

“Yeah. That’s where I went before kindergarten. What about Iron Dragon?”
“In a minute. Just, just finish your Icee first. Did you like First Step?”
“It was okay.” I sipped on my Icee, while staring at my nylon yellow tennis shoes.

“Hey, did you know I saw some of those kids in first grade? But they were in the special
class.”

We sat silently a little longer. I was just waiting for the employee to get a phone

call and then unlink the chain that stretched across the entrance to Magnum.

“Well,” my mom continued,” you have done so well in school. And now you are
in sixth grade and going to junior high very soon. That is a huge step. I sent you to First

Step, because your father and I were worried over a few things.”
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“Like what?”
“Well, nothing major. And your teachers at First Step said you would be fine.
You would always be different, but fine. So I wasn’t that worried any longer. But I spoke
to Mrs. Janley a few weeks ago. We had a really good conversation.”
I finished my Icee and asked, “So can we try Iron Dragon again?”

“In a minute. All I am saying is, with you heading to junior high, we feel like it

may be best for you to see someone for some testing. Nothing painful or anything. But

just testing to see if everything is okay. And your past teachers felt the same way, too.
Mr. Lumley, Mrs. Dray, and others. But you have done so well in elementary school. But

junior high is different.”

“How so?”
“You’ll see. I just, I just don’t want you to get hurt. We have to stick together,
right? With Dad leaving and everything. And the last thing I want is for other students to
hurt you.”

“But why would they hurt me?”
My mom grabbed my empty Icee cup and tucked it underneath the bench. “Do
you remember Kenny Thompson?” she asked.

“Yeah. He made fun of me and how I moved around.”
“Yes, yes he did. And thank God he left your school. But I don’t want the other
Kenny Thompsons of the world to pick on you.”
“There are other Kenny Thompsons?”

“No, Clark. No. I should have phrased that better. What I mean to say is,” she
touched my shoulder, “is that you are wired differently than others. And that’s okay.” She
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smiled and nodded. “That’s perfectly alright, because that’s you.”
I nodded. I always wondered why some people laughed at me, when we had open

music day in music class, where we could bring in our favorite cassette tapes or CDs. I

always brought my Hootie and the Blowfish cassette tape to play “Only Wanna Be With
You.” Mrs. Dray, our music teacher, allowed us to dance as well, and when we played

my song, and I started dancing, I wondered why some people stared, and a few even

laughed.

“Do you mind meeting a person who just wants to check on you?”
Magnum wouldn’t be opening up anytime soon, so I had to answer. “Sure,” I said.
“Now can we check on Iron Dragon? Please?”
***

We waited an hour to ride Raptor, where I had to correct some young teenagers in

line discussing the Cedar Creek Mine Ride and how they thought it was a smooth
wooden roller coaster. The Cedar Creek Mine Ride has a tubular steel track with a
wooden framework, so it is, in fact, a steel roller coaster. Common knowledge.

Next we rode Millenium Force—my beautiful baby. That 300-foot drop and cool

winds were refreshing. I sat next to some young boy. On the on-ride photo, he smiled.

My face was scrunched, as though I was constipated.
Tommy was a train ahead of me. We could have boarded together, but we always
competed to get the first single rider seat. We stood in the back of the boarding station,
and whenever a ride operator said they needed a single rider, we would frantically wave
our hands as we ran to a row. This time around. I managed to crash into Tommy and fall.

As someone said, “Hey now,” I could only look up hopelessly as Tommy ran to the row
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in question and boarded the train. He didn’t look back to check on me.

As I walked down the entrance ramp,Tommy stared at me with an open mouth, as
if he learned a shocking secret.

“What is it?” I asked.
Tommy shook his head. He turned around, and when he looked back at me, his
eyes practically bulged out of their sockets. He pointed to someone—a girl, who was

waving at us.

She looked pretty young and wore one of those white , spaghetti strap tops. She
also wore camouflage short shorts, and her long blonde hair looked wild—all over the
place. “Is this your friend?” she asked Tommy. He nodded
“I was riding with him,” she said, “and talking about orgasms.”

“What? I asked.
“Yeah,” she continued. “And what an orgasm would actually feel like on a
rollercoaster. Have you ever wondered that, guy?”
I turned around to head towards Iron Dragon, but Tommy stayed in place.

“Yeah,” she went on. “Any guy I’ve fucked said they love it when I come. Of
course, I’m faking it. But I fake it really well. I only came, like, once or twice in my life.
So whenever I ride a roller coaster, I wonder what a real orgasm would feel like going
down a hill. You can’t fake an orgasm on a roller coaster.”

Now I couldn’t leave. There was something strangely magnetic—electrifying—

about this girl and what she was saying.
“I’m sorry,” she continued. “Not going to lie. I’m a little high. Took two huge hits

before I entered the park. I’d offer you guys some, but I’m out. What are you names?”
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"I am Clark," I said. "But you can just call me the Single Rider."
“The Single Rider?” she asked.
I nodded.

“I like Clark better,” she said. You seem kind of different, Clark,” she said. We

didn’t say anything for a moment. I’m not sure what she meant. She looked at Tommy

and asked, “What’s your name?”

“He’s Tommy,” I said.
“He can’t talk for himself?” she asked.
Tommy looked at me, so I figured he wanted me to answer. I said no. I never

pushed Tommy to explain why he didn't talk. Even when we first met at a club outing, it
took me awhile to catch on that he didn’t talk. We got paired up to ride Magnum, and I

was talking and talking. And I kept talking to him throughout the day. I eventually
figured he didn’t talk, but I didn’t ask why. I figured he just didn’t wish to talk. He could

certainly listen, but just not talk. Some days, when we left Cedar Point, someone would

pick him up in an old station wagon. Two years ago, however, on June 24, 2011, we met
that morning to get a few rides in (I had to go to my uncle’s birthday party). As we left,

he followed me to my car. I unlocked the doors, and he jumped into the passenger seat. I
guess I had to drive him home. Tommy’s subtle, yet unmistakable odor stunk up my car.

We ended up at this really messy-looking house in Vermillion—right next to the lake and
some rustic-looking party hall. I saw that same old station wagon in the driveway. And in

the front lawn stood a pretty fat, older lady in a nightgown, watering patches of grass

with a hose. She stopped to glare at me, as Tommy jumped out of the car. On the porch

was an old, topless man, wearing a Cleveland Browns ball cap. He basically looked like a
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skeleton, he was so skinny. He smoked a cigarette and also glared at me. Tommy ran
right past the older woman and man, and then slammed the front door behind him. I

figured they were his parents, but Tommy was in his mid-forties at this point. I wondered

why he still lived with them.

Tommy shrugged at the girl. She said, "Okay, then. So are you guys gay?”
Tommy looked at me. I gasped.
"I'm sorry," the girl said, laughing. "It's just that you guys are older and
everything, and you are sorta wearing the same dorky clothing, if you don't mind me

saying, and I once came across some coaster enthusiasts at another place, and they were,
like, hardcore gay. The one guy had a Mickie Mouse fanny pack or something. Don't

want to stereotype, but I just had to ask. Jesus, I'm high."
"You never told us your name," I said.

"It's Chloe.”
"And how old are you?"

"I'm 22. You guys think I'm 22, right?"

She looked more like Sandy Beverly, my childhood crush, when Sandy was 15.
On October 27, 2002, I hit the jackpot when the vending machine at the high school gave
me an extra giant chocolate chip cookie by accident. I gave Sandy the extra cookie at

lunch. She just smiled and said, “Thanks?” I was even going to ask her to prom, but I

never did. I didn’t go to prom anyway. But this Chloe looked fifteen but said she was
twenty-two. I asked what brought her to Cedar Point.

"My mom and stepdad,” she said. “Every summer they take me to an amusement

park. Honestly, I'd rather go to see somewhere historical or breathtaking, you know? Like
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Mount Rushmore. Take a stash, smoke a joint, and admire history, you know? I would
feel, like, patriotic and informed in front of those president’s faces. But my parents think
I like roller coasters. Roller coasters are just okay, if you don't mind me saying."

"Where are you parents now?" I asked.
"I think at the bar at the hotel? That's what usually happens by the afternoon,
when we go on vacation. They wait in line for, like, three rides, and then they figure the

lines are too long, go get drunk, and then come back to pick me up."

Tommy sort of moaned—maybe whimpered—and patted Chloe on the shoulder.
She backed away from him, and he jolted backwards.
“Sorry,” I said. “He didn’t mean anything by that.” I wanted to touch her shoulder
as well.

“No worries,” Chloe said. “Mind if I hang out with you guys for a bit?”

Tommy looked at me. I think he was telling me, “Why not?”
“Cool,” Chloe said. “Let’s go.”
***

“Okay, here were go,” Chloe shouted.

We were riding Mean Streak—the huge wooden coaster in the back of the park.
The three of us sat near the front. I looked down at Chloe’s thighs, pressed down by the
orange lap bars. Unlike the rough, rickety ride we were about to experience, her thighs

were smooth. As we approached the lift hill, Chloe shouted, “Come on, bitches.” And

with that, she started a slow clap. Tommy followed in the slow clap, and then me. Before

we knew it, everyone on the train was slow clapping with us. As we started clicking up
the hill, the clapping got faster, and faster, and faster, until everyone shouted and cheered.
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I burst out laughing as I rocked back and forth. At one point I banged my head against the

seat.

Chloe grabbed my hand and asked, “Are you okay?” while laughing. I

apologized.

“You’re fine,” she said, while laughing. “You are one interesting dude.”
We went down the first hill. Chloe had her hands up. As we flew up the first

banked turn of Mean Streak, Chloe kept screaming.

“Where’s the on-ride photo?” she yelled.
“It’s coming up, but it’s not working anymore” I yelled back.

“What?” she asked.
We plunged down the next hill. The camera was on the left side.
“Smile,” she screamed.
I smiled at the broken camera. Then I felt something slimy touch my ear. I

immediately turned to find Chloe sticking her tongue out. She slid her tongue back into
her mouth and smiled.

When the ride ended, Chloe asked if I wanted to ride again. I said sure, as long as

Tommy wanted to. “No,” Chloe said. “Just us.”
***

Tommy didn’t seem to mind and even winked at me. I thought that was nice of

him. It looked as though he was heading towards the Cedar Creek Mine Ride. Chloe and
I had about a fifteen-minute wait. As we waited, I looked through the wooden framework

to get peaks of Lake Erie and a sailboat or two. “I love when it’s sunny,” I said.
“Yeah?” Chloe asked.
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“Yeah. It makes the water nice and bluer.”
“But Lake Erie water is, like gross, isn’t it?”
I wasn’t sure how to answer. She pulled out her phone and turned her back

towards me. She seemed to have a wedgie of sorts with those shorts. I didn’t mind. She
backed up a little, where her rear was close to my crotch. While still looking at her phone,
she slowly swayed back and forth, until the tip of her rear starting to lightly tap me.
I never had any physical contact with a woman before. The closest I got was those
few nights back in the summer, more like August, particularly the week of August 14-17

1999, when I came across a scrambled image on the television, when mom was fast
asleep. Even with the distorted image, I could catch a pair of breasts or two, as well as
women kissing men (or, at times, other women). It was the first time I heard the moaning

and screaming associated with sex.

“You’re funny,” she said.
I still looked away, hoping the erection would go away. I wanted to run towards

Lake Erie and swim away towards Toledo.

“Hey,” she said.
I turned towards her.

“We should hit a water ride next. I need to get wet.” She winked at me.
I could feel the energy run through my hands as they began to shake. I started to

nod up and down up and down up and down and up and down. Memories overwhelmed
my brain. I told her that Cedar Point once had a log flume called White Water Landing.
“I used to ride that ride at night, when the lines weren’t so long, because it was cooler and

people didn’t want to get wet at night,” I said. “Back before I went to the seventh grade,
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on July 14, 1999, my mom took me here, and there was literally nobody in line. She
allowed me to ride the flume over and over again, as she sat on a bench. Boy, I sure got
wet.”

Chloe stared at me. I wasn’t exactly sure why she seemed so confused. And she

started to laugh again. “Man,” she said amidst the laughter. “You are awesome.”
***
I rode White Water Landing countless times before and after that memory, so I’m

not sure why that memory came back, of all the memories from 1998, 1999, 2000, up to

the ride’s closing in 2005. But maybe it came up for a reason, as I didn’t share all the
details with Chloe.

On August 14, 1999, we had just gotten off Magnum, as we were walking back

towards the ride, when my mom asked if I wanted another cherry Icee. She usually only
allowed me one Icee per visit, so the fact that she let me have another one, after having
one a few hours earlier, was a surprise.

As we kept walking, she said, “Hey. How did you like meeting that doctor a few
weeks ago?”

“He was okay,” I answered. I took another sip. “He seemed nice.”
“Good,” my mom said. “And I have good news.”

“Yeah?”
“Yeah,” my mom said. “He said that you are a little different, just as they said at
First Step. But he said that you are okay, overall. We might put you on a plan at the
junior high, but it’s nothing that will make you any different from anyone else. It’s just
something to help you out a little.”
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I shrugged and said, “Sounds good.”

“It is,” my mom said, while rubbing my back. “It is. He said your life won’t be

any different from anyone else’s. You will be able to do sports if you want, or music, or
whatever. He said you will be able to drive and do other things when you grow up. Heck,

maybe you will even find a pretty girl to hang out with. Would you like that?”
I finished almost all my Icee at this point. “I guess. If the line isn’t that long for

White Water Landing, can I ride it a few times?”
“Of course, Clark.”

Even with it getting dark, and with the limited light, I eventually found my mom’s

location as I went down the final hill and got drenched. Each time I re-rode the ride and
reached the top of the hill, I screamed and waved in her direction. She said afterwards
that she saw and heard me just fine. As we were heading towards the front of the park, we

approached the Laser Light Spectacular, which was the nightly show that started around

park closing. Some red, white, and blue fireworks went off, along with red, white, and
blue lasers streaming across the sky, as I heard “Fun Fun Fun” by the Beach Boys.
***

It was close to eight in the evening. When we walked by Gatekeeper, the coaster
flew in all its glory. It had reopened. I immediately screamed and clapped my hands.

Tommy and I ran. I could hear Chloe behind us shouting, “Why are we running?”
Tommy, however, started to drag behind, and I wasn’t sure why. When we found one of
our favorite rides reopened, he usually sprinted in front of us.

As people continued to funnel into the line, I saw a familiar looking figure by the
entrance. I began to slow down in dread.
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“Jesus,” Chloe said as she caught up to me. “You made me run, and now we are
slowing down. Why?”

The familiar looking figure noticed us and began to frantically wave. He had on
skinny jeans and held a coffee cup in the other hand. I could spot that thick moustache a

hundred miles away. And he wore that unmistakable MGM Grand t-shirt, with a sphinx
in the middle. “Fellas,” Douchebag Dick shouted. “How’s it going?”
I should have known he would be here, right before Coastermania. But I figured

he was so comfortable with his Gatekeeper ride count, he didn’t need to show up.

“Howdy, Dick,” I said.
“Oh my goodness, Clark.” Dick said. “Did you put on sunscreen today? You look

as red as a Cherokee Indian.”
I sighed. Now I could feel my face burning.

“Well, God bless you,” Dick continued. “I was down at Indiana Beach a few
weeks ago to take a few spins on Steel Hawg. Intense little coaster. Anyway, totally
forgot my sunscreen, so my skin hurt when I took off my clothes. When I took of my
clothes, mind you. So I know how you feel. God bless, man. God bless.” Dick then
laughed obnoxiously and patted me on the shoulder. He looked at Chloe and asked, “And
who is this young girl?”

“Just a friend,” I answered.
“Well you’re in good company, young lady,” Dick said. “These two guys are
legends around here. So what brought you guys here, before Coastermania?”

“We just wanted to have some fun before the big event,” I said. “You know?”
“I perfectly understand,” Dick answered, while wiping coffee from his
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moustache.

“I wasn’t going to come up here, actually. I looked at the Cedar Point app on my
phone, where you can check out the ride times, and it looked sorta busy, as you guys

probably know. And it didn’t help that Gatekeeper was initially closed. But then,

according to the app, the ride reopened around eleven, but I still didn’t want to come up.
And then I finally said, ‘Why not?’ You know? Today was a beautiful day bestowed

upon us by Jesus Christ, and I think he would have wanted me to come up here grab
another ride on Gatekeeper. Just icing the cake, though, with my ride count.” He grinned.

“Dick,” I started, “you keep talking about God and Jesus.” Dick always talked
about God and Jesus, so I’m not sure why I thought about it just now. The only other
person who at times talked about God and Jesus was my mom, but she did so quietly in

the house when she thought I was not around. I’m not sure why she didn’t want me to

hear. We never went to church, but her mentioning God or Jesus wouldn’t have bothered
me anyway.

Dick smiled. “I apologize” he answered. “It’s just that I am so blessed. We are so
blessed. When I became born again ten years ago, I saw the light, and roller coasters are

now that more wonderful to ride. They are magnificent creations from God.”
I’m not sure how he could have been born again, but I didn’t push the topic. If

Gatekeeper had opened around eleven, why hadn’t we stopped back at some point?
Whenever a ride closed down, we always swung by the attraction once, twice, maybe

three times during the day, to see if it was open. We could have had a ride-a-thon on
Gatekeeper all day and perhaps beaten Dick’s record. I asked Dick for his ride count for
the day on Gatekeeper.
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“Actually, I just got here 15 minutes ago,” Dick answered. “Figured I just have a
nice evening here, and catch a ride or two on Gatekeeper. You guys get any rides on this
sucker?”

“Well,” I mumbled.
Just then, Tommy opened up his notebook and gave it to Dick.

“You wrote something in here, Tommy?” Dick asked. Obviously, anyone would
realize that if someone gave you a notebook, they wrote something in it. Dick looked at

the page, while scratching his moustache. He raised his eyebrows, and began to slowly
nod. He looked intrigued, interested. He mumbled “Hmmm,” at points. He scratched his
chin and nodded again. Finally, he smiled at us. “So you tallied 16 rides on Gatekeeper

today, which brings you to three hundred and seventy-eight rides, eh?”

Tommy nodded.
I gasped. “Wait a minute—” I started.

“I’m lost,” Chloe said. I was, too.

Dick gave the notebook back to Tommy and started to slow clap. No, it was more
like a slow applause. “God bless you guys,” he said cheerfully. “I’m at three hundred and
seventy-four rides, and I doubt I can sneak four or five rides on the roller coaster now.”

Dick rubbed his eyes and then smiled again. “You know, at the beginning of this season,
I prayed to our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, and I asked him to allow me to ride

Gatekeeper more than anyone else in our club. But being the humble servant I am, I

realized that such a feat would be His will, not mine. He wanted me to ride every new

coaster more times than anyone else for so many years, and I realize that he could’ve

passed that baton—or blessing—at any time. And during that prayer, I told him that I
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would willingly humble myself, if someone else rode Gatekeeper more than me.” He

smacked his lips. “And obviously I have been humbled. Congratulations, guys.” He
extended his hand. Tommy shook his hand first. I hesitated. But I had to shake his hand.

Dick asked, “You guys and lady want to ride this bad boy with me and tell me more

about today?”
I felt embarrassed to keep the lie going in the moment, and I’m not sure why I

did, but I answered, “We would love to, but I see that the wait is now an hour and a half,

and we’ve ridden this ride enough today.”

Dick closed his mouth, and for the first time, he looked slightly insulted or

offended. Dick smiled again and said, “Understandable. But, hey, I’ll see you guys
bright and early tomorrow for Coastermania. Tommy, post those notes on our blog
tonight, if you can. Maybe we can catch up at lunch.” He headed towards the ride

entrance, but then he turned back to us. “You know,” he said. “I wish this ride had a
Single Riders line, you know? Would make the wait so much quicker. Oh well. God
bless.” He entered the line.
I turned to Tommy. “Give me your notebook,” I said.

Tommy pressed the notebook to his chest.
“Give me your notebook,” I said again. “Did you write down that we rode

Gatekeeper sixteen times today?”
“I’m confused,” Chloe said again.

“Don’t talk,” I screamed at her. I could feel my face burning, as my right hand
started to twitch.

“Excuse me?” Chloe shouted.
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“You heard me,” I said, while pointing at her, as my right hand trembled. “Don’t
say anything.”
Chloe shook her head, flicked me off, and said, “Whatever, retard,” before
walking away. Kenny Thompson was another person who called me a retard, and he did
so a few times. On October 17, 2001, some stranger called me a retard while I was at

Giant Eagle with my mom. She told me not to worry about it. So I didn’t, and I didn’t do
so at this moment, either.

Tommy whimpered, but I persisted.

“You betrayed the honor system,” I hissed. “Why? We follow a code, and you
broke it. We never lied about anything, until now. How did you know the ride was open?

Why did you do it?”

Tommy started to walk away. He still had the notebook close to his chest. I
grabbed his shoulder and turned him around. “Give me your goddamn--”

Tommy slapped me in the face. I felt the burning sensation across my cheek. It
was similar to how my dad slapped me on December 24, 1990, when he told me to stop

galloping around the Christmas tree, just as I always galloped, in his words, “around the
fucking family room.”
I heard people gasp. An older lady walked up to me and asked, “Are you okay?” I

figured the slap left a nasty red mark that would be more permanent than blushing.

As the lady approached me, however, I said, “No. It’s fine. I’m okay.” She gave

Tommy a sharp, nasty look, but before she could say anything, Tommy started to cry.
“No,” I said to the lady. “No.” She looked at me, and then back at Tommy. She
shook her head and walked away. Tommy was now sobbing. I have never heard him so
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vocal. I wasn’t sure what to do. A group of teenagers were now looking. They couldn’t

understand what just happened. They could never understand. They could never

appreciate our dedication. And how could they? Why would they care?
I wrapped an arm around Tommy. At first he was stiff, and tried to pull away. But

when he probably realized I was reaching out, I could feel his body loosen. He cried

quietly and did not look at me.
Whenever I had temper tantrums, my mom would continually ask, “Clark? Is this

really important? Is not getting the toy you wanted in your Happy Meal important? Is me
not recording that new episode of The Power Rangers for you important? Is the Magnum

broken down today that important? And when you think about it, are roller coasters and
ride counts that important?”

“I’m sorry,” I said to Tommy. “It’s not that important.”

Tommy clutched his notebook. I looked at what we called the general public

entering the line. People who only visited the park once a year. Even with the sun
setting, the sun light on Gatekeeper’s blue track was stunning, along with the pinkish sky.
Maybe I couldn’t see the track’s color as I could during the day, but I knew the light blue
color was there. Tommy quit crying and stared ahead, like me.
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Lord Lennie

The snow was as cold as a bitch, and the leather jacket didn’t help. I had just

walked out of Marc’s with my gum and cigarettes, when I heard the flute player play

what sounded like “The British Grenadiers,” with drum accompaniment. We eventually
learned the names of their dumb ditties. Unlike before, however, this was not an entire
British army. It was just a handful of redcoats. Twenty or so. And some redcoat on a

horse.

Previously, people would have jumped into their cars and sped off, many of
whom would have almost crashed into one another in the parking lot. I did spot an SUV
t-boning a station wagon a year or so ago. But now people didn’t seem to worry. It

happened so often, that it was just the same old shit to all of us. We were more interested
in honey-baked ham on sale, than a bunch of redcoats wandering around. And come to
think of it, before I left the store that day, Matt Underwood was interviewing Indians

majority owner Charles Cornwallis on the television. Cornwallis was saying something
along the lines of, “I knew that if I wanted to relocate here and invest in a baseball team,

it would have to be the team that blew a lead and/or could not close out a series, so the
Indians were it. Believe me, Matthew. I get it.”

Experts called them “time warp black holes,” where holes just opened across the
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continuum of time in the most random of places, sucking up people into the past or
future. And apparently this one stubborn bastard of a black hole kept sucking up redcoats

at the time of the Revolutionary War and plopping them into our time. In their time, Ohio
would have just been a territory, so for them to see modern Ohio was clearly
overwhelming. But, as much as we freaked out—and as much as they freaked out—they

eventually learned from others that another black hole existed near the Greyhound Station

on Chester, so they just marched their way from Parma to Downtown Cleveland and
presumably made it back.

Redcoats appeared so often that they even felt comfortable enough to go shopping

at Marc’s. Marc’s, along with finally accepting credit cards, started to accept shillings.
One time, a full army appeared in the parking lot, lead by Cornwallis himself. They had

returned and demanded a manager. When the manager showed up, they kept throwing

lunch meat at him and complained of “spoiled victuals.” There was gunfire, apparently,
but no casualties. That was the only violence I heard of.

Redcoats who appeared seemed to get so used to it that they would usually shop
and head straight to the hole to return home. But not these guys. As I continued to walk
back to my apartment, they continued to march behind me. The flute player now played

“Rule Brittania.” I turned around. They stopped. The music stopped. I walked towards
my apartment again. The music and marching resumed. I turned around. They stopped.

“Can I help you?” I asked.

They seemed completely overwhelmed—scared even. A redcoat near the front
opened his mouth, only to close it again.

“Do you need directions on how to get back?”
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They didn’t answer. A few seemed confused. They reminded me of some students
I taught, when I had a long-term sub assignment, the only one I ever had. I would ask a

student about the nicknames for the atomic bombs, and they would just start at me

helplessly. Hopelessly. Lifelessly.

“Do you know where you are?” I asked.
A redcoat shook his head and said, “No, sir. Please accept this mild inconvenience

of us mildly marching behind you. We are just hopelessly lost. We were on a tea break
from marching to our next location, and then this massive thing just swallowed us

whole.”
I took a hit of my Marlboro Light. “Well, you are in the year 2016,” I started.

“This is Ohio. This same shit has happened to a bunch of your buddies. But they found

their way back. You will, too. Need directions?”
The redcoats looked at one another and talked quietly. The same redcoat who
spoke at first asked, “May I ask, sir, about the outcome of the war? Is the war over?”
I burst out laughing. “Of course it’s over. You guys lost. Badly.”

The redcoats gasped. I tried to hold in my laughter. And then I thought of
something I never tried before.

“And guess what?” I asked.
That redcoat hesitated to say anything. After a moment, he said, “Yes?”
“Our President. That’s the title of our ruler, like your King. Guess what?”

“What?” another redcoat snapped.
I walked closely towards them, a grin on my face. I leaned in. They leaned in as

well. “Well,” I whispered, “he’s black.”
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Some of the redcoats gasped. Others screamed. “You mean,” that one redcoat
started, “Your ruler is an African negro?”
I smiled and said, “Yes.”

One redcoat screamed and began sobbing. That one redcoat pulled out his musket

and pointed it right at my nose. The cigarette fell from my mouth.
“God save the King,” he hissed. The other redcoats looked at him, and then at me.

They didn’t seem to condone what he wanted to do.
I was at peace. I thought of the thousands upon thousands of students whose lives
I touched as a substitute teacher. There was one student in particular—a bad boy in the

eleventh grade. He called me a “mofo” in front of everyone, so I threatened to write him

up. He apologized and said that he was having a rough morning. His mom just got out of
jail. So, I showed him mercy. He thanked me by shaking my hand. We talk once a week

now, and we meet for coffee once a month, and we go to Indians games in the summer.

He’s now in his third year of college at Case Western, majoring in agricultural
engineering. It’s nice that he can keep me company.

Yes, I’m full of shit. Substitute teaching sucks. And I wasn’t ready to die just yet,
so I had an idea. “I wouldn’t do that if I were you,” I said.

“And why not?” he shouted.
“You are now our slaves. You shoot me, and you’ll be dead in seconds.”
The redcoat was now shaking, as the musket jittered left and right.

“Bollocks,” he said.
“Whatever. It’s your funeral. There are bastards with guns pointed at you right
now.”
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The redcoats looked around. There was really nothing but trees. “Where are

they?” the man asked.
“Shoot me, and you’ll find out pretty quickly. They’re hired to just shoot redcoats
when necessary.”

The redcoats looked around again. Some looked at one another and shrugged. The
one aiming his musket continued to tremble. He slowly walked towards me and offered

his musket. “My apologies,” he said. “We are now in your service.” He got down on one
knee and bowed, still offering the musket. The rest did the same.
I grabbed the musket. It felt cold. Ancient. Maybe, if I brought the musket to a job

interview, I would finally get hired as a history teacher. I would finally be Mr. Kabat the

teacher. Not Mr. Kabat, the substitute teacher who you will only know for forty-five

minutes in your lifetime. Or Lennie Kabat, the worthless piece of shit.
The gun now felt totally awesome. None of the redcoats dared look at me.

“Jesus,” I started. “It’s all good. Just stand up, okay? I was totally fucking with you.”
I have no fucking idea why I said I was just fucking with them. No matter how

hard I tried to convince myself that I had Tourette’s, that wasn’t the case. I just said shit
out of the blue, like the time I told the principal interviewing me that the cold winter was
“freezing my titties off,” or the time I told my date that the cold winter was “freezing my

balls off.” I at least tried to be a gentleman afterwards, offering to buy her a shot of

Fireball, along with her cosmopolitan.
The redcoats could have easily pointed their muskets at me, and that would have

been the end of it. So I burst out laughing. “Yeah,” I started. “Sorry. Just messing with
you. I mean, technically I still would own you, but I’m a lot nicer than other guys, who
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would blow your brains out. So here.” I returned the musket back to its owner. “What’s
your name?”
The redcoat took his musket and answered, “Vincent.”

“Well, Vincent, don’t blow my brains out, alright? If I get you back to your time,
will you not blow my brains out? Or anyone else’s brains out? People can be dicks, but

you need dicks such as myself to get you back home.”
The redcoats talked amongst themselves. Vincent faced me and answered, “You

have our word. May I inquire about your name?”
“It’s Len—err...Lord Lennie,” I answered. “I have no plans to go downtown

tonight, so you can set up camp in front of my apartment. We’ll leave in the morning.”

***

The landlord of my apartment wasn’t that excited about redcoats setting up camp

in front of the apartment, but, like me, he was a history buff who found the American
Revolution fascinating. I promised him that he could have a sixty-minute sit-down
session with some redcoats, before I took them back to their hole, in exchange for space

in front of the apartment.

My mom brought extra blankets and sticks to pitch makeshift tents with the men.
I also asked her to get some extra fruit and stuff for the one sole cavalryman’s horse. She

did so. Before you could say “Rule, Brittania,” makeshift tents were pitched with

Spongebob Squarepants, Dora the Explorer, Paw Patrol, and Disney Princess blankets

and comforters. I have three nieces and a nephew.
“So you said they are your slaves?” my mom continued. “That’s pretty bold.”

“Eh, not the most reckless thing I’ve done.”
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With that, someone in a pick-up truck sped down the road, horn wailing. He
stopped in front of us, threw a Polar Pop cup right at a redcoat’s head, shouted “Down
with King George, motherfuckers,” and sped off. The redcoat victim of that cup seemed
too stunned to react.
All my mom could do was shake her head and say, “I just don’t understand. How

do you end up with these type of people? This is what happens when you haven’t hung

out with anyone for a while. I’ve been pushing for you to join so many good young adult

Christian groups, like Theology on Tap. You get to talk about God and drink a beer. One
beer.”

“Excuse me, lady,” one redcoat interrupted. “His Majesty thanks you for your
supplies and additional victuals. I couldn’t help but overhear what you just said. We all
take great pride in our Christian faith, as illustrated through this awe-inspiring hymn. Feel
free to sing along if you so wish: O God, our hope in ages past.”

The rest of the redcoats stopped doing what they were doing and sang, “Our hope
for years to come.”
After a pause, the men practically shouted, “Our shelter from the stormy blast,

and our eternal home.”
The redcoats looked at my mom and smiled, hoping for some sort of compliment.

My mom grimaced to unveil some forced smile and said, “That was beautiful. Thank
you.”
“I’m good without those Christian clubs,” I said.
“Oh, sure you are,” Mom said. “Look at you. I know you don’t like all that

spiritual stuff, but it’s not all just spiritual stuff. And what else do you have to do? It’s
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Friday night, Lennie. You should be doing something with friends. Not having redcoats

set up camp in front of your apartment.”

“What’s wrong with that?”
“Everything,” Mom snapped. “What have you done with yourself, since all of
your friends moved away? And I’m sorry for bringing this up all at once, but seriously.”

I walked away.

“Lennie,” Mom shouted.
I continued to walk away.

“Lennie.”
Kept going.

“Lennie.”
“I know my name, thank you.”

“Just stop for a second.”
I did so.

“I just worry about you,” she continued. “I know you’re not happy, but you’re not

helping yourself. Substitute teaching doesn’t pay the bills. And I can’t keep giving you

money. Right?”
I didn’t say anything. A few of the redcoats had what looked like a hacky sack

and were kicking it around, all while laughing.

“And I know people have hurt you.” She looked down. “Bill hurt you, when he
said that you wouldn’t understand, because you weren’t married. And, I’m so sorry for
bringing this up, but I know Christine hurt you. I’m sure you thought of a future with her.

And, yes, I’m sure I have hurt you as well, and as I have said before, all I can do is
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apologize. But you have to just keep moving, you know? Keep moving, Lennie. Right?”

I nodded and mumbled, “You’re right.” Mom patted me on the shoulder and
kissed me on the cheek. We both shared in a laugh. “You’re right,” I continued, “which
is why me and these guys are going downtown tonight.”

“What? I thought you would leave in the morning.”
“Yeah, but I haven’t had this sort of company in years. So why not?”
My mom shook her head. “What are you going to do?”
“Oh, whatever. The Monsters play tonight, and those games never sell out. Maybe

stop at the casino, I don’t know. Listen up, gents. Pack your things. We’re going to town
tonight, and I’ll send you on your way back to jolly old England.”

The redcoats murmured in confusion. “But you said tomorrow,” one said. “And
it’s awfully cold.”
“No worries,” I argued. “We’ll grab a bus.”

“But may I ask about my horse?” the cavalryman asked.
“What’s your name?”
“Thomas.”

“Well, Thomas. You can ride on horseback and meet us downtown. Left on State.
Right on Pearl. Pass Ohio City. Right across the massive Detroit-Shoreway Bridge.
Twenty minutes tops.”

My mom waved her arms and said, “So I brought all these blankets over, and
now—”
“Mom, just stop it.”
“No, I’m so tired of wasting my time—”
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“Can we have twenty dollars for bus fare?”
“That’s ridiculous. I’m going home.”

“Please, just twenty dollars. I’ll take care of the rest.”
“No. I have the nieces tonight, and I was planning to spend some money at Steak
n’ Shake.”

“Twenty dollars. I’ll pay you back.”

My mom pulled two tens out of her wallet and slapped them into my palm. She

sighed and shouted, “See you Sunday for church. And, Lennie?”

“What?”
My mom sighed. “I, uh, know you said you no longer need it,” she said, “but in
case you need it, you left some Zoloft here. That’s just in case you want to try it again.

And that’s all I’m going to say about that. Nice meeting you, gentlemen.”
The redcoats stopped what they were doing, waved to my mom, and said,

“Farewell, Lady Kabat.”
***

We filled the entire 51A bus. They were silent for the whole ride.
I pulled out five hundred dollars from the ATM. The Monsters hockey game

didn’t end up happening. As we approached the arena, people on the street heckled the

troops, calling them “loyalist pussies”. Also, there would be no way they would get

through the metal detectors with those muskets. The casino might have worked, but they

forgot their IDs. Come to think of it, they would not have had IDs to begin with. So, we
ended up at Christie’s Cabaret, my hole-in-the-wall. They gave me a break on all the

cover charges, since I blew my money there so often. It was pretty quiet that night
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anyway.

Much of the night was a blur. They kept having these four-dollar specials
throughout the night for Fireball or Jaeger, but for the redcoats, they also offered some

cheap brandy. They had some food menu, too, so I’m hoping they ate at some point. Or
not. I took my fair amount of shots—what I thought was four or five, but was probably

eleven or so. Some of the guys seemed interested in the ladies and got a few lapdances,

with one even going to the back with Misty. Others just sat around the dimly lit tables

and sipped their beverages, with the obnoxious music blaring and multi-colored lights

streaking across the stage. The flute player tried to play his flute at one point, but was
quickly shot down by the fat bouncer in a shirt, black vest, and black bowtie. I blew the
the majority of money over drinks, and I gave some bills to the men for lap dances.
I wasn’t sure if Avalon was in, but then I saw her approach me. She got a haircut,

so her brown, curly hair wasn’t as wild as it usually looks. But the tattoos all over her

body made her herself seem as wild as ever, as well as the red, white, and blue bikini she
wore. Some of the redcoats looked at her in awe, probably because they had never seen

tattoos all over a woman’s body.

“Hey, buddy,” I said, followed by a whistle. “Look at you all patriotic. And it’s
nowhere near Memorial Day or Fourth of July.”
“The rest of my wardrobes were dirty,” she snapped. “Look, Lennie. These guys

are nice, but they’re completely useless here. And quite frankly, they smell. And quite

frankly, their teeth are rotten. And quite frankly, shillings don’t cover it.”
I sighed. “But it’s fun, you know?” I laughed.

She wasn’t laughing. “Uh-huh,” she mumbled. “Leave. Come back tomorrow, by
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yourself. I’ll be here tomorrow.”
“Come on, Avalon—”

“No, goddamnit. Leave, or else I’m calling a bouncer to make you leave.”

A redcoat walked towards us, seemingly sober and calm. “Excuse me, lady,” he
started. “I couldn’t help but hear you say ‘God.’ If you enjoy our Redeemer, enjoy this

awe-inspiring hymn: O God, our hope in ages past.”
“Our hope for years to come—”
I shouted at all the redcoats, and they stopped singing. Avalon crossed her arms

and gave me that look my mom gave me too often, but her crossed arms caused her to

crunch her breasts together, making them look bigger than they already were.

“Just one dance?” I asked.
“Tomorrow,” she answered.

“Please, just give me—”
“Nope, and that’s final. Plus, you’re shitfaced.”
I looked down at my jacket and jeans. They didn’t seem to be covered in shit.

As she began to walk away, her ass jiggling like a goddess. I asked her to stop.
She turned around and asked, “What?”I did something I never did before. Usually, if I

was too drunk, she would just walk away. This time, however, I just said, “Please.”
She stared at me like a woman who was ready to either fuck me or slit my throat.
But I guess the desire to fuck won the day. But, really, it was the desire to make money,

which I had. She nodded and pushed me down into the cozy armchair.
I don’t know the song that was playing when I gave her the twenty dollars in

advance. She immediately sat on my and faced the other direction, rubbing her ass
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against me. It’s too bad I was so shitfaced, that I couldn’t get hard. At one point, she even
laughed and said, “Captain Limpdick.”
“Shut up,” I said, as we both laughed together.

The song ended, so the dance was over. I was ready to offer her another twenty
for the next song, but she pushed the money away.
“Nah,” she said, as she stretched her legs over the chair, “Let’s just chill. I could

use a little breather anyway.”
We stared ahead, as the redcoats continued their ongoing debauchery. One

bouncer shared in a laugh with another redcoat, while another sprinted towards the
bathroom.
“I wonder,” I started, “what it would be like if we could travel to the future.”

“Really?”
“Yes.”
“You mean, like those guys?”
“Well,” I shouted, “Yes, for God’s sake.”
“Shhhh,” Avalon placed her finger on my lip. “Don’t get snippy with me.”
“Sorry,” I said, “I’m just edgy tonight.”
“I get it.”

We sat in silence for a little longer. I asked, “What do you think Cleveland would
be like?”

“Huh?”
“In the future? What would it be like?”

“Well,” she started. “I see some sort of Renaissance, to be honest. God knows we
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deserve it.”
“I can see that,” I said, thinking about the Italian Renaissance. Thinking about

Michelangelo painting all of that shit on a ceiling, and then someone finding some hair
from a paintbrush hundreds of years later on that same ceiling. Or was that hair from a

paintbrush? “What about you?” I asked.
Avalon chuckled. She rubbed my back as she scratched her thigh. “Well, I guess I

couldn’t do this any longer, unless some guy really likes saggy tits and tats. Maybe, if

I’m still around, I could paint or something.”
“I never knew you painted.”

“Yeah.” She smiled. “That was my college major. Or I could become a tattoo
artist.”
“Nice.”

Now, two bouncers were laughing with a redcoat. The flute player began to play
his flute, with no objection. Another redcoat starting to shout, “Thomas, where art thou?
Has anyone seen Thomas and his fine horse? Thomas?”
I sighed. But then I thought about myself in the future. “What about me?” I asked.

“Whuh?”
“Me. What do you think I will do in the future?”
Avalon adjusted herself, so that she was now sitting at the edge of the chair.

“That’s a weird question,” she said. “Why should I know? What do you think?”
I shrugged. This may seem insincere, as I suspect most people think of plenty of

options in the future, but I sincerely think that I just pictured myself as myself, still

smoking Marlboro Lights in a leather coat, but with a receding hairline. I couldn’t think
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of anything else. “I don’t know,” I said, “So I guess that’s why I’m asking you.”
Avalon shook her head. Her look softened. “I,” she started. “I, well, will

hopefully see you tomorrow, hon.” She kissed me on the cheek and headed towards the

dressing room.

“Wait,” I shouted at her. “You didn’t answer my question.”
She kept walking, her ass jiggling.
“Come on, Avalon,” I shouted. “Come back here, goddamnit.”
“Our God, our hope—”
I pushed the redcoat away. As I tried to walk towards Avalon, I felt someone grab

my arm and turn me in another direction. It was Vincent, wreaking of brandy and
Fireball. He lifted his shot glass, as a cluster of redcoats surrounded him.

“His Majesty thanks Lord Lennie for his hospitality and getting us home,” he
slurred. “Three cheers for Lord Lennie. Hip-hip—”

“Hooray!”
“Hip-hip—”
“Hooray!”
I smiled, applauded, and wrapped my arms around Vincent’s shoulder. “Thank

you so much,” I said. “Thank you, gentlemen. Allow me to use the bathroom, and I’ll be
right back.” I snuck out the front door and power-walked across the parking lot, towards

the Cuyahoga River.
***
I didn’t go straight to the river, as I had hoped. I stumbled around the parking lot

near Shooters first, and then the parking lot near the PowerHouse complex. And I walked
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underneath the bridge for a bit, trying to hide from the redcoats, which for one reason or

another, didn’t get kicked out of the club just yet.
I made it to the river, which looked dark, fabulous, inviting. With closing time

approaching, buildings eventually darkened, so the only guiding light was the “FLATS

EAST BANK” neon-sign on top of one building—its radiant red reflected in the dark
river. I wanted to just jump in, float away, and gradually sink to the bottom, allowing

myself to be released. But I never thought about such matters seriously. I just felt like
looking at the river. And taking a good piss.

My phone was dead. I didn’t have enough cash for a cab. And the buses were
done for the night. I had no idea how to get home, and I was done with the redcoats. I
needed to find some place to lie down.
This is what it’s like to be homeless, I thought to myself. This is what it’s like to

be utterly alone and try to find some place to sleep. Alright. Fair enough.
I ran away from the river, away from the redcoats, away from the club, and up
Main Street. As I ran, I ran past some guy in a heavy jacket and Chief Wahoo ballcap,

which I could see through one lone light shining from a bar’s awning.
“Go Tribe,” I said while running.
“Go Tribe,” he said back. I felt him stop for a moment.
I found a dark corner underneath the bridge, leaned up against a concrete pillar,

and closed my eyes.
***
I opened my eyes to the headache of the century. But I opened my eyes to Dora

the Explorer looking down at me, as morning light glowed through her large head.
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I came to my senses to realize I was underneath a makeshift tent. People with

British accents were speaking outside. I rolled out. A fire was blazing. Men were shaving.

Others were talking and laughing. And Thomas was there on his horse.
One redcoat noticed me and said, “He’s up.” Everyone stopped what they were

doing and ran to me, all smiles. They began to pat me on the shoulder and say things such
as, “There’s a good chap.”

“Back the hell off,” I pleaded. “Please. What happened?”
Vincent, quite eagerly, said, “Well, after we left the brothel, we heard someone
whistling. Not like a casual whistle. No, a frantic whistling, as if trying to get us to run

towards the sound. It seems like Thomas on horseback here had found his way downtown
and into this area, when he heard some strange sounds where you are sitting.”

“And lo and behold,” a taller redcoat continued, “a miracle of miracles. Thomas
on horseback saw someone trying to get into your pockets, while you were unconscious.
That man, over there.”
The redcoat pointed to a post, where that same guy in a Chief Wahoo cap was

now tied up. Police officers were asking him questions and seemed in no hurry to untie
him.
“That man,” another redcoat, in an indignant tone, continued. “That man, wearing

a hat with a drawn face that glorifies the savages of this region, who are anything but
civil.” The rest of the redcoats pointed at the man and chanted, “Shame on you! Shame

on you! Shame on you!”

Another redcoat said, “So as Thomas leapt off his horse and got in a scuffle with
the man, we also heard the scuffle and ran towards the action, where we were able to
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overpower the man, tie him to the post, and keep you safe. We would have killed the
man, but we honored our agreement with you, even if he was a Richard, as you put it.

Thankfully we grabbed a blanket or two from Lady Kabat, in the event we couldn’t find
our way home yesterday evening, and it got too cold. So we just set up this tent for you

and let you sleep peacefully through the night.”

They all now looked at me, smiling, as if they wanted a treat. Thomas nodded at
me, his smile even more obnoxious than the others. After a moment or two of awkward

silence, Vincent cleared his throat and said, “And we were also wondering, Lord Lennie,
if you would consider traveling with us back to England? I know that sounds somewhat

ludicrous. Who would want to travel to the past, knowing what is to come? But you
perhaps have a rare opportunity to change not just the past, but your own. And you have
our word. We will not harm you in any way. Just as you watched over us here, we would

watch over you abroad. At home. It sounds cliche, but you could even become one of us.
And, goodness, I’m sure you could get swallowed up, just as we did, and return home

whenever you feel like it. What say you?”

They all continued to stare, smiling. I saw myself drinking tea with them. I
wouldn’t want to give up my leather jacket. Or my cigarettes or gum. I’m sure they meant

well, but I looked at Thomas and asked if he could drop me off at the bus stop. If he
dropped me off at mom’s, she would have immediately smelled the hangover.
***
Thomas dropped me off at West 3rd and Superior. I had to wait forty-five minutes

or so for a bus. A few months earlier, when I took the bus to catch a baseball game or go

see Avalon, some guy in dreadlocks boarded the bus, mumbled, and then whimpered. He
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walked like a zombie, while holding a red dog Beanie Baby from 1997. You could smell
him all the way to Columbus, and as he sat down, those around him relocated.

I felt like that man now. The bus was empty enough, where no one had to move.
But they would have, if they had to. I could tell from their looks of disapproval. If they

had to, they would have moved, so no one was to the left, right, back, or front of me.
Fair enough.
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BARFL

“Well welcome back, everyone, to the Bar Fighting League, or BARFL for short.
I’m Jack McJamison, delighted once again to introduce you to another exciting

installment of this drama. And sitting next to me, as always, is color commentator Miller
McBuddylightystuff. ”
“Goddamnit Jack. You know I hate Bud Light.”

“As I said, folks, he is a color commentator, clearly. And once again, we welcome
you to the greatest bar in the world: Winners! And as you know, Winners! is located in
the greatest city in the world: Parma, Ohio. Miller, what did you think of that snowstorm

last night?”

“Well let me tell you, Jack. My heater broke. So you tell me how my snowstorm
went.”
“I’m sorry to hear that. Did you have extra sheets?”
“I did, but it didn’t do the job.”

“Did you consider cuddling with your dog? Which type is it again?”
“It’s a pomeranian. Fiona.”

“Well how about that? Pomeranians have a lot of hair, yes?”
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“They do, Jack. But I would never cuddle with Fiona at night in bed, for, as you

know, I sleep naked.”
“Thank you, Miller. Our color commentator. Let’s just jump right into business

for tonight’s matchup.”

“Well, we think we have a matchup tonight, Jack. But that depends if a particular
someone walks into the bar.”
“That’s a very good point. But for now, let’s assume that tonight’s matchup pits
general manager Mark Flaughtery against long-time regular, going into his eight season

at this bar, Steve Merriman.”
“That’s right, Jack. And the reason I say that Steve may show up is, because

unbeknownst to you, and to the fans listening at home—”

“We have yet to start the podcast, Miller.”
“That’s right.
“Once I learn how technology works, then we can podcast.”

“Fair enough. So then to these fans at the bar, which, at this point, only seem to be
Dominic, who is on his phone and sipping a White Claw, since he’s a pussy, and I see

Little Pattie and Ryan over there, and who the hell are those two people? Anyway,
whatever. Point being, I have known Steve for awhile, and he shot me a text last week,

saying he will never come to this bar again.”

“Really?”
“Yes, sir. And while he has said that to me four other times in the past, I think, I
think he is serious this time.”

“You think so?”
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“It certainly does feel that way, Jack. I have known Steve for, how long has he

been here?”

“Eight years, Miller.”
“Jesus. I’m old. That’s right—eight years. And after discussing politics with him
all those years, as well as another changeup with the Browns front office, and the best

sexual position, which I only wish I could have ever experienced, I can safely say that

Steve is really hellbent on not being here tonight or ever again.”

“For the very few listening right now at this bar, let’s just recap what has led us to
this moment right now. As you all know, Steve Kowalski has been looking for full-time

work now for a few years. After being, of all things, a beer vendor throughout the
Cleveland sports scene for the past two years, he was able to find some additional work,
thanks to the good Samaritan that was Betty Kabat at the pierogi shop down the road.”

“No doubt, Jack. Betty Kabat is a saint, especially after Steve’s multiple DUI and

disorderly conduct charges. Fuck the Parma and Seven Hills police, and, at times, Brook
Park police. But there he was, making mushroom and cheese pierogi, cheese and spinach

pierogi, cheese and cheese pierogi, and Jesus titty fucking Christ I’m hungry.”
“Thank you, Miller. This segment is brought to you by the typical fish fry special,
I think. Yes, that’s right. Mark listed the fish fry as the special on the white board. So,

yes, the typical fish fry special. $6.99 gives you three nicely fried pieces of cod, french
fries, and coleslaw. It’s not pierogi, but it’s something. Have at it, Miller. Anyway, upon
earning full-time employment with pierogi, Steve came up to the bar last Friday, in the

hopes of celebration. He immediately started the night with his usual tall Miller Lite, but
decided to add a shot of Jameson.”
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“That’s right, Jack. Usually, when Steve just starts off with the tall Miller Lite

without a shot, his chances of success by the end of the night increase. And I don’t mean
with the ladies, though that is certainly possible. I mean the chances of him not waking

up the next morning asking ‘What the hell happened last night, who is this person and
dog beside me, and what the fuck am I doing with myself?’ go down significantly, if he

doesn’t take a shot right away. I mean, let’s compare Saint Patrick’s Day 2017 to Indians
Opening Day 2018. On Saint Patrick’s Day 2017, when he started with both a beer AND
shot at seven in the morning, I’m pretty sure he may have had sex with me as well, for all
I know, as I blacked out by eleven in the morning. But compare that to Indians Opening

Day 2018, and look at what happens. He started with a Miller Lite at nine in the morning,
did not take a shot of Jameson until after the game, the game in which, by the way,
Carlos Carrasco held the Kansas City Royals to only two runs. And then look at what

happens, Jack. He’s having fun, no doubt, but he is still able to thoroughly explain why

Pete Carroll made the decision to throw the ball near the endzone against the Patriots, as
opposed to running the ball. He was not able to do that a year earlier, during Saint Patty’s
Day kegs and eggs, so that means something.”

“Well said, Miller. After starting with that shot of Jameson, Steve apparently
decided to have six or seven additional boilermakers. Usually, Mark, the general

manager, is pretty easygoing. I mean, another boilermaker is, approximately an additional
eight dollars in the cash register, as opposed to three or four.”
“That’s correct, Jack”
“Go to the bathroom, Miller. I’m sick of your interruptions.”
“I’m sorry?”
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“I am ‘go fuck yourself’ serious. Go to the bathroom for a few minutes, and then

come back, okay? Thanks for understanding. See you in a bit. Anyway, again, Mark is
usually pretty understanding towards excessive binge drinking. But when Steve started

playing Bobby Vinton’s ‘My Melody of Love’ over and over again on the TouchTunes,

and other customers began to complain, in part because they didn’t understand Polish,
apparently, Mark asked Steve to play some different songs. Steve, a proud and stubborn

Polack, refused, saying that everyone can use this song in today’s political climate. Mark,

a proud Trump supporter, asked Steve what he meant by that comment. Steve, not
necessarily implying Trump supporters, said that capitalists and nationalists can use a
little more love and compassion in this day and age. Mark proceeded to accuse Hillary

Clinton of further crimes against humanity, especially with Benghazi and victims of

uranium poisoning or something, while Steve maintained that he was moreso talking

about socialists or something. And that background rewind is brought to you by grape
bombs! It’s a generic energy drink similar to Red Bull. It’s a middle or lower shelf vodka
that tastes the same as top shelf vodka. Combine the two, and you have what tastes like

goddamn cough syrup. So excuse me, as I partake in some medicine. And welcome back,
Miller. I was just explaining how the conversation between Mark and Steve took a
political turn for the worst.”
“That’s right, Jack. And, look, all I know is, their conversation ended with Steve

flipping the bird towards Jack and shouting, “Fuck you.” And, here’s the thing. I don’t

care if you agree with the general manager or not. You don’t even have to like the general
manager. But that general manager is doing everything in his power to serve you, at he,

for all intensive purposes, is your leader.”
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“Absolutely.”
“Thank you for agreeing, Jack. And let’s be clear: I am a proud libertarian. But I

remember back in the day, we could have civil conversations over politics, just as Steve
and I have done in the past. And he’s a proud liberal, which I respect. We just have to go
back to civility, you know what I’m saying? We just have to agree to disagree on some

things and still maintain and embrace a spirit for debate, which makes our country so
great—”
“Sorry to interrupt your plea for human decency, but it appears that Steve has

indeed walked into the bar, and, oh boy, he is wearing a Pittsburgh Steelers football

jersey.”
“That goddamn son of a bitch.”

“And let’s look a little further into this with our ‘rival football jersey analyst,
Dominic. Hey, Dominic.”

“What?”
“Quit drinking that tampon-in-a-can White Claw and tell me whose name is on

the back of Steve’s jersey.”

“Uhmmm, I think it’s Rudolph. Yeah. Rudolph.”
“Thank you, Dominic, our rival football jersey analyst. Miller, calm down.”

“No.”

“For those who may recall, Mason Rudolph was the third-string Steelers
quarterback who likely said something racially triggered towards Myles Garrett—Miller,

sit down.”
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“You fucking racist Yinzer piece of trash. Yeah, I’m talking to you, Steve. You
have the nerve to not just come back here, and wear that, of all things. I knew yinz were a

redneck Steelers fan, but now you crossed the line. Fuck off.”

“Miller, stop.”
“No. I hope you die from the coronavirus, and after you die, it kills your

relatives.”
“Steve, please. Miller is drunk. Don’t come here. Please, stay back. Please stay
back. Oh Jesus Christ—”

STANDBY

“Well welcome back, everyone. Jack McJamison here, apologizing for that delay.
But I am pleased to say that things have been settled. Steve and Miller had just a little

scuffle, but nothing bad, you know? Just a little thing. And then Steve and Mark made up
and are now hugging it out, while Celine Dion’s ‘The Power of Love’ is playing on the

radio, thanks to our Lyft driver. And that song choice is for a good reason. Dominic, after
drinking seven or eight vagina-inducing White Claws. But little did we know that
Dominic had a reason for selecting that song, as he somehow has five tickets to tonight’s

Celine Dion impersonator concert downtown, thanks to his mom, who desperately bought

him so many tickets for Christmas, in the hopes he could find some friends—or maybe a

lucky girl and her friends—to go with him. But we knew that girls were out of the
question, for obvious reasons with White Claw. But thank goodness we started day

drinking at noon, so we had enough time to pre-game before this eight o’clock concert.
And so Miller, Mark, Steve, Dominic and I are now in a Lyft, on our way to the show.”
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“That’s right, Jack. Miller here again, and I wish to apologize for what transpired

earlier. But my goodness are we having fun. Mark and Steve now can’t stop laughing at
Dominic, so they have clearly made up. And we are very fortunate to be joined by our

Lyft driver, what is your name again?”
“Gabriel.”

“And are you from again?”
“Ghana.”
“Outstanding. Thank you for your service. Anyway, we are getting close to the

Rocket Mortgage Fieldhouse. No doubt this will be a concert for the ages.”

“No doubt, Miller. This upcoming Celine Dion concert is brought to you by

Africa! Africa: Providing the best Lyft drivers since 2015 or something. We will see you
all at the House of Blues.”
STANDBY

“And welcome back, everyone. Here we are in the House of Blues. Your mom
couldn’t have done better, Dominic. Anyway, here we are, excited as ever, for this Celine

Dion impersonator concert. Miller, your predictions?”

“Well, Jack, I just want to say that we are all blessed.”
“We really are.”
“Aren’t we? I mean, to be standing here right now, in the graces of this legend’s
impersonator, is quite something. And these sprtizers are especially delightful. I do think

she will start with ‘The Power of Love’—the song that really put the real Celine Dion on
the map. But the moment I hear the beginning of ‘It’s All Coming Back To Me Now,’
I’m not exactly sure what I’m going to do, exactly.”
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“You don’t?”
“No. I really don’t.”

“And there you have it, folks. I have known Miller McFluffygins for years, and
this is the first time he is unsure of something. I look forward to her performing that song

and watching Miller’s reaction. And the lights are dimming, and the crowd is going wild.
And, oh, oh, what is that I hear?”
“It’s ‘The Power of Love,” Jack. I knew it. I knew it all along. I had the power to

know that was the song. My God, there she is. She looks almost exactly like her.”

“And there she is indeed. We will see you all after the concert with our post-game
analysis.”
STANDBY

“And welcome back, everyone, to the Bar FightingLeague, now live from the
Chocolate Bar on East Fourth in Cleveland, Ohio. I am Jack McJamison, enjoying a Thin
Mint chocolate martini, while my friend Miller here is enjoying a chocolate s’more
martini.”

“Absolutely phenomenal, Jack.”
“Good to hear, Miller, especially after you seemed to just stare off into space as

she sang ‘It’s All Coming Back To Me Now.’”

“Well, yes I did, Jack. And while I can disclose what occurred inside the recesses
of my mind at that time, those details are between me and my spirit animal. Thank you
for understanding.”
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“I understand. And it looks like Mark and Steve are also enjoying chocolate

martinis, while, surprise, surprise, Dominic is having another White Claw, as he is a

goddamn girl. So, Miller, overall thoughts on the show?”

“Well, I will say this much, Jack. Celine’s impersonator still undeniably has it.
Her pitch is not what it used to be, but those high notes are quite impressive. I was overall

pleased, as I think the majority of people were—”

“Hold that thought, Miller, as there is a disturbance a few seats from us, as, oh
boy, Mark and Steve are at it again.”
“That they are. And it looks like Steve is once again accusing Mark of being a
racist, which is completely uncalled for, especially after Mark and that nice Hispanic

ninth grader from Normandy High School sang ‘That’s The Way It Is’ together during
the concert. No doubt he would not have done so, had she felt that she was an illegal—

and oh my goodness, look out.”

“And the two are having an all-out brawl and breaking martini glasses over each
other’s heads. Oh my goodness this is ugly, as all of the women are screaming and
crying. And there is now bloody everywhere, as Mark is down. Again, Mark is down.”
“Can we get the cameras away from that?”
“Indeed, as we wish to no longer wish to draw attention to this. So we will now

take an injury time-out. Dominic, sing something sad.”

“‘Cause I’m your lady. And you are my man... ”
STANDBY

“And welcome back, everyone, to Winners! In Parma, Ohio. But my goodness,
we are now really feeling not like Winners, but Mourners, as we have just learned that
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beloved general manager Mark Flaughtery may be permanently blinded in one eye, from
the shard of a martini glass. That is all we know, so far. Meanwhile, Steve Kowalski has

been arrested by the Cleveland Police, for obvious assault. Forgive me fans, as I’m not
sure how to process all of this.”

“Me neither, Jack. I am truly at a loss for words.”
“After giving our statements, we grabbed another Lyft to get back here. So we
came back here, afterwards—the three of us, for a nightcap or five. Dominic—or should I
say, Dominica—is enjoying another White Claw. And Donna is serving tonight. She’s a

great bartender.”
“She really is, Jack. Can I get you another beer?”

“No. You know what? I think I’m okay. I’m just feeling really down.”
“I completely understand. Walking home?”

“As always.”
“Good man.”

“You?”
“I’m going to have my pomeranian Fiona pick me up in a sleigh.”

“An even better man. Do you mind picking up the slack for me and commentating
solo?”

“Really?”
“Yes, Miller. I think it’s time.”
“What if Dominic took your place?”
“Oh Jesus, Miller.”
“Okay, fair enough. I shall do my best.”
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“Good man. Thanks. Thank you, fans, for tuning in today. Our thoughts and

prayers are with Mark during this difficult time. See you tomorrow, buddy.”

“See you tomorrow, Jack. For those wondering at home—oh, I forgot. I just

meant those watching from the bar. Jack lives in the apartment complex down the street.
He could take Day Drive, but Parma drivers have absolutely no respect for pedestrians, so
he squeezes through a backstreet and manages to take a secretive piss or two on the way
home.

“My apologies for my silence, folks. I just can’t stop thinking about Mark. Or
Steve, for that matter. Two really good guys who just happened to have a disagreement
that went completely out of control. Dominic, what do you want?”

“Do you have a quarter? I want some Gobstoppers from the candy machine.”
“Only you. Here. And you are really drunk? Go home. Anyway, folks, we have to

realize that it’s one thing to be competitive in the BARFL. It’s another thing to be human

beings who make mistakes. And I pray that this was a simple misunderstanding that will

blow over. Two good guys, really. Really good guys.
“So, here we are. I’m here alone. Holy crap. Ryan left, but it seems Little Patty is

still here. She’s a sweetheart and was once a nun, by the way. Why is she still here? It’s

1:45 in the morning. Whatever. Looks like she is having coffee anyway. Maybe she came
back from earlier. Maybe she made dinner for her son Ryan, like she does every night.

He is a fucking smoozer. Lordy. And there are a bunch of young people who I have no
desire to talk to.
“So what’s going on, Winners! crowd? There is some country song playing over
that TouchTunes. Not my cup of tea. What’s that you said, Dominic?”
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“Huh? I didn’t say anything.”
“You want to know more about me.”
“I didn’t—”
“I think that’s a great idea. Since Jack has left, and I have no idea what to do, why

not tell you a little bit more about myself? I just don’t know where to start. Actually, I do

know where to start. Let’s start with tonight. I just saw Steve and Mark in a vicious fight
at a martini bar. And I’m not really sure how to process what’s happened, exactly.

“But maybe you want to know more about me. Alright, fine. My name is Miller.
My last name is...Smorzak. As I am an alien, from the planet Smorzakus. We disguise
ourselves as human beings, the hopes of learning more about your species. Our leader,

too, has come down to your planet, in the form of a pomeranian named Fiona, which just

happens to live in my home. Which reminds me that I completely forgot to feed our
emperor today, but she will be fine, as she is fat to begin with and can provide herself

with essential nutrients, by licking the carpet and picking up a vital ingredient unknown
to man called veerfrum.

“Eventually, our species will overtake the human race, as we will have enough
veerfrum to turn into giants, at which point we will literally walk over the earth and claim
dominion over your petty planet.

“Jesus, I have not read a work of science fiction in years, and I think I did a pretty
good job there, didn’t I? I hope you didn’t fall for the veerfrum or anything. I have not

the slightest idea what that is. I’m drunk. And Fiona is fine, by the way. My sister has a
spare key to my apartment and always checks in on me during the day, so she knew she

had to feed Fiona. She’s amazing.
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“So, okay, I’ll be serious this time and tell you about myself. Right after I have a
smoke.”

STANDBY
“Okay, folks. I’m Miller, and I’m back. In case you are just tuning in, our beloved

friend and general manager Mark may have been blinded, and Steve is in jail. A tough

time for all of us, so I am going to try to lighten the mood by telling you more about

myself.

“My mom was going to marry an Asian teacher, but she instead married a
mailman. Their marriage was loveless, to be honest. Don’t get me wrong: They were

really, really good people. Probably two of the greatest people you could have ever met.
But as you all know, goodness doesn’t always translate to a loving relationship. I had to
deal with that growing up. They were distant, so my sister and me were distant from

them. College wasn’t really my thing, either. So I jumped from job to job for a while. I

was a pizza delivery guy, and then I worked at a video rental store like Blockbuster, and I
even worked at a bar for a bit. I could pour a good beer, but not a good shot, apparently.

Meanwhile, my parents just sort of withered away in a loveless relationship, until they
eventually perished.
“So after they died, I asked myself, ‘Miller, what are you really, really good at?

And then it dawned on me: I was really good at analyzing professional wrestling. Celine
Dion is my first passion, obviously, but professional wrestling worked as well. I watched
wrestling from the Jim Crockett promotion days, to the Cartoon Era in the WWF. And I

realized that, hey, maybe I could become a columnist or something for professional
wrestling. And I did. And I did a phenomenal job. And before you knew it, I started
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training as a professional wrestler. And before you knew it, I created a character you may

have heard of: Hulk Hogan.

“Holy shit. Did you douchebags fall for that one as well? Oh man, I’m sorry. I’m
just really, really good at making shit up, apparently. I like professional wrestling, but
I’m just content doing commentary for the distinguished Bar Fighting League, over

anything. So I’ll be serious this time. Really. I will be. Fuck. Now what, Dominic?”

“What was your favorite song from the concert?”
“That was established earlier, Dominic. I’m sure you liked some lousy song like

‘My Heart Will Go On’ or something. Go back to your White Claws. And have your

mom pick your drunk ass up already. Anyway, let me be completely honest with you all,
okay? And this time, I am not messing with you. Seriously.

“And look at that. It’s last call. I guess I’ll have one more beer—maybe a shot—
and then sign off with you good folks. But I have to make this quick. All I will say is, that
last story is true, other than the Hulk Hogan part. And even making it big with
professional wrestling. But after my parents died, I just felt stuck. My sister moved on,

but I just felt stuck, moving from job to job. I could have asked my uncle for something

at his truck-operating gig, but I didn’t really want to. And he, uh, was not the best uncle,
when my sister and I were younger.

“So then nothing happened. A whole lot of nothing. And my nothing continues to
this day.

“And that concludes tonight’s episode of the Bar Fighting League. We will see
you next time, most likely tomorrow at noon, when I will need to cure my impending

hangover.”
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“You have to finish that beer, Miller.”
“I think I’m okay, Donna. Take it.”
“Thanks, sweetie.”

“Anything on Mark?”
“No. Just scary all around.”

“Yeah. Look at that. I’m the last one here.”
“You are.”
“I, uh, know you have to start cleaning and stuff.”
“I do.”

“Mind if I sit here a little longer?”
“If you don’t mind me turning off some lights.”
“That’s fine. Thanks, Donna. Donna is so great, folks. And a breast cancer

survivor. She has always been a fighter. And look at that. It’s darker in here, naturally,
but I didn’t think it would be this dark. Wow. Fiona still doesn’t miss me. She’s probably

snuggled on her blanket. This is still at least louder than my apartment. I’ll get back there
eventually. Just not ready for the silence. I really hope Mark will be okay.
“Thank you again for watching, folks. I’m going to sign off for real this time.

Drive home safely.”

I am indebted to the following source:

Dion, Celine. “The Power of Love.” The Colour of My Love, Columbia, 1993, track 1.
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Stiff Superiors

They put one of those transistor radios in the bathroom. It was dangerously close
to the sink, so we just had to wash our hands more carefully so it didn’t fall in and

electrocute us. But whenever Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons played, I always got
nervous washing my hands. I think it was Frankie Valli that got me nervous. That high
falsetto voice just wasn’t right. So whenever one of their songs played over that radio, I

took a deep breath and tried to ignore his voice.
One time, “Walk Like A Man” played. In Frankie’s case, it sounded more like

“Walk Like A Man, Sing Like A Girl.” Good thing was, I wasn’t washing my hands.
Instead, some hair was sticking up near the back of my head, so I reapplied some Dick’s
Greaseless.
I heard some guy moaning or grunting from one of the stalls. He got louder. I first

thought it was a man and woman getting frisky, but no women worked for us. It could

have been two men, which scared me. But the stall door swung open, and this younger
guy stumbled out. He wore this navy blue suit, glasses, and his hair was combed back

like mine. He held some rolled up magazine in his right hand, and when he saw me, he
immediately tried to put the magazine in his suit, only for it to unravel and reveal a

Playboy logo. He breathed heavily. “I have my interview in a few minutes,” he
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continued. “I heard that they look for, you know, so I came prepared.” He glanced at the
bulge at his crotch, which was pretty big. He asked, “Do I look okay?”
This wasn’t the first time someone asked someone to evaluate the bulge in his
pants. Mr. Cahoon called his the Clark Gable Gargantuan. Mr. Murphy called his the

Marlon Brando Battering Ram. Mr. Dollard avoided the alliteration altogether and called

his the Dick Clark, only to be rivaled by Mr. Axel, our general manager. He called his the
Alfred Hitchcock. Our managers never told us about their nicknames. We just caught on
as they would pass by each other and ask, “How is Mr. Hitchcock today?” and so forth.

They would laugh and walk on. They stayed erect all the time, and we may have figured
out why. Supposedly, an employee saw a blue pill fall out of Mr. Cahoon’s back pocket,
as he was walking in the warehouse. As he tried to grab it, Mr. Cahoon turned around and

snatched it. He proceeded to tell the man how hot it was in the warehouse, which
reminded Mr. Cahoon of the time he visited Munich. He reminisced about visiting
Oktoberfest with his longtime golf buddies, and they drank excessive amounts of German
beer and ate delicious schnitzel. Then they found some big-breasted German barmaids in

lederhosen and made passionate love to them. Mr. Cahoon asked the guy if he had ever

gone to Oktoberfest. When the employee said no, the rumor is that Mr. Cahoon simply

said, “Indeed,” and walked away.
We all sat in our neat little rows, with our neat little mahogany desks. Our office

was directly above the warehouse and stuffy, with very little circulation. The windows
were open, and there were industrial fans on both ends of the room, but that did little to

cool us down, especially in the summer. One day my neighbor Roy breathed heavily—

almost panted. He had his sleeves rolled up and fanned his big, bald head with a
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newspaper. But beads of sweat continued to drip from his head. He also looked larger
than last week, so his body fat wasn’t cooling things down. “This is bad,” he mumbled.
“Christ, it’s hot,” I added. When I grabbed the next purchase order from my pile,

my hands left sweat stains all over the page. I heard someone snapping his fingers. Mr.

Axel was the only guy who walked around snapping his fingers. I looked up to find him

approaching my desk with someone who looked familiar. “Howard,” Mr. Axel shouted
with a smile. He cleared his throat and bent his back, so his Alfred Hitchcock was

practically ready to rip out of his pants. It pointed right at my face like a knife ready to

stab me in the shower.
I immediately stood up.

“No need to stand. Take a seat.” As I sat down, I realized that the other person

was the kid I ran into the bathroom, a few weeks ago. The one with the Playboy
magazine. He smiled and also had a stiffy pointed at my direction.
“This is Martin,” Mr. Axel continued. “He is our new Manager in Training, or
MIT. We’re going to show him the ropes of Nelson Supply Company, as he will be

overseeing most of the office operations. We thought we’d let him shadow you for a little
bit, just so he can get a feel for what you do as a problem solver. Sound good?” Martin

extended his hand. When I reached to shake it, my thigh almost brushed against his stiffy.
I took a polite step back but still shook his hand. “Nice to meet you,” I said. “I

think we ran into each other before.”

“Oh, yes,” Martin answered. “I think we did.”
“Great,” Mr. Axel added. “Thanks for helping out, Howard.” He stood a little

longer, his Hitchcock still pointed at my face, and then walked off, snapping his fingers.
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Martin grabbed a chair and sat facing me. His stiffy looked ready to launch into my skull.

“Well,” I started, while coughing, “congratulations on the job.”
“Thank you,” he answered. His smile looked frozen on his face. “So, what do you

do exactly, Howard?”

“Well, let’s see,” I said. “Me and Roy are the problem solvers of the office. Roy
sits right next to me over there. The Entry department enters the mailed-in purchase

orders, but if there’s an issue with a purchase order, they bring the orders to me. Most of
the time, the customer might have forgotten a part number, and if I can’t find the item in
the catalog based on their description or price, I’ll give him a call for more information.
Or they may have forgotten to include a specification. If I had a dime for every order I
got, where the customer forgot to include a pressure range for a pressure gauge, I would

have retired by now.” I let out a laugh.
Martin just nodded, with that frozen smile and stiffy.

“Anyway,” I continued, “that’s basically what I do. People come up to me with
piles of purchase orders, and I spend all day trying to correct issues and contact
customers.” I spent the next hour or so doing my job, as Martin observed and took some

notes. I called fifteen customers for missing pressure ranges, and then I called another
five customers for missing part numbers. As we got closer to lunch, the work thinned

down. “Any questions you have?” I asked.
Martin looked down at his notes, and then down at his stiffy. “Where did you go

to school?” he asked.
“Oh, have you heard of Baldwin-Wallace College?”

“No. I’m not from around here.”
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“Well it’s about 20 minutes or so from here, in Berea. Where did you go to
school?”

“Brown,” Martin loudly answered. His eyes widened, and he slowly thrust his
pelvis forward, so his stiffy got closer to my knee. It actually looked larger. I pulled back
my chair and laughed nervously. I had some medically prescribed green pills in my

pocket. Usually, I took one or two pills a day, during my breaks. I really wanted to take
one right now, but resisted.
“Sorry,” Martin continued. “Had to stretch for a minute. But, yes, I went to

Brown. Brown University. Yes. I went to Brown.”
I nodded. “Brown University. Got it.” I worked on my next purchase order and

explained what I was doing, until Martin said, “It’s really hot in here, isn’t it?”

“Yes,” I answered. I looked at Roy, who was talking on the phone and fanning his
face.

“Reminds me of Paris in the summer,” Martin said. “Have you ever been to Paris,
Howard?”

“Can’t say that I have.”
“Oh, man.” Martin slapped his forehead. “How can you never have been to Paris?

Don’t do you know what you’re missing?” He slapped my back hard. He laughed
obnoxiously, so I laughed, too, minus the obnoxious part. “I’m just kidding with you,” he

said. “Really, I’m just fooling around with you, you know?” He continued to laugh. I

could have sworn his stiffy got bigger.
I felt my little bag of green pills in my pocket.
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“But seriously,” he continued. “My parents took me to Paris, as a graduation
present. And, wow, is that city beautiful. And everything they said about Chey George is
true.”
“I’m sorry,” I interrupted. “Chey George?”

“Never heard of it? Oh, that’s okay. When Julia Child studied cooking in France,

it was one of her favorite places. The name is French, so ‘Chey’ is spelled C-H-E-Z, and
the ‘Z’ is silent. And George actually has an ‘s,’ at the end, but that ‘s’ is silent. Isn’t that

wonderful? Say it with me: Chez Georges.’”
“Chez Georges.”

“Yes.” Martin slapped my back again. He sat erect, while his stiffy was swaying
up and down in his pants. “Anyway, Chez Georges is this legendary restaurant, and let
me tell you something: The fo grah was to die for.”
“I’m sorry. Fo—”
“It’s spelled ‘F-o-i-e’ and then ‘g-r-a-s.’ Foie gras. It’s duck liver.”
“I’m sorry,” I said, as I reached for a pen, “let me write that down. You said it’s

spelled f-o—”
I heard Mr. Dollard shout, “Hey. Who’s spelling foie gras; over here?” He came

towards my desk, chuckling. His Dick Clark was enormous.
Martin chuckled in return. “I am,” he answered. He stood up and shook his hand.
“That’s great,” Mr. Dollard answered. He stood next to me, so his Dick Clark was

right by my ear, ready to introduce Sonny and Cher, while Martin’s stiffy was right by

my other ear. Mr. Dollard asked Martin, “Did you go to Chez Georges?”
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“Oh my gosh,” Martin shouted, so other employees turned towards him. “How

did you know?”
“Come on, kid. Who doesn’t love Chez Georges? The foie gras is great, but the

duck breast is divine.”
Mr. Murphy walked towards us yelling, “Did I hear someone use the words
‘duck’ and ‘divine’ in the same sentence?”
“That was me,” Mr. Dollard said.
“Then you can only be talking about Chez Georges in Paris. Am I right?” Mr.

Murphy was right behind me, and I could almost feel his Marlon Brando Battering Ram.
“Oh my gosh,” Martin said. “You’ve been there, too?”

“Last summer, actually. The duck stew is also great. Took my old lady there,
killed a bottle of wine, indulged in this out-of-this world mousse, saw the Eiffel Tower at
night, and then had epic, dirty sex. Hang on. I gotta crack my back.” I heard his bones

crack, and I could feel the tip of that Marlin Brando Battering Ram coming closer to my
head. Then it backed away. He cracked his back again, so it came closer. It was as if the

Battering Ram was swinging back and forth, ready to crash into my skull, while offering
the praises of honorable men like Brutus.

“Think I’m planning on taking my soon-to-be old lady there next year,” Martin
said.
“Good for you,” Mr. Dollard said. “Howard, have you been to Paris?”

“Well—”
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“He hasn’t,” Martin interrupted, smiling at me. “I already asked him.” A brief
silence followed, and I could feel his stiffy, Dick Clark, and the Battering Ram moving

up and down and inching closer to me.
“Oh,” Mr. Murphy said. “Well have you gone anywhere this summer?”

“No.”

“How about last summer?” Their erections were still inching closer.
“Well,” I stammered. “Mohican State Park.”
“Mohican State Park?” Martin asked. “Where’s that?”
“About ninety minutes south from here.”
“Oh,” Mr. Dollard said. What did you do there?”
I thought of everything me and the old lady did. We got lost for an hour. I had a

hard time pitching the tent. We got a ton of mosquito bites. And when we roasted Oscar
Mayer wieners over the fire, mine went limp and gravitated towards the fire. It fell off my
stick and into the inferno. “We ate lots of s’mores,” I answered. “I apologize, but I have

to use the restroom real quick.” I rushed to the restroom and pulled out my little baggie of

green pills. I popped one into my mouth, and then I splashed my face with water. I could
feel my entire body cooling down. It started at my stomach, and then expanded into my
lungs, neck, and lower back. I took a deep breath, and within two minutes, I could
breathe again. Until I heard Frankie Valli from the transistor radio, singing “Sherry” as

high as he could. “For the love of God,” I hissed.
I walked back to my desk, only to notice the managers and trainee surrounding

Roy in their triangular position. “I don’t know,” I heard Martin say. “I thought the Mona
Lisa was underwhelming. It was nice and everything, but does it deserve its own wall?”
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I sat down to resume my work, but I glanced at Roy, who looked from one

manager to another. Those erections were getting awfully close.
“I see what you’re saying,” Mr. Dollard said. “And all those Asians standing

around it all the time, with their cameras? I don’t know. Anyway, Roy, I’m sorry. I think
we’re monopolizing the conversation. Where did you go this summer and/or last
summer?”
The purchase order in front of me was missing a part number. The customer

wanted a bronze bushing, but I could only concentrate on Roy saying, “Well, wow.

Where did I go last summer?”

“Howard said he went to Mohican last summer,” Mr. Murphy said. “You been
there?” I turned to the catalog index for bronze bushings.
“Can’t say that I have,” Roy answered. Bronze bushings were on page 478. I

circled the page number with my pencil.
“I haven’t either,” Martin answered. “But it sounds like a really active place. Hey,

Roy, maybe an active place would be good for you. Yeah. Physical activity never hurt

anyone, you know?”
I dropped my pencil and looked up. I only saw Mr. Murphy’s back, but I could

see Mr. Dollard covering his mouth, like he was trying not to laugh. Roy stared straight

ahead, emotionless. Martin then patted him on the back. “Nice to have met you,” he said.

“And, please, keep up the great work.” The three men walked off, and Roy still sat
frozen. I turned to look at the three leaving, and Mr. Dollard whispered something to

Martin. The two then erupted in laughter.

“You okay, Roy?” I asked.
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“Yeah,” he answered. “I’m fine. Why wouldn’t I be fine? That new kid was
unique.”
I called it Roy playing his “brainwashed card,” where he didn’t react to something

said unfavorably in his direction by a manager, and he just stared blankly ahead. He was

always large, which eventually lead to his minor heart attack. Which lead to him bringing

bagged lunches of apples and bananas, which didn’t fool nobody. He continued to gain
weight. And in between all that, I heard him whisper and moan about his old lady.

Sometimes, he would just murmur, “My old lady. What’s wrong with her?” And he

would mumble things to no one in particular. Other than those random comments, he said
very little about her. When he started, we talked about anything and everything. From our
old ladies, to the Cleveland Browns, to our favorite cocktails. Eventually, though, he got

quieter, and our discussions got shorter and scarce.
“I saw that kid in the bathroom, during his interview,” I whispered. “He came out

of a stall with a Playboy magazine.”

“Huh,” Roy mumbled. He was looking down at a purchase order.
“Saw a guy once cut up half a cucumber in the bathroom and try to stick it in his

pants. He didn’t get the job.” I shook my head. “Think we can ever find them?” I asked.
“Them what?”
“The pills. Hey, you know a thing or two about chemistry. You know what they

would put in those things?”
Roy glared at me and fanned his face with his newspaper. “Nah,” he finally said.

“And that blue pill stuff is just legend anyway. Christ, it’s hot.” He looked away and
wrote some stuff down. A little later, he mumbled, “My old lady. She okay right now?”
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I heard Mr. Cahoon shout, “Was someone talking about duck here earlier? I was

at a meeting, but I heard people were talking about duck.” He walked right up to my
desk, his Clark Gable Gargantuan pointed at my face, not giving a damn.

“Yes,” I stammered. “Some of the other managers were here earlier.”
“Ah, too bad. I assume the guys were talking about Paris. I wanted to swing by
and talk about the duck I had in Germany, which was just as fantastic. Duck in Germany
sounds strange, I know, but it was great. Hey, Howard, have you ever been to the

Oktoberfest?”

***

They installed some of those new telecopier machines, which made life a little
easier. More orders came through the machine, while less orders came through the mail.

But Martin eventually became a manager, and we had to call him Mr. Volsenfer. We
didn’t catch onto the nickname of his stiffy. I did catch onto more comments he directed

towards Roy about his weight, however. Roy just played his “brainwashed card” and still

mumbled about his old lady. On the other hand, life with my old lady got harder. Maybe
it was me constantly complaining about work and the Battering Rams and Dick Clarks.
Maybe it was just the stress of the job. Or maybe it was just my managers. Martin made
me feel worse. My old lady still made dinner, and we occasionally got intimate, but it just

wasn’t the same with her.
One night I came home after working overtime. She had already eaten, so as I

tried to pour Heinz ketchup all over my grilled cheese and potato pancakes, she
vacuumed in the living room. That ketchup took its time. Nothing poured out, no matter
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how many times I hit the bottle. Our beagle Mocha sat right next to me and whimpered.
The sound of the vacuum stopped.

“Hey, raspberry,” my old lady shouted.
“What?”
“While it’s in my head. Tupperware party at Jenny’s on Saturday. Need a ride.”
I sighed and answered, “Okay.”

She turned on the vacuum again. The ketchup refused to pour out, while Mocha
continued to whimper. From the transistor radio on the lime green counter, Frankie Valli

started to sing, “Rag Doll” in that falsetto voice. The linoleum floor, with its white and
lime green checkerboard design, started to expand. And the lime green cabinets and

refrigerator looked brighter, as did the lime green Formica table. My glass of milk even

started to glow. As I stood up to grab a green pill from the cabinet, Mocha mounted my
leg, wrapped her paws around her knee, and started humping away. I pushed my chair
away and bumped the table. Milk spilled all over my food. “Damnit, Mocha,” I shouted,

“stop it.”

She wouldn’t stop. She just panted away and continued to do her business.
Frankie sang higher, and my old lady ran in. “What happened?” she shouted.
“This darn dog.” I tried pushing her off, but she dug her nails into my skin. “Son

of a mother,” I screamed. I swung around the middle of the kitchen and shook my leg.
But she held on.

My old lady spanked her hard in the behind, so Mocha leapt off my leg and
showed her teeth to her. “Don’t you give me sass,” my old lady yelled. She lifted her

hand, ready to strike again. Mocha ran off. Milk was now dripping from the edge of the
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table. My old lady’s brown hair, which was neatly rolled up in a bun, was now frazzled,

with strands of hair sticking out.
“Christ,” I shouted, “she’s a girl. Why does a girl dog do that? That’s just not

right.”

“Relax, raspberry. Oh, Veronica from across the street told me she read
something about that. Mocha wants your food, so to get to it, she wants to show

dominance. She basically wants to dominate you, so you give up and give her food. And

that.. .thing is a sign of dominance. Girl pups even do that.”
“It’s still not right.”

“Want me to fix you up another sandwich?”
“No. I’m not hungry anymore.”

My old lady frowned. Frankie hit his last high note of the song. “Well just relax,
raspberry. Take another pill and clean up this mess.” I watched her butt as she stormed

away. Before, her yoga pants made it look round, sexy, and delicious. Now, her middle

aged butt lost some of that spunk and looked flatter. I took my pill, a few deep breaths,

grabbed some paper towels, and wiped the milk off the table. I dumped the food in the
garbage can. There was some commercial over the radio concerning Pepsi Cola—some

jingle about a Pepsi generation and coming “alive.” The vacuum was no longer running.

“Honey,” I shouted. “Where you at?”
“In the bathroom, raspberry. I’ll be right out.” Mocha sauntered back into the

kitchen. I glared at her, while she wagged her tail. She walked out again.
After some time, my old lady shouted, “Hey. Remember when we went to

Mohican?”
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“Yeah. Why?”
“Wasn’t that a great trip?”
“Are you kidding me? We got mosquito bites wazoo.”
“Well, that’s true. But what else happened?”
“I burned my wiener.”

“Yes, that happened, too. But what else happened?”
“We went hiking.”
“And what else?” Her voice started to sound closer.
“Well—”
Before I could finish, my old lady stood at the entrance of the kitchen, wearing
nothing but a lime green bra and panties. And she no longer had her hair in a bun. It was
that flip style, where she curled up the ends. She looked like Jackie Kennedy.

“Did—did you wear that at Mohican?” I started. “Because if you did, I must have
been too drunk to remember, and—”
“Shh.” She came up to me and pressed her index finger against my lip. “I just

remember making love to you that night. In the tent. The mosquito bites stunk, and we
smelled a little bit. But, God, you turned me on.” She pressed her lips against mine. I

could feel my stiffy growing, as I touched her hips. They felt fatter than they used to, but
her skin was still very soft. She pushed me into the chair and saddled herself on my lap. I

felt her warmth rub against my stiffy, so I gasped.
“Shhh.” She pressed her index finger against my lip again. “You’re my sexy man,

and you’ll always be my sexy man. Okay?”
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I nodded. “I know things have been tough with work and everything. But your

body still gives me the bajibbies. And I know that your badinkaling can rival your
managers’ fake badinkalings.” She rocked back and forth on top of my stiffy.
I closed my eyes and moaned.

“That’s good,” she continued. “There you go. Tomorrow I want you to think

about this, and think about everything else we have done. And think about what we’re
going to do after this, and where we’re going to do it. It can be any place you want, no

matter how crazy. And if you think about that stuff, your badinkaling will be golden.
Good to go. If it lasts longer than four hours, good. You got that?”
I nodded again.

“Good. You got this, raspberry.”
I tried to look down at my stiffy. “Can I give it a nickname?”

“Well, sure. What would you like to name it?”
The possibilities. I had to think of someone I looked up to. Bob Feller? I didn’t

deserve to name my stiffy after him. Jim Brown? Same reason. My dad, uh, how about
presidents? Lincoln Log didn’t sound convincing. But then it hit me. “Let’s call it the

JFK Kockbuster! And you replace the ‘C’ in ‘cock’ with a ‘K.’ See what I did there?”
My old lady just glared at me. “Raspberry, I think it’s too soon.”

“Why? That was, like, what? Four years ago?”
“Yeah, but it still doesn’t feel right.”
I sighed and looked away. “Yeah. I guess you’re right.” I started to lose the

hardness, until my old lady rocked back and forth again. I tried to say something, but
nothing came out of my mouth.
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She leaned up against my ear and whispered, “Why don’t we just call it my
favorite toy?” I nodded as she started to kiss my neck.

“Want to go to Paris?” I asked.
“Sure. Can we afford it?”

“Maybe we could. I mean, we saved money and didn’t have kids. I can take you
to the Eiffel Tower, and then we can eat some faux something or other.”

“Faux something or other?”
“Yeah. It’s duck liver.”
She pulled away from my neck. “Raspberry, that’s disgusting. Who wants to eat
duck liver? That’s something Mocha would eat. And she eats her own poop.”
We looked at each other for a moment. “Okay,” I said. “No duck liver.” I could

feel myself getting limp.

My old lady looked down towards my crotch, and then she looked back up at me.

“Raspberry,” she started, “who do you know exactly at work?”
“A lot of people. My managers—”
“No, no. I mean, who do you really know?”
Of the countless faces and stiffies I had encountered in my ten years at the

company, I realized I didn’t really know anyone. The only person I was close to knowing

was Roy. And all I knew about him was that he was big, sweaty, and had an old lady.
Maybe I could have asked him to catch a baseball game or a Browns game. I dunno. But I
never did so. And other than my friend Jack, who moved to Indiana, I really had no
friends at home to catch a baseball game, Browns game, or a few Pabst Blue Ribbons

after work. All I could do was look at my wife and shake my head.
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She frowned, but after a moment, she gritted her teeth and grabbed my crotch, as I
gasped. “Listen,” she snarled. “This isn’t a pity party. I asked you a question and nothing

more. You get that stiffy up now, husband. And you better do it now and keep it up.” She
got off my lap, while unzipping my fly. She pulled down her panties.
***

"Whatdya think, Roy?"
I stood in front of Roy, with my stiffy bulging in my pants. I took a half day in the

morning, after a wild night with my old lady, and I couldn't stop thinking about her
naked, and all of those nights we had wild intercourse. And I stayed hard for a long time.
I had "Let's Hang On" by the Four Seasons in my head, and Frankie didn't sing so high,

like he usually did.
Roy just stared at the bulge in my pants, emotionless. It was like he was playing
that "brainwahsed card" again. "Hmmm," he mumbled.
"Yeah," I said. "You should have seen it last night. Wait, no, no you shouldn't
have. You watching my old lady and me getting it on would have been weird. But you

would have been proud of me. You really would have. And now I can't stop smiling, and
this." I pointed at my stiffy.

Roy stared a little longer, opened up a drawer, pulled out a brown paper bag, and

started to walk away.
"Where you going?" I asked.
"Taking my lunch break," he answered, still staring ahead.

"Thought you took it later."
Roy didn't answer and kept walking towards the break room. Everything went
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quiet. I could feel everyone in the office looking at my stiffy. I smiled at a few people.
When I was about to sit down, I saw the managers huddled together, except for
Mr. Axle. They, too, stared at my thing, and I just waved to them. They smiled and

waved back, their woodies pointed towards me. I did my work, made some phone calls,
but I could still feel everyone staring at me.
After awhile, Martin came up to my desk. "Howard," he said gleefully. "Glad to

see you made it in today."
"Thank you, Mar—er, Mr. Volsenfer." I smiled.
Martin handed me a piece of paper. "Can we look at this for a minute?" The

document was actually a purchase order from Blackstone's Bicycle Company, and there

was a big red circle drawn in the middle of the document, but the circle was around a big
empty space. "You sent Mr. Blackstone the wrong item," Martin continued, smiling.

"I did?"
"Yeah. Looks like he was looking for a flat washer, but you sent a socket head
cap screw. Can you explain why you did so? They didn't even include a description on
the purchase order, or part number. They just listed a quantity and price. So I'm just
curious why you found it okay to send a cap screw."

My stiffy stayed hard, and I briefly thought of my old lady, naked and on top of
me. It continued to stay hard. I looked at the document a little harder and grinned. "Oh, I

remember this one," I started. "This purchase order only has a price, and the rest was

probably left out by accident. So, of course, I could have called Mr. Blackstone for more
information. But there was a quantity listed, and when I looked through Mr. Blackstone's

order history, I saw that he ordered a socket head cap screw many times, with that fifteen
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cent price. And he ordered the same quantity of cap screws many times in the past few

months. So I figured he wanted another batch of screws."
"But there was no description or part number."

"Right. But there was definitely a quantity and price that matched the cap
screws."
Martin slowly nodded and sort of tilted his head. "I guess I'm still questioning

your decision," he continued. "I mean, isn't that still risky?"
I had to keep picturing my old lady on top of me. In bed. In a tent. On the planet
Mars. Screaming. I stayed hard. But Martin did, too. "Not necessarily,” I answered. “I

mean, all of you stress how we should only reach a customer if we absolutely have to. In
this case, I'm not sure if we had to reach the customer."

Martin scratched his chin and continued to smile. "Yeah, maybe. But, you know, I

just keep thinking it was a risky decision. I'm not sure if you could just go with a price,
you know?"
I shrugged, as we continued to stare at each other. Now I had to picture myself

screwing my old lady from behind. In the bath. On the bed. On the planet Jupiter, in

astronaut outfits. But wouldn’t astronaut outfits make things difficult? I glimpsed at
Martin’s stiffy, which started to move up and down.
Martin looked at the other managers. "Mr. Cahoon. Could you come here for a

moment? Should we just send an item, based on price alone?"
"I'm afraid not, Mr. Volsenfer,” Mr. Cahoon answered. “That sounds like a risky

decision. Mr. Dollard. Could you come here for a moment? Should we just go by price?"
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"Definitely a risk, sir,” Mr. Dollard said. “Not sure if I would do it. Mr. Murphy.
Could you come here for a moment. Send something just off of price?"

"Just a price?” Mr. Murphy asked. “No part number or description? Oh, my. Not
so sure."

The four managers surrounded my desk, their stiffies bulging in full force. I had
to picture something else to do to my old lady. Oh, maybe standing up. In bed. In the

jungle, next to a ferocious, man-eating tiger. No, maybe not the jungle. Maybe back at
Mohican State Park. No. Mosquito bites. No. Maybe our wedding night, where I lost my
virginity. No.

"Mr. Blackstone is a great customer and very hard worker," Martin continued.

“And he is prone to mistakes, just like problem solvers at Nelson Supply Company."
"Yes. Very true," Mr. Murphy said. "Some people here make mistakes,"
"Mistakes help us grow," Mr. Dollard said. "Unless they're risky mistakes.”
I made a lot of mistakes on our wedding night, so after a pitiful first round, we

just drank champagne and fell asleep. I started to lose my stiffy. Where else could we
have done it? In front of everyone, at a parade? Everyone would laugh at us. Their stiffies
were inching in, as if they were growing like Pinocchio’s nose. Everything in the room

started to get larger. My mahogany desk got wider.
I heard fingers snapping. Mr. Axel came to my desk. "Everything alright?" he

asked us all.
"Mr. Axel," Martin started. He explained the situation again.
"You don't say," Mr. Axel said, looking at me. He was in a black suit today, and

his Alfred Hitchcock bulged towards me. I thought it would rip out of his pants. "And his
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name was Blackstone, eh?" Mr. Axel continued. "Blackstone is a fine English name.

Reminds me when I went to England in the summer to see the coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II. I actually got to sit in Westminster Abbey. Isn't that wonderful? And the

ceremony was beautiful, as was the church. And after the coronation, I ran into a few

Londoners and partook in the most epic pub crawl in the history of mankind, at which
point I found a beautiful barmaid and had dirty, filthy sex with her." Mr. Axel put his

hand over his heart, looked out into the distance, and said, "God bless the Queen.”
The other managers put their hands over their hearts and also said, "God bless the

Queen." Their stiffies pointed up like flagpoles. Then, as if on cue, all five of them turned
towards me.
"Have you been to England, Howard?" Mr. Axel asked.
"Have you been to Europe?" Martin asked. "What else have you done in the

summer?"
"Did you do any epic bar crawls in the summer?"
"You happen to eat anything fancy lately? Did you take your old lady to a fancy

restaurant lately?"
The mahogany desk got even wider, and the walls appeared to be stretching. I

reached into my pockets to find my green pills.

"Do you like ice cream, Howard? We all like ice cream and have eaten ice cream
while climbing a mountain."

"We ate ice cream, while climbing a mountain, and having dirty sex with
Europeans.”
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"Did you ever meet a queen, Howard? Did you ever meet a king?” Their stiffies

all moved up and down in unison, and I couldn't find my green pills. Everything started
to get blurry. I now just pictured her reading a magazine, in the living room, while Mocha

rubbed up against her. I was losing my hardness.
"Did I ever tell you about the time I went to see the Eiffel Tower at night?"

Martin asked. "It was beautifully lit and, oh, my goodness. Hello, Roy!"

Martin stared ahead, his mouth wide open. We all turned to find Roy, heading

towards us, with the most magnificent stiffy bulging in his pants. It was absolutely
gigantic, curving towards the heavens as it pushed against the fabric of his pants. It was
so magnificent, it could have had its own Sunday night show, where it would welcome

the biggest musical artists sweeping the nation and world. It was not a Dick Clark. It was
an Ed Sullivan Stiffy. But Roy was sweating and didn't look at us. He rushed back to his

desk, looking for something.

"Where's my pencil?" he mumbled. When he turned one way, his stiffy knocked
some papers off his desk. When he turned the other way, his stiffy knocked some pens

and pencils off his desk. "There it is," he said. He tried to bend down to the ground, but
the stiffy got in his way. He tried again, but he just couldn't reach it. Then he tried to

kneel down to get the pencils and pens, but his weight got the best of him, and he started
to lose his balance. He stood up and turned around, his Stiffy ready to launch out of his

pants and into Martin's heart.
"I'll help you out," I said. I rushed over and picked up the writing utensils. Roy
turned around to face me. "Roy," I whispered. "How the heck—"

"I did what you said," he whispered back.
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"You mean, you figured out the ingredients?"

"Yes, yes. Now please give me back my things. Thanks."

I rushed back to my desk. Roy sat down, but his stiffy was so tall, so erect, it
almost looked like a rocket ship, ready to launch out of his pants and through the ceiling.
Roy couldn't even bend towards his desk to do his work. So instead, he quickly bent over
to reach some purchase orders, bent back towards his chair, and tried to work from his
lap. Or large stomach. Then he stopped and looked at the managers. "Anyone have a

clipboard?" he asked.

The managers looked at one another and cleared their throats. Martin smiled,
winked at them, and walked towards Roy. "Roy," he started. "You're looking great

today."
"Thanks. I try." Roy was now breathing heavily. "Would a clipboard be much

trouble?"
"Not at all," Martin answered. "Not at all." He then looked at Roy's stiffy for a

time. Roy looked up anxiously at him, beads of sweat dripping down his face. “Say, uh,
Roy," Martin started, still looking down at the Stiffy. "It's a really nice day outside. Nice

and warm." He started to smile. "It's been a really nice month, actually. Have you done
anything fun with your old lady this summer? Maybe go to Mohican and enjoy the great

outdoors?" He winked at Roy.
Roy, without looking up, answered, “My dick is my old lady.”

"Oh?" The managers looked at one another. I myself was confused.
“I don’t have a wife,” Roy continued. “My old lady has always been my dick.”
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The managers continued to look at one another and chuckle. Mr. Cahoon, clearing

his throat and smiling, asked, “We’re not sure what you exactly mean, Roy.”

“As you have all pointed out multiple times before,” Roy said, “I am out of shape.
I am sweaty. I am fat. And you all still ask if I have an old lady. You know what you are

doing. And it reached a point where I could no longer get hard. The old lady I used to
have, when I went home each night, and she was there to please me, was now limp.
“So imagine this employee who dealt with your jabs for so long, that he just

stared ahead, because what else would he do? That was me. Fat, sweaty and worthless.
So, as a former chemist, I did some research. And I figured out the formula.”

The managers again looked at each other, smiling. “We’re not really sure what

you mean,” Mr. Cahoon said, smiling.

“Yes you do. Those little blue pills you take. Don’t deny it.”
The managers remained silent. I was surprised. The only sounds were the sounds

of people banging their type writers, as well as the managers clearing their throats.

“Roy,” Mr. Cahoon started, “Have you ever been to Paris?”
“They are goddamn blue pills,” Roy interrupted. “And that’s all there is to it. And

it works. As you can see with me.”
The managers continued to smile and Roy without saying a word. Eventually,
Martin said, “Howard here has been to Mohican and said—”

“You’re the funniest,” Roy interrupted. “This little twenty-five-something-orother is going to tell me how to do things?” Roy stood up and went face-to-face with
Martin, who could only smile. Roy said, “I could devour you in ten seconds, assclown.”
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Mr. Cahoon stood between the two and said, “Roy, would you like to have
another lunch break?”

“Because I’m fat?” Roy shouted. “All I know is, I figured out the formula. And
you got nothing on me. My old lady is hard. She is beautiful now. And I fondle her.
Multiple times a day. And the funny thing is, she is literally my dick, which should be
insulting in itself to any old lady out there. But the funnier thing is, I treat her better than

you douchebags treat your old ladies—”
The frozen smiles on the managers’ faces felt lifeless. “Roy,” Mr. Cahoon said,

“would you like information on our inaugural town hall meeting, where employees are
invited to voice their concerns?”
“Nah,” Roy said. “I’m out. But before I go, I got something to show you.” Roy

unzipped his pants. Did Roy name his badinkgaling, or old lady? What were we about to
see? Roy smiled as he pulled out a banana from his crotch. And then he laughed. And he

kept laughing. His face turned bright red. He couldn’t catch his breath. I thought he was
going to drop dead, right then and there. The managers stared at the banana, nodding and
murmuring approval to one another.

“Jesus,” Roy started in between the laughs, “I got you all good. Jesus, I got you
really good.” His laughter eventually stopped. He shook the banana in front of the

managers, who continued to nod approval. “Eat this sweaty, glorious banana that has had
the goddamn pleasure of resting within my glorious, hairy crotch.” He inched up towards
the managers with the banana. “Eat,” he hissed.
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As the managers continued to smile, Marty looked down towards their crotches,
so I did the same. I noticed that none of their stiffies were hard. They said nothing. But

they still smiled.

Roy laughed again. “That’s what I thought,” he said. “You can’t salvage anything,
can you? Even your manliness.” Roy dropped the banana on his desk, packed his things,
and began to leave, but not before I extended my hand. He returned the favor. I felt a
breakthrough coming.

“How about a Browns game?” I asked.
“Nah,” said Roy.
“No?”
“Nah. You’re a nice guy, Howard, but I never really cared for you either.” He

made his way towards the front door.
I did not know what to think. The managers coughed a little, but they kept

smiling. Martin, looking down at his crotch for a second, asked, “Howard, have you

made it to Paris yet?”

“Wait a second,” I said. I looked at Roy’s banana. It was warm, inviting. It was
the last thing left of the only person I felt a speck close to at the office. I picked the

banana up and faced the managers. The managers said nothing. But Martin started to look

like that young interviewee I saw in the restroom who was trying so desperately to get his
stiffy up.

The banana itself looked ripe and hard, even after being in the comfort of Roy’s
crotch. I took my first huge bite.
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I’m not much of a drinker, but if I do drink, the one drink I absolutely hate is

tequila. But tequila holds a special place in my heart. When my friend was still in town,

we were at a bar, and that’s where I met my old lady. She was with a few of her friends

drinking and stuff. She was courteous enough to tell me that my shoe was untied. Before
we knew it, I introduced myself to her, and my buddy and me and her and her girls were
having drinks. And then someone ordered the shots of tequila. I tried to explain that I was

more of a whiskey guy. But my eventual old lady said, “Take the shot,” and she looked at
me in a way that got my stiffy going.
I took the shot in one gulp. I could feel my stomach doing summersaults, and the

gag reflex kicking in. I was sure it was going to come out the other way, back into the

glass. But it didn’t. Everything settled. I felt warm. My eventual old lady smiled, while

grabbing my knee.
With that first bite of the banana, I gagged a little. If I was going to throw up, I

could have done it on Martin’s face. But then everything settled. I felt warm. I took
another bite, and then another, while looking at the managers.

When I finished, I tossed the banana peel in the trashcan. I smiled at the

managers, who smiled back at me. I returned to my desk. They walked together back into

their office.
There was a sense of nothingness around me, other than the sounds of typewriters
and stuff. What else was there to do? I no longer felt like troubleshooting purchase
orders. I began to collect things from my desk—the picture of me and my old lady at our
wedding. A picture of Mocha as a puppy. A pencil sharpener. Two pencils. Some paper

clips. And without saying anything to anyone, I walked out of the building.
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It was hot outside. There was the music of an ice cream truck, as the truck passed
down Route 14. The song was “Do Your Ears Hang Low?” I wanted ice cream. I didn’t

want this job. I wanted ice cream. And I no longer needed the green pills.
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Duke King Wenceslas

A few years ago, I changed my name to Connor O’Connor, for I was done
with the old me. I was done with the old me who grew up in Parma, who never knew his

mother, and who watched his father drink like an Irishman every night. I was done with
the old me who then followed in his old man's footsteps by drinking cheap beer and

whiskey every night, the old me who was ready for marriage, but had a bitch step away at
the last minute, because I drank cheap beer and whiskey every night. She was a bitch.

Bitch. Bitch. Bitch. I was done with the old me who trusted friends and thought he had a
best friend, but learned that best friend was a socialist Democrat. He was a pussy. Pussy.

Pussy. Pussy. And most importantly, I was done with the old me who fell for his old man
pleas to reconnect, after no contact for fifteen years, only to find out he just wanted
money for his now heroin addiction. He was always a fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck.

Connor O’Connor would be different. Instead of cheap beer and whiskey, he
would drink craft beers and, in winter, Great Lakes Christmas Ale. And he would drink

so much Christmas Ale, he would become a Great Lakes Christmas Ale connoisseur. He
would continue to work for Beverage Distributor, the company he worked at for over
fifteen years, where he would deliver beer to grocery stores all over Parma, but this time
as a new man. This time as a connoisseur.
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I felt so new, so alive, that I even refused to spend one Christmas Eve alone.

Instead of moping around my apartment, pounding beer, and watching girls screwing
girls on the Internet, I decided to spend Christmas Eve with my neighbors, Tony and

Roger. We really didn't talk much before that night. They introduced themselves to me
when they moved in, and they told me that they were students at Cuyahoga Community
College.

Let me rephrase what I said before. I tried not to talk to them very much, but they

tried to talk to me. More on that later, but, God, were they loud. Music blaring all the
time. But it was older music. Classical stuff or older Christmas tunes.

The college didn't have any sororities or fraternities. So these two made up their
own fraternity. Krappa Krappa Poupa. They even went so far as to make brown
sweatshirts in yellow lettering. It was supposed to be Greek lettering or something, and

they always wore those damn smelly sweatshirts.
I made the mistake of introducing myself once in passing. Big fat Tony stood out

in the hallway every time I came home from work, and then he'd start chanting my name
and clapping. "Connor, Connor, Connor." His little scrawny dipshit of a sidekick Roger

would run out of their apartment and say, "Connor's back? Connor's back." And he
clapped, too, while chanting my name. I often told them to fuck off, and then Tony

offered me a cranberry and vodka to "loosen me up." That's all those guys ever drank.
Cranberries and vodkas. I'd tell those guys to have a real drink. But they never wanted
any Great Lakes Christmas Ale. They'd just start chanting my name again. Once, Tony
even lifted up his sweatshirt. He had drawn a nose and moustache over his fat fuck of a

stomach, and glasses over his huge pepperoni nipples. He kept squeezing his belly button,
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like it was a talking mouth. "Come, Connor," he said in a high-pitched voice. "I'm Lord
Poupy Face, the God of Krappa Krappa Poupa. Join your brothers, Connor. Join us.
Drink the blood and vodka."

Roger walked like a zombie, reached out to me, and said, "Join us. Drink the
blood that came from the black peacock.”
Tony looked at Roger and kept squeezing that huge belly button. "Hey, you low

life peasant," he screamed in that same high-pitched voice. "I am your god, and I

condemn the use of black peacock’s blood. Black peacocks are an endangered species."

Roger shook his head and shouted, "Eat shit, you holier-than-thou rapist of a
divine entity." And when that scrawny kid pushed big fat Tony down, Tony’s head

banged against the wall. He started cussing at Roger and breathed heavily, as his flabby

fat fuck stomach kept bouncing up and down fast. Or expanding, whatever the right word

is. And Roger couldn't stop laughing. Tony started to laugh really hard, too, as I walked
into my room.
The old me would have never talked to those boys again, But when I would pass
them by in the hallway, and they would wear those same smelly sweatshirts, and their
hair would be all greasy, and Tony would chant my name less often, maybe I had a

change of heart. After all, I was a new man. A connoisseur.

On Christmas Eve, before I went to work, I ran into Tony and asked if they were
going anywhere that night or for Christmas. He said no. I had nowhere to go, either. And
while Connor O’Connor could survive another Christmas on his own, he figured that

company would be nice as well. Again, I was a new me, and Connor O’Connor would be
different from the old me. So, after work, I ordered three twenty-piece nuggets from
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McDonalds, as well as a bunch of fries. When I knocked on their door with the food and

a twelve-pack of Great Lakes Christmas Ale, Tony answered.
"You bastards hungry?" I asked.

Tony tilted his head. He reeked of alcohol and body odor.
"Aren't you supposed to be somewhere?" he asked.

"I got nowhere to go. Figured you guys might want some nuggets."
Tony started to nod. His eyes got wider, like he was going psycho or something

on me. "Fuck yeah we’ll eat McDonalds on Christmas Eve," he hissed. "Who in their
right mind would turn that shit down? Come on in."

Roger sat Indian style on a red couch, a bottle of vodka in one hand, and a Santa
Claus hat on his head. He looked at me, slightly dazed, and shouted, "Merry Christmas,
Connor. Christmas. Connor. Christmas. Connor. Alliteration. Christmas Connor.” And he

and Tony chanted, "Christmas Connor. Christmas Connor. Christmas Connor." A glass of

what looked like cranberry juice sat on the carpet floor. He poured some vodka in the
glass—a high pour, from where he sat.
Their apartment was pretty clean, except for the garbage can in the kitchenette,

which overflowed with TV dinner boxes. There were also flashy red and green holiday
lights stringed along the wall. A tiny flatscreen tv, with no stand, rested on the carpet
floor, as did two paper plates of half-eaten hot dogs and potato chips. And Christmas

music came from a black stereo next to the tv. It sounded like some choir was singing
“The Little Drummer Boy.”

Tony said to Roger, “Our neighbor brought us food.”

Roger shouted, “Hooray. Such a gentleman and a scholar.”
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As I pulled the food out of the bag, I said, “You say I’m a scholar? Nah. I ain’t no
scholar. But I am a connoisseur. Connor O’Connor, the connoisseur.”

“A connoisseur?” Tony asked. “A connoisseur of what?”
I lifted my twelve-pack of beer. “This Holy Grail of Christmas ales. Great Lakes

Christmas Ale.”
Tony stared at Roger, and then back at me. “So you’re a connoisseur of Christmas

ale?”

“Yes. Great Lakes Christmas Ale.”
Tony opened his mouth, as if he was about to say something, and then closed his

mouth. But a moment later he said, “Okay, then.”

“What do you mean ‘Okay then’?” I asked.
“Oh, nothing. It’s just that I’ve never met a connoisseur of a very specific

product. Usually a connoisseur is someone who has a lot of knowledge about a more
general thing or category, like art, or wine, or maybe Christmas ale, as a type of beer. But

I’ve never heard of a Great Lakes Christmas Ale connoisseur.”

“Well, you’re looking at one,” I said. I cracked open a beer with my keys and
pounded at least half the bottle. The drink was smooth, cold, and it warmed me up like

nobody’s business.

“Well, what makes you a Great Lakes Christmas Ale connoisseur?”
“Everything.”
“What can you tell me about it?”
“Everything,” I repeated. “It’s smooth, cold, and it warms me up like nobody’s
business.”
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Another awkward silence followed, and I wasn’t sure why. Tony and Roger kept
looking at each other, which started to annoy the hell out of me. Tony looked back at me

and said, “Can you say anything else about Great Lakes Christmas Ale?”

“Look,” I snapped, “stop asking me these stupid questions and eat your damn
nuggets.”
We ate without saying another word, until Roger sprung off the couch and yelled,

“Holy shit. A Christmas Story is going to be on. 24 hours of A Christmas Story. Where’s
the remote?”

“I used it as toilet paper and flushed it down the toilet,” Tony answered.
Roger’s mouth dropped. “What?” he whispered.

“You heard me. We had an agreement.”
“But, but I didn’t think you were serious.”
Tony smiled. “But I was, dear friend.”

Roger took a huge swig of his drink, and his eyes started to water up. “You’re
joking,” he said.

“Nope.” Tony crossed his arms.

Roger sighed. “Okay, look,” he said, “I know I haven’t paid rent in awhile, and
you’ve been paying the bills, working at Yorktown Lanes, polishing bowling shoes, and
all that shit. Give me one more month. I’ll get some money, and the online blogging is
starting to take off.” And then his lip started to quiver. “Please,” he said. “Please, Tony.”
Tony and Roger had this intense staredown for a moment, as Roger’s lips

continued to quiver. But Tony burst out laughing and said, “Are you really going to cry?
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Are you that drunk? Fuck sake. I was just messing with you. I think the remote is inside

the couch or something.”

Roger wiped away a tear and punched Tony in the shoulder. Tony yelped but kept
laughing. Roger lifted up a pillow, and, sure enough, he pulled out a remote.

“And I believe you,” Tony added. “You’ll get the money eventually.” Tony shook
his head and leaned towards me.
“It’s like I’m his father and supporting him, like we’re a family or something,” he

whispered. “He was a foster kid growing up, so maybe I am like his dad—a big fat, lazy

dad.”
Roger, surfing through the channels, said, “I heard that. At least I didn’t have to
know my douchebag parents. Your mom call at all?”
“No,” Tony answered. “She’s still in Toledo. Hell if I care.”
I took another swig of beer and asked, “How long have you guys known each

other?”

Without hesitating, both answered, “Since we were seven.”
I looked outside to enjoy the view from the sixth floor. The sky was clear, with an

awesome full moon, but it snowed earlier that day and week, so the roads weren't plowed
that well. The apartment across the street was decorated with flashing holiday lights

stringed along balconies, as well as those pretty, white icicle lights.
Even with the television, I could still hear music coming from the boom box. One

song sounded somewhat familiar. It sounded like Bing Crosby was singing.

“Hey,” Tony shouted. “‘Good King Wenceslas.’ Remember singing that in choir
class?”
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“Yes,” Roger answered. “And he wasn’t a king. He was a duke.”
The two laughed at something on the television, as I still took in the scenery. But I

spotted something going across the sidewalk, or trying to. Thought it was a stray dog or
cat. The snow had to be a little deep. For a second, I thought of running out to give it
some extra nuggets or something. But I could see the thing get on two legs and try to

move forward, only to fall down in the snow again. It looked like it was trying to crawl.

Crawl?
"Holy shit," I shouted. "There's a baby out there in the snow."
Tony said, "Okay. That beer must be strong.”
I said, "I shit you not. There's a goddamn baby out there. Jesus Christ."

Tony ran up to the window and had the balls to say, "I don't see anything down

there."
I ran out the door and sprinted down the hallway. I'm a pretty built guy. But I was

running like I was 100 pounds and ran 18 marathons or something. I heard someone

behind me shout, "I'm coming with you."
I turned to find Roger running behind me, with no Santa hat or shoes. Just white

socks. I screamed, "Put on some damn shoes. And call 911 while you're at it.”

He had the balls to shout, "Eat shit." Now was not the time toss him to the ground
and bloody him up.
The parking lot wasn’t plowed, so it would have been hard to drive around to find
the baby. I kept running. I tried to hear something. Maybe a scream or cry or something.

And then, of course, Roger started bitching about his feet.
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"It's so cold," he kept screaming in a whiney, high-pitched voice. "My feet are
getting numb." He kept bitching but eventually stopped. I could just hear his footsteps in

the snow.

"Whoah,” he shouted. “Are your feet on fire or something? If I run on your
footprints, it's not as bad. It’s, like, warm.”
I screamed, "You’re drunk."

He said, “No, I’m serious, dude”
I made it near the sidewalk. Roger was a good distance behind, still caroling

away. My legs were tired, but I kept moving. I could hear a faint scream, which

eventually got louder. And there it was, lying in the snow: A little baby boy in blue
jammies, screaming hysterically.
I picked him up and glimpsed at his imprint in the snow. A snow angel from Hell.
I tried to comfort him by holding him tightly, his head against my shoulder. But he

couldn’t be comforted. He kept shivering and pushing away from me. I looked around to

see if there were any cars going down the street, or maybe a cruiser. Nothing. I blew
some warm air against his brutally cold hands and wiped the snow off his little coat of

blonde hair. And when I could feel his very squishy diaper, the whiff of shit hit me like a
ton of bricks.

Roger caught up to us. I gave him the baby for a quick second, but the baby still
screamed and tried to push away from Roger. I took off my flannel top and wrapped it
around the baby. My nipples got numb from the cold. But who would care at this point?
When Roger gave me back the baby, he took off his fraternity sweatshirt and
wrapped it around the little kid. We could only see the baby's head poking out of the
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makeshift blanket we created. But his screaming changed to a cry, and then a whimper,
but I could still feel him shaking. Roger didn't wear any undershirt. He wrapped his arms

around his thin, maybe emaciated body.
When I told Roger to take his sweatshirt back, he shook his head. I told him that

we had to get back to the apartment and call 911 or child services. The baby looked at
me, and even with his tears and red face, his blue eyes shined under the moonlight.
But tires screeched from a distance. Headlights got closer and closer, until what

looked like an old and rusty Buick, with a rattling engine, pulled into the parking lot,
even with the snow, and stopped in front of us. The driver’s side was right beside us.

The driver didn't turn off the car. He just stared straight ahead, and it looked like
he was lighting up a cigarette or something. The guy who leapt out of the passenger side
wore plushy red reindeer antlers, with stupid-ass bells jingling from the tips, as well as

some black jacket and tight blue jeans. The scrawny bastard had a mullet, too. He

shouted, "Oh, God bless. Thank God. My girlfriend would have killed me." He started
laughing. "She has to work tonight. Why the fuck does Giant Eagle have to be open on

Christmas Eve? You know what I'm saying?"
He also reeked of weed. I never had weed in my life, but that DemocraticSocialist-pussy-of-an-ex-best-friend of mine did pretty often. I could tell when he just

had a hit, or if he had quite a few hits.
This guy now had the nerve to say. "God bless you, man. We'll take it from here."

And he reached out towards the baby, who started to cry again.
I had this instinct to turn to the side, so he couldn't grab the baby, and I asked him

if he was the father.
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"Well, no," he said, sounding annoyed. "I'm just the mother's boyfriend. She had
to work tonight. No idea how he got out of the car. But, again, we'll take it from here."
Now the baby was burying his head into my shoulder, screaming. The guy looked

at Roger and had the balls to ask, "Why the fuck aren't you wearing a shirt? Christ, it's
fucking cold, man."

Roger said ,"I wrapped my sweatshirt around the baby."
This jackoff—Mr. Mullet—nodded and said, "Well, thanks. So just give me the

baby, and we'll be on our way."
I asked, "Where are you guys from?"

Mr. Mullet sighed and said, "We're from the Eastside. We're visiting family, while

the baby’s mom is working. But why the hell am I telling you this? I don't owe you any

explanation. Please give me the baby."
I didn't budge, and there was this really long, drawn out tension. Finally, Mr.

Mullet screamed, "Give me the fucking baby."
I stood in place and said, "I'm not giving this baby to you, you negligent piece of

shit."
The mullet-haired fucker laughed and said, "I know you didn't mean that. I know

you didn't."
I had this awful thought. I held the baby tighter and asked, “What’s the baby’s

name?”
Mr. Mullet screamed, “I don’t have to tell you nothing, you low-life shithead. I’m

going to kick your ass in a goddamn second, if you don’t hand that baby over.” But he

11didn’t mean that. I could have broken this guy in half. And he knew it, too. He didn’t
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move any closer to me.
I said, "I'm walking back to my apartment. If you come anywhere near me,

or even touch this baby, I'm going to hurt you.
I caught this huge whiff of cigarette smoke coming from the driver’s side of the

car. The window was open. The driver, in this really deep, intimidating voice, asked, "Is
there a problem?" And for the first time, I noticed how bald he looked, and how big he

must have been. Enormous.
Mr. Mullet looked back at the guy and said, "Yeah. We have a huge problem.”

The driver shouted, "I wasn't talking to you, horsefuck. I'm talking to that guy in a
wife beater holding our fucking baby. Is there a problem?"

Roger crossed his arms and started to bounce up and down. I could feel my grip
loosen around the baby, who cried louder.
The driver swung open his door and stepped out of the car, a cigarette hanging
from his mouth. He must have been almost seven feet and wore this black trench coat. He

reeked of cigarette smoke, weed, and whiskey. And I just didn't know what to do. I

wouldn't have stood a chance against this guy. He'd beat me up, and as I laid in a pool of
blood, I'd watch him chuck Roger hard against a tree or something.
I loosened my grip even more. The driver puffed his cigarette and blew that nasty

smoke into my face. Now the baby was screaming again, as I started to cough and wipe
my eyes with my free hand. And within a second, this tall guy snatched baby from my

arms. My flannel top and Rogers's sweatshirt fell into the snow. The driver gave the baby
to Mr. Mullet. The baby didn’t stop screaming.
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Mr. Mullet thanked me, and as he ran back to the passenger seat, he waved and

said, "Merry Christmas to you both. God bless.” They reversed back into the street, or at
least tried to, as the tires screeched in the snow. But after a moment they got the right
traction and slid along the icy road, away from us. Part of me wished that they crashed

into a tree, so I could grab the baby. But they didn't even appear to have a baby seat, so if
the car crashed, the baby would have gotten hurt. They didn't crash and kept going, and I
swear I heard the baby’s crying and screaming from that distance.

Me and Roger put our clothes back on and stood there for a time. We didn't catch

a license plate number or anything. Eventually, Roger said, "My feet are really numb, and
I'm really hurting.” And, Jesus, he started crying. Crying hard.
“Stop it,” I said.

He screamed, "I can't move." Tears and snot were running down his cheeks and
nose. I picked him up and carried him through the snow. Like a newlywed husband
sweeping his new wife off her feet and carrying her into their apartment. That's how I

was carrying this guy.
He kept shivering, sobbing, and saying, "I'm sorry. I'm sorry that I fucked

everything up."

“What the hell are you talking about?” I asked. “Just shut up.”
I got tired of carrying him like a lover, so I had him jump on my back, still crying.
I gave this pathetic kid a piggy-back ride back to the apartment. He kept apologizing.

When we got back to his apartment, I had Tony put a bunch of hot water in a
bucket. Roger took of his socks, still sobbing, and dipped his feet in the hot water.
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I punched the wall a few times, like any angry person would. Roger’s sobbing

eventually stopped, and he just kept sniffing his nose. Tony sat next to him on the couch
and rubbed his shoulder.

Moments later, Roger pulled his feet out of the bucket, sprung off the couch
again, and shouted, “Holy shit.”

“What?” Tony asked.
Roger pointed at me, his face growing pale. “Your feet,” he said. “They were
warm.”

“What are you talking about?” I asked.
“Your footprints were warm in the snow.” Roger then started to get all excited
and jump and up down. “Holy shit, Tony. Remember ‘Good King Wenceslas’?”

“All I remember is that he looked down on the Feast of Stephen or something.”
“Exactly.” Roger anxiously poured more vodka into his glass and took a giant
swig. “And King Wenceslas looked down to find a peasant out in the snow. So he talks to

his page, who knows this poor peasant, and Wenceslas decides that he and the page will
walk through the cold, to give the peasant food and drink. But it’s very cold outside, and

the page’s feet begin to freeze, and he says he can’t go on—”
“Oh, wow,” Tony said. “I remember that part of the song. Didn’t Wenceslas tell

the page to step on his footprints in the snow? Didn’t Wenceslas’ footprints, like, absorb

heat or something?”

Roger kept looking at me, and I swear he didn’t blink. “That’s it exactly,” he said.
“The page walked on Wenceslas’s warm footprints. And our choir teacher said it was a

miracle.”
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Now Tony stared at me, too. I was ready for one of them to try that Krappa

Krappa Poupa crap again. I was ready for Tony to take of his shirt and say, “Join your

brothers, Connor.” But instead, they just kept looking at me.

“What are you staring at?” I asked. They just kept staring. “What the hell are you
staring at?” I asked again. No answer. Roger shook his head, so I lunged towards him and
wrapped my hand around his neck. I didn’t squeeze tight or anything. I just grabbed his

neck, as I shoved him back onto the couch.
“I asked you a fucking question,” I shouted. “What the hell are you staring at?”
I pictured myself squeezing and squeezing his neck, until his face turned red, he

gasped for air, and his eyes rolled back. Before I could actually hurt him, I felt Tony
crash hard into my shoulder with such force, I fell onto the floor. As I grabbed my

shoulder in pain, Tony towered over me, took off his fraternity sweatshirt, and raised his
fists. He still had those glasses drawn around those pepperoni nipples, as well as the

moustache over his belly button. But unlike the cheerful Lord Poupy Face drawn on his

body of a few months ago, who joked about drinking blood and crap, this Lord Poupy
Face was ready to rip my fucking head off.

“Well?” Tony asked.
I continued to rub my shoulder and shook my head. Tony stayed in position, his

fists still raised.
“Okay,” I started. “Okay, I’m really sorry, guys. Roger, I’m really sorry. I’m just

really pissed off, and I got carried away.”
Tony turned to Roger, who slowly nodded. Tony grabbed my hand and pulled me

up.
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“No more Christmas ale for you tonight,” he said. “Instead, drink this.”

He fixed me a cranberry and vodka. Any other night I would have refused,
especially since I was a Great Lakes Christmas Ale connoisseur. But this was a peace

offering from Tony, to get us back on good terms. So I took a sip or two of the drink. It
tasted different.

And then I don’t know what happened. I found myself sitting on their crapper and
puking pink vomit all over my boxer shorts and jeans, which were pulled down to my
ankles. I heard Tony and Roger laughing in the other room, while Christmas music

continued to blare from the stereo.
“A Christmas Story is the best,” Roger shouted. “Cleveland pride, baby.

Cleveland pride.”

“Hey,” Tony said, “it was filmed in Cleveland but technically takes place in
Indiana.”

“Who gives a shit?” Roger asked. “Cleveland or Indiana. Just like King
Wenceslas. Wenceslas wasn’t a king. He was a duke. Connor, buddy, how you doing in

there?”
“Shut the hell up,” I yelled.

Tony started to laugh and said, “Yeah. He wasn’t Good King Wenceslas. He was

more like Duke King Wenceslas. Sing with me: Duke King Wenceslas looked down, on
the Feast of Stephen... ”
I heard Roger join in, but I can’t remember anything afterwards.

***
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I woke up Christmas morning in their bathtub, with no pants. I found a filthy

towel on the bathroom floor, wrapped it around my ass and dick, and walked over driedup purged puddles of my own puke. Roger was passed out on the couch. Tony was
passed out on the floor.

We didn't really talk after that. Sometimes I'd pass Tony in the hallway, and we

just waved or nodded. They didn't stand outside their doorway, either, and chant my
name when I came home from work.
Last spring, I caught them carrying their filthy red couch down the hallway. They

weren’t wearing those fraternity sweatshirts anymore. Just regular shirts. I asked if they
were moving.

Tony said, "Yeah. We have to."
I asked, "To where?"

They didn't answer. As they pushed the couch into the elevator. I asked if they
needed any help, and Tony said, "No, thank you.” Tony's hair was all greasy, and
he looked even fatter. Roger looked really emaciated and pale. He wouldn't look at me.

As the elevator door closed, I told them that I meant to give them back the towel I
snatched on Christmas Eve. But they weren't talking, and the elevator door just closed. It
was like a movie, where the elevator door closes, and you realize it's the last time you'll

ever see someone.
I spent a few Christmas Eves alone, drinking Great Lakes Christmas Ale, and

thinking about that little baby. I thought about him—and still think about him—every

day. I’m guessing he’s okay? At least I try to convince myself that he’s okay.
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I also thought about Tony and Roger. Guess I try to convince myself that they're

okay, too. I just picture Roger shirtless, standing in the snow, sobbing. And I picture
Tony next to him, shivering, shirtless, without any moustaches or glasses drawn on his

body. But he still stands next to Roger.
Last Christmas Eve, I sat at my dining room table, ate a Big Mac, and started to
pound another Great Lakes Christmas Ale, until I realized something. Great Lakes

Christmas Ale wasn’t anything special. It was just beer. A sweeter, stronger beer that was
nothing more than alcohol. And I realized that I was done with alcohol for good. And I

was also done with Connor O’Connor the connoisseur. Maybe my old self wasn’t all that
bad. Maybe I could use my old name and old self to become a newer, better self. Maybe

Daryl Kabat could become someone special.
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The Touchy Priest
For the third time, Father Ken rolled his eyes, making contact with the little beam

of light creeping out of the confessional booth. How he wished he could have been a little
light particle floating out of that crammed space—a space that never accommodated his
six-foot figure. But more importantly, how he wished he could have escaped the
menacing voice on the other side.
“So after that person cut me off as I was crossing the crosswalk, I am pissed off.
Goddamnit, am I pissed off,” the menacing voice continued.

“Larry,” Father Ken started.
“And I know I shouldn't have been. And maybe he came here legally, but screw
that, you know?” The menacing voice grew louder.
“Okay, Larry,” Father Ken pleaded a little louder. His collar felt tighter around his

neck.

“And I know it was wrong. And I shouldn't have shouted 'go back where you
came from’ out of the car window. I’m not racist or anything. But, Jesus Christ, when

you're pissed—”

“Point taken,” Father Ken interrupted. “Point taken. Is there anything else?”
“Other than my seething hatred for my ex?”
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“The seething hatred that you still have, after 6 months of weekly confession? The

seething hatred that is evident with every f-bomb and s-bomb that comes out of your

mouth? The seething hatred that makes these Saturday afternoons that more enjoyable?”

For the first time in ten minutes, silence, followed by more silence. Father Ken
glared at his black cassock.

“Well,” Larry started, “I take it you don't want to hear about the ex this
weekend?”
Father Ken rubbed his face. “How about a rain check?” And then, feeling a
sudden twitch at the corner of his lip, Father Ken offered a light laugh or two.

He heard a little bit of laughter from the other side of the booth. “Fair enough,”
Larry started. “What's the remedy this week?”

“Same.”
“It's been the same for awhile. Have you still considered legitimately fining me,

given my endless fuck—er—screw-ups?”
“Nah,” Father Ken confessed, as he once did consider such a proposal. “If I did

that, I'd be filthy rich. And then I would move to Poland. Or maybe Greece. But then who
would listen to you?
There was more silence. “Fair point,” Larry responded. “You listening to me must
be a labor of love or something.”

“Perhaps,” Father Ken said. “And where would you find the money, if you were
fined?”
Larry started to laugh. “Ouch,” he said. “That one hit deep, Father.”
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The collar felt tighter around Father Ken’s neck, and for the first time, he could

really smell the body odor coming from Larry’s side of the booth. “Larry, forgive me.

That was out of line. I’m not sure where that—”
“Oh forget about it, Father. You are literally the only person who can talk shit to

me, and I won’t care.”
Silence followed. Father Ken found the strength to ask, “Do you have a place to

stay?”

“Most days, yes. Don’t worry about it. Anyhow, can you believe Christmas is one
week away?”
Father Ken closed his eyes. “I know,” he forcefully, yet lightly answered. “And
so ends another year.”

“Yeah, I know. And, uh, I'm sure we are going to see a very, very tall Santa Claus
again? Huh?”
Father Ken felt as if something dropped from his chest down to his stomach. The

warmth he had temporarily gathered during the confession had vanished, as his wooden
bench started to feel very cold on his behind, as did the wooden wall he leaned up

against.

“Yes,” Father Ken answered softly. He cleared his throat.
“I'm sorry?”

“Yes,” he answered loudly.
“Nice. I love that little bit. You know, I stopped believing in Santa Claus years

ago. But I always feel something over your performance. And the kids just eat it up. And
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I love the message, too. You talk about presents first, but then get at the heart of the

matter. You know, Jesus, and everything.”

Father Ken stared at the wooden floor.

“Well, I better go,” Larry said.
“Okay,” Father Ken answered. Larry then read the Act of Contrition, and they

closed with an Our Father.
“See you next week,” Larry said. “And I won't mention the ex. I promise.”
Father Ken smiled and replied, “God bless you.” At that point, he heard the other

door swing open and the creaking of wood, as if Larry got up and left. Now there was no
menacing voice from the other booth. Father Ken rubbed his hands together, bowed his

head, and tried to pray. But he couldn’t.

As Father Ken stepped out of the confessional booth, he covered his eyes for a
moment, to adjust to the bright lighting in the church. The newly installed lights looked

like wondrous orbs hanging above the pews. Father Ken gazed directly above the altar,
where the wooden Crucifix stayed suspended over the wooden pews. He felt the wooden
carving was impeccable in design—realistic features, along with blood trickling from the

hand, feet, and forehead—but if he could change one thing, he would have closed Jesus's
eyes. Instead, the eyes almost bulged out of their sockets. With such a startling feature,

Father Ken wondered if the wooden figure was asking the masses, “Look what you've

done to me, people. Why? Why?” No matter how many times he had seen the Crucifix,
he couldn't help but feel a shiver run up his shoulders, so he took two steps back.
Father Ken set his eyes on the work of art directly above the Crucifix: A circular

glass-stained window that almost reached the ceiling. The design consisted of what
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Father Ken considered to be a rainbow-colored pie, composed of colorful slices. In the

center was a very simple dove that glowed in the daylight.
Father Ken remembered those quiet and rainy Wednesday afternoons, where there

was no confession, and all of the lights inside of the church were off. The only source of
light would come from that window, so Father Ken would sit in a pew and observe the
light-laden dove. During such sessions, his breathing slowed down, he would touch his

knees, and his limbs loosened, as if he could easily slide from the pew to the hardwood
floor.

And he reflected. Dressing up as Santa Claus for the Christmas Eve mass last
year, and the years beforehand. The Christmas tree to the right of the altar; the children

sitting around him as he told the story of Christ's birth. The black-haired boy staring at
him with shiny blue eyes. The little girl staring at the congregation, likely trying to spot
her parents to make sure they didn't leave. The same girl the year after that, and then the

year after that; a mother, Jenny Dennismore, sitting with her six-month old son. Himself
bellowing “Ho, Ho, Ho,” which made most of the kids laugh, but then three girls cried

simultaneously. Himself looking out at the crowd of adults every year, who always stared

just like that black-haired boy.
But he also reflected upon the letter he received last week. The Times New
Roman font and diocese letterhead. Remembering that the bishop always addressed
concerns in writing, not in person. The sentence, “The world's views on the Catholic

Church have changed, in light of the horrendous scandals that have now surfaced.” The
sentence, “To repair our image to the world, we must first repair our image at home.” His

hand twitching when he read “...we strongly discourage you from physically interacting
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with any children, especially as it relates to your portrayal of Santa Claus”. His stomach

tightening with the sentence, “Failure to comply will result in a regretful reevaluation of
your pastoral position at Saint Francis Parish.”

He wondered if someone spoke to the bishop about his Christmas tradition.
His phone rang. His ringtone was John Denver and The Muppets rendition of
“The Twelve Days of Christmas.” The song went up to Gonzo’s three French hens and

then went back to the start. He always wondered what Gonzo was, exactly. Was he a

bird? An alien? A being with some deformity? Or was he just an outsider?
His mom was calling. He wasn’t in the mood to answer, so her call went to
voicemail.

“Hey, honey,” she started. “No dinner tomorrow. Sorry. Ciocie is not doing too
well. Still in the hospital. Going to meet her at the hospital with Grandpa and Terrie to
play some Chicken with her? Or would that be too loud for the other patients? Oh well.

Who knows. If you absolutely need food, there is some pierogi in the freezer. You can
play with the dogs. Talk soon. Hope you’re okay. Love you.”
Father Ken did not want frozen pierogi.

***
Father Ken thought the head of the longhorn at Longhorn Steakhouse was a bit

much. It’s horns were quite long, almost to the point, that if the head fell off the wall,
those horns could cause considerable damage to the unsuspecting bartender serving

drinks below.
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Father Ken sat a few tables from the bar. His salad was a little two saturated in

ranch dressing, but the loaf of bread was exceptional. His Flo’s Filet was cooked to
perfection, and the side of mashed sweet potato was delightful, with the perfect
combination of butter and cinnamon on top. He was almost done with his glass of

cabernet sauvignon. His glass of water needed a refill. Father Ken felt there was no need
to wear his collar out in public, so he wore a blue sweater. As he looked for his waitress,

he caught a man and woman shoveling food into their mouths a few tables away. The

man was in a Cleveland Browns jacket, while she wore Cavaliers jacket. When was the
last time Father Ken attended a sporting event?

A little further down, Father Ken saw a younger couple with what must have been

their young son in a high chair. He was in a festive onesie. While Father Ken could not
capture all of the design on the onesie, which was colored green and red for the holidays.

Father Ken looked at the young father. He pictured himself a few years younger, sitting

across from the younger woman. How would he have been as a father? Would he have
sat barefoot in the living room in sweatpants, tickling his son’s stomach, as his son

laughed, and A Muppet Christmas Carol played on the television? And would he have
kissed his wife when she came home? And how would that kiss have felt? And when

their son went to bed, would they have sat on the couch, as they kissed a little further, and
he reached under her shirt, as she took off his collar?

“How’s everything going over here?”
Father Ken looked up to his young server, Maddie. She smiled like that

saleswoman whom he met one day to sell one of those new sets of hymnals. That
saleswoman said, “Believe me, Pastor Ken. With these new hymnals, your parish will
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feel even closer to God than they have ever been.” She smiled, as her eyes widened.
Father Ken and the committee went with a different company.

“Everything is, is quite fine, thank you,” Father Ken said to Maddie.
“How are you doing with your cabernet? Would you like another?”
Father Ken could not remember the last time he had a second glass of wine. The

last time was with his mom, sister, and brother-in-law. His brother-in-law was a heavy
drinker, so after a few Sam Adams, he looked at Father Ken and said, “Come on, Father.

Another glass of wine is not going to kill you.” So Father Ken had another glass. He
didn’t feel drunk, as he did when he was in high school. But he remembers laughing a
little harder than he should have that night at the rectory, over a rerun of The Muppet

Show, when John Cleese insisted that he was a guest, as the Muppets sang some parody

of “To Dream The Impossible Dream.”
“Sure. More wine would be lovely. Thank you.”

As he ate another loaf of bread and finished his second glass of wine, Maddie
could not be found. He wanted to go home and sleep. He should have brought his collar.
That way, he may have gotten preferential treatment.

He tried to grab other servers, but they were clearly preoccupied with their own
tables. He contemplated just leaving some money, but he did not have enough cash for
tip, and he did not wish to short change Maddie, even if she left much to be desired at the

moment.

Maddie eventually came out from the back, but she made no eye contact with
Father Ken, as she walked over to another table—a table of teenagers. After taking their

orders, she went over to Father Ken. “How is everything over here?” she asked.
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Father Ken finished his wine, slapped the glass on the table, and said, “I would

just like my tab, please.”
Maddie looked at his empty glass, then back at him, and offered another

saleswoman smile. “Sure thing,” she said.
After he paid and left, Father Ken hopped into his green Honda Civic and headed
down Rockside Road. It was dark. He had A Muppet Christmas Carol playing in his CD

player. It was Track 2. “Scrooge.”
“There goes Mr. Humbug. There goes Mr. Grim. If they gave a prize for bein’

mean, the winner would be him.”
Father Ken always enjoyed Michael Cain’s performance as Scrooge. Scrooge, by

choice, also lived alone, as he delayed marrying Belle. In the Muppet version, Meredith
Braun portrayed Belle and sang “When Love Is Gone.” Father Ken found that song to be
the most gripping number of the musical, especially when Michael Cain tried to sing with
her, but got choked up. Father Ken always thought that Scrooge at least had the

opportunity to cry over a lost love. Father Ken never had the chance.
“A-a-a-a-after aH-aH-aH-aH...” The CD was skipping. Father Ken said, “Damnit,”

as he changed the track, but the CD continued to skip. He ejected the CD to blow off

some dust, but as he looked down at the CD player, he failed to see the person crossing
the crosswalk. When he looked up, the person could only try to run back to the sidewalk.

He leapt for the curve, as Father Ken slammed on his brakes. His car was an inch away
from the pedestrian.
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The pedestrian got up and brushed off something from his clothes. He wore a
black coat, as well as a Cleveland Browns beanie. He walked up to the passenger side and
pounded the window.

“What the fuck, asshole?” he shouted. “Roll down this window.”
Father Ken could not talk. Eventually, he stuttered, “I’m so sorry.”

“Roll down this goddamn window,” the guy screamed. “Are you stupid?”
Father Ken wanted to hit the gas, but he was frozen. He did not, however, roll
down the window.
“I asked you a question,” the guy shouted. “Are you stupid?” Father Ken said

nothing. The man tilted his head and shouted, “Or maybe high or something?”
At that point, Father Ken pressed down on the pedal and drove off, as the

pedestrian slapped the back of his car. Father Ken could only hope that the guy didn’t
have a phone to call the cops. Father Ken prayed for help. Maybe the guy got his license

plate. But it was dark.
Father Ken made it back to the rectory without incident. He went back to his

room. Books and online articles were sprawled across his carpet. He took off his clothes,
except for his boxers, and went right to bed, but not before praying to God that he would
not get caught.
***
Mass on Sunday, as well as Monday and Tuesday, went without incident. Father

Ken spent the beginning of the week visiting some patients at the hospice to perform the
last rites, as well as preparing for his Christmas Eve homily. Christmas Eve was on

Saturday. Any minute, he wondered if he would hear a knocking outside of the rectory.
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He wondered if a bunch of cops were waiting outside, wanting to ask questions.

“Apparently, you almost hit someone, Father Ken, and that particular someone took a
picture of your car and license plate. May we ask where you were coming from? Did you
have anything to drink?” Father Ken thought about his Miranda Rights. He wondered

what jail would be like. Would he be with other prisoners, or in his own cell? What if
there was another priest there for something far worse? What if Larry was there and
wanted another round of confession?
But no knocking came. Instead, he received an email from the bishop’s secretary,

offering Father Ken a cookie cutter homily, in place of his traditional performance as
Santa Claus. The secretary wrote, “It is the Bishop’s hope that you read this homily

without any form of deviation. We appreciate all that you do in the name of God.” The
homily was good, Father Ken admitted. There were comparisons to the manger and its
filth to humanity’s own filth. And the focus was simply on the birth of Christ. But Father

Ken felt like the homily wasn’t him. He never read one of the suggested homilies from
the diocese, though he knew priests who did so. Every homily was created from scratch.

On Wednesday, during PRS, Father Ken tried to peak his head into each
classroom—not to evaluate the teachers, most of whom were volunteers. Instead, he
poked his head, just to say hello to the children. This week, teachers were adding the

finishing touches to a Christmas pageant, which consisted of some first and second
graders walking down the aisle, dressed as individuals from the Nativity. They stood in
front of the church at the beginning of mass and sang a few hymns. To the parents and

pastoral staff, it meant little. But to the kids, it was a major endeavor.
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As Father Ken peeked into Jennifer Dennismore’s first-grade class, Tyler, cast as
the Angel Gabriel, was crying in costume. All of the children were in costume. Jennifer

was playing around with Tyler’s halo, attached to wire, which seemed to be bouncing off

of his head. “Come on, stupid halo,” Jennifer was muttering. “Tyler, this will all work

out. Maybe you will just have to jerk your head back at times, which will be fine. You
know, like this.” Jennifer tossed her head back a few times, but Tyler kept crying.

Jennifer sighed. She was middle-aged and wearing a nice red sweater. Father Ken tried so
hard not to look at her breasts, but they were quite massive. Jennifer looked in Father

Ken’s direction and said, “Oh. Hello, Father.”
“Good evening, Mrs. Dennismore,” Father Ken said. “And good evening,

children.”
“Good evening,” the children answered.

“Are you all ready for the Christmas pageant on Saturday?”
Some children mumbled, “Yes.” Tyler continued to cry, as the halo was now just
resting on his head, with the weak wire attached to the rest of the costume hanging limp
as well.

“May I have a private word with you, Father?” Jennifer asked.
“Of course,” Father Ken answered. The two went to the corner of the room, as the

children talked amongst themselves.

“How are you?” Jennifer asked.
“I’m sorry?”
“I just was checking.” Jennifer smiled. “Mary at the rectory said you had dinner

by yourself at Longhorn on Saturday.”
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Father Ken thought about the pedestrian again. It was Wednesday, so he assumed

no news was good news. He nodded as he answered, “I did. It was a lovely dinner.”

“Why didn’t you call me? You know Tom and I would have joined you.” Tom
was Jennifer’s husband.

“But your kids—”
“My mom would have watched them, Father. Seriously,” she grabbed his arm,
“Call me next time. We love talking to you.”

Father Ken thought about Jennifer’s massive breasts. He occasionally wondered

how they would feel. He also considered Tom to be a very good person.

“Duly noted,” Father Ken said. “I will reach out next time.”
“Alright,” Jennifer said. “Looking forward to seeing Santa Claus on Christmas
Eve.” She winked.
No one else knew about the controversy, other than Father Ken, and a few of the

workers in the rectory. Father Ken turned to Tyler, who stopped crying and was not
sniffing. Father Ken wondered how he looked naked. He probably looked small, for a

first grader. Immediately, Father Ken winced and stopped visualizing Tyler naked. He

asked God for forgiveness—not because he was aroused, but because he had such a
thought to begin with.

He closed his eyes for a moment and cleared his throat. The children were now
looking at him. “I, I cannot wait to see the pageant,” Father Ken said. “Really. I hope you
are as excited as I am.”

The children smiled. As Father Ken walked down the hallway, he thought about
the priests who thought about naked children and felt aroused. He wondered how they
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could think such thoughts. He prayed that he never met such a priest in his career, though
he knew that was wishful thinking.
***

On Friday afternoon, Father Ken held confession once again, and Larry sat across
from him. This time, however, Larry was not his aggressive self.

“So, yeah,” Larry continued. “I didn’t mean to pee behind the Chinese restaurant.

The owner had every right to be mad. I could have said something really hurtful, but I

held back. You know?”
“That’s great, Larry,” Father Ken said. “Really, that’s terrific.”

“Yeah,” Larry sighed. “But I still peed. I couldn’t hold it in much longer.” He
stopped talking.
Father Ken cleared his throat, to attempt to make some noise in the silence. Larry

did not say anything. His odor was quite strong this afternoon. “Is everything okay,

Larry?” Father Ken asked.
Larry sighed. “Yeah,” he said. “I’m just horny.”

“Excuse me?”
“Yeah,” Larry said. “Sorry to bring that up. I’ve just been sexually frustrated.”
“Oh,” Father Ken said. He thought about it. If Larry was homeless, he really

wouldn’t have a computer, so—he erased that thought from his mind and said, “Any fun

holiday plans?” He immediately felt like an idiot, for asking such a question.
Larry laughed a little bit.
“I know,” Father Ken said. “I know. That was stupid of me. I just hope you can

find some place—”
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“Oh, I’ll be here,” Larry said. “Tomorrow night.”

“Really?”
Larry laughed again. “Father, I’m here every Christmas Eve. I thought we talked

about this.”

“Why have I never seen—?” Father Ken knew the answer, before he even asked
the question. The more he thought about it, the more he realized that he may have only

seen Larry once or twice, as he left the church after mass.
“I’m sorry,” Father Ken said. “You know you can sit with the congregation,

Larry.”
“Nah,” Larry said. “I like it in here. I sometimes can even catch a smoke in here.”
“Oh,” Father Ken said. “Really?” Father Ken knew he caught the whiff of

cigarette smoke in the booth, but he never really pursued the issue, and he wasn’t sure
why.”
Larry laughed and said, “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t be laughing.”
Father Ken laughed in return. “I’m actually a little impressed, to be honest.

Definitely sinful, but impressive.”
“Thank you, Father. In fact, if you don’t mind, I would like to have one now.”

“No,” Father Ken shouted. “No.”
“Sorry. That was stupid.”
Father Ken thought about asking Larry for a cigarette. He had a few cigarettes
when he was younger, but quit before it could become a habit. He could feel the burn as

he inhaled the smoke. He would have felt something similar to the Holy Spirit. But he
knew he couldn’t have a cigarette.
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“Okay,” Larry continued, “What’s the penance today?”

“Meh,” Father Ken answered. “Just come here on Christmas Eve.”
“Really? Nothing else?”
Father Ken thought of everything that transpired the past week with the car

incident, as well as his thoughts. Larry’s sins paled in comparison. “Nothing else,” Father

Ken said. “Thank you for sharing.”
“Oh, okay then,” Larry said. “See you tomorrow night.”

Father Ken could hear the door to the confessional booth open, as Larry walked

out, coughing. Father Ken sat alone in the silence. For the first time, he missed the voice

of Larry.
That evening, Father Ken watched The Muppet Christmas Carol. When Scrooge

has his moment at the end, when he becomes a new man, he and The Muppets sing “The
Love We Found,” which is a twist on the afore-sung “When Love Is Gone.” Father Ken

was touched at how Scrooge lost but then found love. As the cookie cutout homily rested
on his lap, Father Ken prayed to God, hoping that the powerful ending to the Muppet
musical was some sort of sign over what to do tomorrow. He hoped for that sign way into

the late night, while drinking a Diet Coke or two. He realized a sign was not coming. He

fell asleep on the recliner.
***

Earlier on Saturday, when no one was around, Father Ken tucked the Santa Claus
costume underneath the lectern. He knew there would be consequences if he delivered his

traditional homily. He also put the diocesan homily next to the costume. He was not sure

what he was going to do. He was still hoping for some sign.
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That evening, as expected, the church was standing room only, even with the
extra chairs added in the gathering area. A Christmas tree was close to the lectern. Father
Ken would usually sit by the Christmas tree, if he delivered his Santa Claus homily. The
lights that stretched above the pews were orbs attached to cables. Father Ken always

looked up and tried to picture them as planets floating around the universe, like a cosmic
being of some sort.

The little Christmas pageant was fine, even if little Tyler’s halo continued to

bounce up and down. Jennifer told Father Ken that afternoon that she just told him to

smile, and all would be fine. So Tyler smiled, as some people chucked. But he continued
to smile, so Father Ken assumed Jennifer’s advice worked.
Father Ken started the mass by saying, “In the name of the Father, and of The

Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”

The congregation said, “Amen.”
Father Ken said, “The Lord be with you.”

The congregation answered, “And with your spirit.”
Father Ken never knew why The Vatican went to a stricter translation of the Latin

mass. To him, “And also with you” sounded more human than “And with your spirit.”
What did that mean, exactly? That God should be with your spirit, and now with your

mortal flesh, or something like that? Father Ken was always confused.
The first reader read from Relevation 22:13, where God suggested he is both the
alpha and omega. The second reader read from the Letter to the Hebrews, which stressed

that God spoke through his Son Jesus. Father Ken then approached the lectern to read
from The Gospel, according to John, which stressed how the Word became God and,
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eventually, God in the flesh, or Jesus. It was one of Father Ken’s favorite readings, but as

he read the homily, he felt his stomach tighten, over what was to come.
“The Gospel of the Lord,” Father Ken said.

The congregation answered, “Praise to you, Lord Jesus Christ.” They sat down in

their pews, as the wood cracking with their butts created a cacophonous sound. As Father
Ken heard more creaking, he looked down at the Santa costume and homily. The
costume. The homily. The costume. The homily. He knew the glass-stained window was

behind him. He briefly turned around and looked up at the window, hoping for one last
sign. He heard a cough or two behind him. If he used the costume, he would have

excused himself, while saying that he had a special friend in the back. At that point, he

would have ran to the back and quickly changed. Or the homily was right there,
underneath the lectern, which he could just pull out and read. That option was easier.

He faced the congregation, yet to pull anything out from underneath him. Jennifer
Dennismore was sitting towards the front, with her husband and three kids. He saw other
families with their children as well. Someone was waving a little further back. It was his
mom. He forgot his mom was coming. He waved back and said into the mic, “My mom is

here. Hi, mom.”

As he waved to her, the congregation either laughed, or some even said, “Aww.”

“Mom,” Father Ken said, “I’m so sorry I haven’t gotten back to you in a few
days. Dinner still on tomorrow night?” The congregation laughed.

“Yes,” his Mom shouted.
“Pierogi?” Father Ken asked. The congregation laughed even louder.
“And kielbasa,” his mom shouted back. The laughter continued.
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“Let me tell you all something,” Father Ken said to the congregation. “I am a very
lucky son.”
The laughter was almost deafening, as some even applauded. “Stand up for a
second, Mom,” Father Ken said. His mom stood up, as almost everyone applauded. She

waved to everyone and blew kisses. Father Ken was so consumed by the events of the
past few weeks, he forgot all about Christmas dinner the next day. He thought of those

who would be there. His mom, of course. His sister, brother-in-law, and nieces. His

cousin Terrie. Maybe Ciocie and Grandpa. And maybe even his cousin Jack.
His cousin Jack.
“Indeed,” Father Ken continued, “we our having pierogi and kielbasa for dinner

tomorrow. A good old-fashioned Polish dinner. My family will be there. My ciocie will
hopefully be there. She is my great aunt, and “ciocie” is aunt in Polish. And while I never
knew my biological grandfathers, my great uncle always assumed that role of

grandfather, so that is who he is to me. It is always an honor to have dinner with both of
them on Christmas.

“Sometimes, however, my one cousin Jack attends. If he does, then I, too, look

forward to our conversations. You see, Jack was once a Catholic but turned atheist.”
Some in the congregation gasped. “Now hold on,” Father Ken said, as a few giggled.
“This is not an attack on Jack by any means. We have had meaningful conversations over

God’s existence and the like. And he is also an astrophysicist, so he is sort of a big deal.

“Regardless, I will always remember, when we were in middle school, we, we
were sitting by the Christmas tree, admiring our new remote-controlled cars and such. At
that point, I was pretty religious, even at a young age, and while I have not the slightest
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idea what we were discussing up to this one point, I just remember Jack saying, ‘I think
God has to be lonely.’
“I wasn’t exactly sure what he meant, you see. So when I asked what he meant he

said, ‘Think about it. God is the most powerful being in the entire universe. No one can
truly gasp what he knows or does. I don’t even think that Jesus can compare. So how can

you not be lonely with such unparalleled power?’”
The congregation was silent. Some people looked confused, not sure what to say.
Father Ken quickly said, “Yes, he used the word ‘unparalleled,’ so you can see why he

became an astrophysicist. Personally, I thought he would get an MFA in creative writing
or something, but he was too intelligent for that, apparently.” The congregation laughed.

He watched his mom smiling. He remembered when he was first ordained, when his
mother sat in the front pew of his first parish, Saint Leo the Great. His father died when
he was in elementary school.

His father.

“And I guess my cousin made a great point, the more I thought about it. How can
you not be that lonely, with such power? And throughout my many years as a priest, I
wondered too, how we can have all of the company in the world, and still feel lonely. As

many of you know, my father passed away when I was a child. He passed away when my

sister was only one-year old, from a brain tumor.” He looked over to his mother, hoping
he wasn’t crossing any lines. His mother just stared at him, but after a moment, she
nodded, as if knowing he was asking for her permission to continue.

“My mother had her sisters to support her, as well as my grandmother, who was
still around, and my ciocie and grandpa. And she had two children. But I have no doubt
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she felt lonely at times, with my father missing in her life. And I, I can remember one

particular time. The Christmas Eve after his passing. My mother felt it would have been
too sad to open presents on Christmas Day, for some reason, so she had me open a few

presents on Christmas Eve. Just some GI Joe toys or something. My sister, in full babble
mode, was more interested in wrapping paper, than anything else.

“So as happy as I was for the toys, I, too, was hurting. And as the fireplace was
going, and the tree was glowing, we sat in silence. My mother held back tears. I could

almost feel the emptiness she was feeling.

“My sister, however, was not aware of these things, as she was only one. And as
she played with her wrapping paper while nice and toasty in her onesie, as well as the
first coming from the fireplace, she kept babbling about nonsense. I even think, at one
point, she offered me some wrapping paper, which I gladly accepted. My mother smiled.

“And as my sister continued to play with her wrapping paper, my mother and I
just looked at her in wonder. She was something special. And she is something special.
She now has a family and is gladly teaching. But even at one, we knew that she was

something. And on that night, I think she had some healing effect on my mother and me.”
He looked back at his mother, who was smiling.

“And maybe my atheist cousin wasn’t that far off with God. Maybe, with all of
his miracles and the like, God felt incredibly empty and lonely. So, sure, he created his

Son for us. And we must always remember. That is why we are here tonight. But I

wonder if he made his Son out of loneliness, too. And maybe, like my sister, God looked

at his newborn son with a tremendous sense of awe and love, just as my mother and I
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looked at my sister.” Some in the congregation nodded. Jennifer was holding her younger
child.
“So I’m not exactly sure where I am going with this, exactly.” Many in the

congregation laughed. “Maybe, my point is, we are truly not alone. And this Christmas
miracle reminds us of that fact. Therefore, let, let us be mindful of those awe-inspiring

moments in our lives. And let us be forever mindful of that awe-inspiring moment in that

manger, which changed our world forever. And maybe it was because God needed an
awe-inspiring moment himself.”
After a homily, Father Ken would have usually sat down in the presider’s chair

and go into deep prayer. This time, however, he wanted to find some family in the church
with whom he could sit with for a moment. He could have sat with his mother, or

Jennifer and her family. Or he could have found a family he never saw before, mostly the
ChrEaster families, or those who only attended mass on Christmas and Easter. Sitting

next to people in the congregation was unheard of in the church, but at this point, Father
Ken did not care. He wanted to sit with some other people, for once, instead of being

alone in his chair.
But he realized that Larry was probably in the confessional booth. He almost

forgot about him. He looked towards the booth, near the very back of the church. It was a
decent distance, if everyone was looking at you at the same time. But he walked.

As he walked down the aisle, away from the front of the church, he could hear
some people mumbling and talking amongst themselves. But Father Ken stared straight
ahead. He went into his side of the booth and closed the door. “Larry?” he asked.

“F-father Ken?” Larry answered.
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“Hi there.”
“What, what are you doing?”
“Not much,” Father Ken said. “Listen. I just wish to sit next to you for a few

minutes in silence. I’m going to close my eyes and perhaps pray. You can do the same.
But stay quiet, okay?”
After a moment or so, Larry answered, “Sure.”
“Okay.”

Father Ken heard the congregation talking amongst themselves. Father Ken

closed his eyes. Larry was quiet. Eventually, Father Ken tuned out all of the noise

meditated on the quiet that both he and Larry shared.
Father Ken did not pray. He thought about the glass-stained window and the dove.
Though he did not see the moon, he felt as though he could feel the moon, which may or

may not have been shining. Regardless, he felt the moon’s rays shine through the window

and into the confessional booth. He hoped that Larry felt something similar.

I am indebted to the following source.

Williams, Paul. “Scrooge.” The Muppet Christmas Carol, Jim Henson Records, 1992,

track 2.
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